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A Precautionary Message
Regarding Civil Defence
It Is quite possible, in the event of war, that atomic bombs would be
dropped on Canadian cities. They might even be dropped on smaller places
by accident or lor some special reason.
Since this possibllity exists, the sensible thing Is to take reasonable pre-
caullons to ensure our own safety and that of others for whom we ore
responsible.
This business of getling ready for an allock by an atomic or some other
kind 01 bomb does not mean thaI the place in which we live Is going to be
bombed. It simply means that we are playing safe. It's the sorl of thing we
do all the time when we buy insurance, put lightning rods on the roof or pour
emU-freeze Into the car radiator. We jusl don't wonl 10 toke a chance.
If we were 01 war, the enemy would be more interested In bombing an
unprepared community than one where everybOOy would be ready. There
would be more casualties and for greater damoge. So the more prepared we
me, the beller ore our chances of escaping with little or no Injury.
As a mailer of foct. our chances according 10 the law 01 averages are
pretty good in any ~se, bul they are far beller if we lake the proper pre-
cautions.
It is obViously the duty then of all citizens to co-operale wil'l the proper
authorities, as for as possible, in the preparation of an adequate plan of defence.
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PICTURESQ!JE PLACE NAMES
PE~~~~s n:aP::vil;}i~r~r~~ ~Ia~e ~a~:sar:
does :o\ewfoundland, We have compiled a few
examples from the map of i\fewfoundland.
Topping the list, perhaps would come Great Para-
dise and Little Paradise and coming a close second to
these surely we would place Heart's Content, Heart's
Delight, Heart's Desire and Heart's Ease, then how
about Bonaventure, Fortune Harbour, HopcaU and
Ilappy Adventure?
But not all places have such happy names, for
example: we have Breakhcart Point, Doughtin,g Point,
Como by Chance, Seldom Come By, Thwart Islands
and Pushthrough.
And here is a collection that would send a thrill of
horror along your spine, for we have Devil Cove,
Deadman's Bight, Isle am( ~Iorts (Isle of the Dead),
Savage Point, and Wild Cove and if you are looking
for a menagerie here is a collcction that is varied and
unique: Clown's Cove, Horse Chops, Calves Nose,
Little Cat Ann, Cat Cow', Black Duck Cove, Snake's
Bight, \lutton Bav, HorM:' Ears Point, Goblin Cove
and \losquito Cove.
\\'ant some more? \Vell here ;lre some household
utensils, etc., Ladle CO\'e, Spout Cove, Noggin Cove.
The Spout, Table Cove, Shoe Cove, and how about
.!lome food. for \vc have Bread Co\'e, Butter Bank,
Sugar Loaf, and Sweet Bav, and indiCH.tive of our hos-
pitalitv we have Opcn lIall,
And finally, in this very incomplete Hst, as showinj.!;
alIT fraility, we have J\listaken Cove, "Witless Bay, and
t\'amelcss Cove. And to show you the list is not
nearly exhausted, we end this review with Ireland's
Eve, Pip('r's Hole and Old Shop.
Behind such place names there must be interesting
stories as to how and why they were given them, and
this would make a fascinating avenue of research.
cod tongues, lobster at its best and,. for variety,
broiled rose fish, fish sticks, Ne\\ofoundland straw-
berries, bakeapples with cream, and blueberry
pie made from last year's home preserve. Our
~uests were enraptured, Newfoundland will
henceforth have a special place in their mem-
ories,"
"And these simple things can have the same
effect on not merely thousands but hundreds of
thousands of people in the future. All we need
is accommodation and Newfoundlanders who,
themselves appreciativc of the things we have to
alTer, and are wiJlin~ to be their .~ides."
Add to these the wann-hcarted hospitality and
friendliness of our people and we have to hand an
irresistible attraction to bring tourists to our province.
......... $1.00
............... $1.25
One year in advance (Canada) ..
Foreign subscription ..
IT would appear to an impartial observer that wearc concentrating all Ollr energies to lure tourists
to our shores on our sport fishing and hunting, and
preparing accommodation for these, yet while we
havc undoubtcdly the last or almost thc last great
frontier for these sports on the continent, and these
are, according to our jeremiahs, in great dan~er of be-
ing depleted, we seem to forget that we have much
marc to offer the tourist.
\Ve take the foUowin.e: from "\Vayfarer's" column
in th(' Daill, .\'eu:s of recent date as indicative of
some of the other attractions we have to offer:
"\\'c did nothing that was rcmarkable,~ Wav-
farer says. "We started b\" taking them around
the \Iarine Drive, down to Portu.e:al Cove and
fin'1lk up to Signal Hill. We took them as far as
Aquaforte on the Southern Shore, to Bay de
Verde where they were enthralled by the spec-
tacle of trapping (codfish) at its best, to Deer
Park, through a fresh fish plant, to the wharves
wherc the fish were bcin.e: forhel and split and
washed and put down in salt. We were able to
show them a real Newfoundland stvle picnic
We showed them the ripening bakeapples, the
pitcher-plant, the lighthouse at F'erryland and
Cape Spear and the fine peopll' of our nearby
s('ttlelllents."
"Wt' took a special delight in feeding them
caplin, salt fish with brewis anel pork scruncheons,
baked and stuffed codfish that was ocean fresh,
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CYCLING INTO THE HEART OF NFLD.
B\" SYLVIA :\1. \IELSO:'\",
Secretary :.\Jodern LmlJ!,[jaJ!,es~ Unioersitl, ColleJ!,e, Ullit;ersily of Toronto
NEs~~:1~1~~~~~~~~te~~~7:"~:~a~~;7~[p~~ed~:lIt~~
cause the people are so
hospitable and warm-
:~ea:~e~;a~~~ll~hebe~~~f~r.
Even while on the train
going east I felt welcome,
as Newfoundlanders h..lp-
piI..- returniug home for a
hofidav invited me to visit
them in St. John's, etc. The
Islanders did so much for
me that I felt quite over-
whelmed. I could hardly
ask questions or show a
preference for something, but kind people were seek-
~fcl ~l':I~~~I~: \~h~ b;~~~h';~~t a t~;~f~~~~s;~ed~ak~
apples (a wild, juicy berry) because 1 said I had
heard they were rather special and was wondering if
the,- were ripe yet.
·\fter looking at folders. I knew the country would
be lowh-. but '\ewfoundland in realih- far e_xceeds
its pictures. The long views O\-er a blue sea, the
thundering breakers on a wide smooth beach, the
mms' fish houses clinging to the sides of tbe rach
coves. the fog !!;raduaUv obscuring distant folds of
the hills.-all have to be seen to be appreciated. And
then ther can never be forgotten. 1 was so lucky
with mv colour photos and realh- captured Ihis
IOH·liness. I only wish 1 could share these pictures
with farawaY friends as easily as with those at homc.
On JUDC :?o7 I left Toronto by train and reached
~orth Svdney, N.S., two days later. At the C.N.H.
wharf was the "S.5. Cabot Strait," a neat little ship
which we boarded in the late aftcrnoon. After see-
ing my bicycle carefully stowed in the after hold
some of liS were lucL" enough to be im'ited up on
the bridge to meet the Captain, to !oee how radar
works, and to learn a little about the working of a
:ohip. The crossing was not particularlY rough, but
this landlubber was ghld to get out for a deep breath
of cool air up on the bow at about 5:30 ne,,-t morning.
~cwfoundland's rockY shores were partly hidden in
mist, but when we arrived at Port-aux-Basques half
an hour later it was a clear, wann summer day. After
collecting my bicycle 1 started cycling -a bit aim-
lessly-around this hilly little town, and before long
was in conversation with the proprietor of the Twin
Towns Jnn, who said 1 could sit on his wharf while
I ate some breakfast from my bulging packs. I also
chanced to meet two ,girls, Bride and )Olary Hayes,
who were just leaving bv train for their home 36
miles away, and the\' invited me to supper that ni,ght
if I could reach South Branch at the end of the road.
Thus, in the first half hour, I felt the wannth of ~ew­
foundland hospitality. It was often hard work crc-
ling on the new unfinished highwav, but the high
green hills. OC'C'asionallr showing patches of snow, the
clear, mshing streams, the very blue ponds, the .e:ood
feeling of having arrived at last in :\ewfoundland,
and the welcome waiting at the cnd of the diw kept
me going. The Hayes' farm was right beside the
Codroy River. famous for its big, fighting salmon, in
the fertile Codror Vaney where almost the onh- faml-
ing in NewfoundJand is done. I instantly became one
of the famih and after supper four of us went to the
Communih' Centre for a bit of square-dancing and
incidentally a singing lesson along the road of a
famous folk son!!. "The Squid-)iggin' Ground."
At present the railwa\" (457 miles, Port-au.-.:-Basques
to St. John's) is the ouly means of going aU the wa,
across the Island, as there are still two large gaps
"here there is no highway. So. from South Branch
,,'e took the train to Comer Brook. the second la~est
town, which owes its livelihood to the Bowater paper
mill, the biggest in the world. Outside were veritabl('
mountains of balsam and spruce logs, and on a ,guided
tour we saw (and heard!) how the wood is chipped
and ground, combined with sulphur and alum to ,give
it strength, cooked for seven hours, rolled out in
enonnous rolls and cut into various sizes for news-
print for distribution to many parts of the world.
\t the wh3rf ships were loadin,g it. including one from
Iialsinoorg, Sweden. After that we went to the
C.B.C. station, the announcer Cavin O'Conneli and J
made a IS-minute recording ClllJed "Cuest in the
House", with questions and answers about hostelling
and m,' trip. As it "as to be bro..ldcast from station
C.B. Y. a few weeks later we were privileged to hear
Ihe record played right awav. It should be good pub-
licit), for hostelling. The "Western Star" took a pic-
ture of me and at the end of the month published
quite a long, special article on hostelling. In Corner
Brook t spent the night at il private home, and at
mealtime enjoyed the cheerful hospitality of the
Ilares' girls relatives, whom 1 was soon calling Aunt
\Iinnie and Uncle loe, Lea\'in.c: this interestin.c: town
in the late afternoon, after a lovely bit of c)'cUuJ!; un-
der the cliffs up the beautiful Humber River Valley, I
~topped long enough at a home along the road to
hear the news on the radio. The very first item men-
tioued the trip I was taking, and from there to Deer
Lake it seemed to me that )X.'Ople were watching for
me. ~o one had e"er before attempted to c\'(·le
across Newfoundland, c,'eu in the incomplete way I
planned, so 1 suppose I was something of a novelty!
At Deer Lake at )oliss Newell's boarding house 1 was
glad to get cleaned and rested and to write an en-
thusiastic letter home.
Before me now was the winding side road to Bonne
Bay, one of the loveliest inlets of the sea along these
wooded western shores. There werc many signs along
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tioned you wanted to try cod tongues. \Vell, they're
ready. \Ve still have a few minutes before we reach
Catalina:' \Vhat a thoughtful surprise, and what an
interesting new dish! On the bicycle at last at Cat-
alina, winging my way with a tail wind across the
barrens, I wanted to shout for joy. I soon reached
Elliston on the coast and the later afternoon found
me in Bonavista at the tip of the pen.insula, not far
from the spot where John Cabot landed in 1497. At
the station 1 was invited to supper by Illy friends
Harold and Bren, Porter and Cook on the train.
They assured me 1 was their guest and not the
C.N.R.'s and so after settling in a boarding house I
returned to a delicious meal of real fish chowder. But
I simply could not eat as much as they did,-prov-
ing I am not a Newfoundlander, apparentlv. It
seemed perfectly natural to help clear away the
dishes in this tiny, neat kitchen, and it didn't take
the road warning people to he careful with fire, as
these forcsts of evergreens are the source of supply
of the logs seen in great booms floatillJ:!: on Deer
Lake before being sent down the I-lumber Hiver to
the milJ at Corner Brook. I remember one sign in
particular, showing a bear wearing trousers" on his
knees, with his forepaws clasped, saying: "And please
ask them to be careful with 6re." I managed 30
miles, some of them in pouring rain, before accepting
a welcome lift in a truck at \Voody Point. Evcn in
the rain this was some of the most beautiful country
I had ever seen. As for me, [ was wet and muddy,
and yet the kind pcople that the Hayes had directed
me to askcd me to have tea, and to stay to supper,
when they served the most delectable fresh-boiled
lobster. I had three helpings. In the evening I walk-
ed along the narrow main street past the lobster
traps and the sailing vessel made fast to the wharf,
and I could smeU and hear the sea, and for a while I
stood by a small lighthouse enjoyi.ng the freshness of
the evening, surprised at how light it was even at 10
o'clock.
That night and the next were spent at i\lrs. Crock-
er's comfortablo guest house, and during the day L
wished the weather would clear enough for pictures.
The hjghest mountain in Newfoundland, Gras .\lorne
(2666 feet), and nearby Table .\fountain, were often
partly hidden by i\lother Nature's .grey ragged skirts
as she dragged them over the hills. In the afternoon
I took the little ferry across Bonne Bay to Norris
Point and the 6rst thing that happened seemed like aa
old fairy tale. I had bicycled down a narrow lane to
the beach, and many children came too and watched
me bashfully. We were soon playing a cheerful game
of searching for brightlv coloured stones (even found
a star6sh) and when I rode away and the children
all pattered along behind I felt more like the Pied
Piper than I can sayl At the Cottage Hospital, which
cares for 120 miles of coastHne accessible only by
boat or plane, I had tea with Dr. i\lurphy and ~lrs.
Chandley. Back at the ferry I found I could buy a
salt water salmon. It weighed 3 1bs. and was too big
for my shoulder bag so the tail had to stick out.
:\Irs. Crocker, her son and I enjoyed most of it fried
for supper (delicious) and the last piece I had boiled
for breakfast. (This reminds me of a Newfoundland
joke about the man on holidavs who wanted (and
had) salmon for every meal. \\'hen he was leaving
and was asked where he was going, he rcplied: "Up
the river to spawn!")
I took the bus back to Deer Lake just as the sun
reappeared, and there patched a very soft back tire
before boarding the train for the long overnight ride
to Clarenville at the beginning of the Bonavista Pen-
insula. We went through Gafftopsail with its neigh-
bouring mountains :\Iaintopsail and i\lizzentopsail,
through Grand Falls where there is another large
paper mill, and in the darkness the international air-
port at Cander was just a row of red lights.
The train from Clarenville was old, creaky and
slow moving, but wound its leisurely wav through
very scenic country along the deeplv indented, rocky
shores of Trinity Bay. After rather a long delay 1
had a Jate breakfast (or was it lunch?) of tasty broiled
salmon in the coach that was a combination i?ullman,
dining car and kitchen. After a slcepless night I now
dozed, and in the early afternoon was awakened by
one of the stewards, saying, "This morning you men-
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long to discover in which cubbyhole everything be-
longed.
Early next morning something rather special hap-
pcned. I awoke at 5:30 and after a hasty homemade
breakfast of an orange and a checse and raisin sand-
wich I followed the narrow lancs down to the home
of the cod fishennan, Chesley Abbott. 1 was in-
vited to "walk right in" and found myself in a cosy,
low-ceilinged room where the fishcrmen were having
breakfast. Ilow good that hot Clip of tea tHsted on
this cool moming, They gave me some rubber boots
and a heavy blue denim jacket, and at 6:30 we started
off for the cod trap, first in a small dory, then in a
larger motor boat, with the dory towed behind, At
the trap these four strong men in their dark blue
!',weaters and rubber suits and boots started hauling
up the huge net. It took a long time, hut gradually
the fish all moved to aile section of it. I was surpris-
ed when ,~I r, Abbott said it was a good catch, be-
enjoyed the different dialects ill Newfoundland, and
admit that at times it was difficult to understand them.
I learned several new uses for old words). And
when 1 left, the fishermen gave me two large cod
for another fish chowder. Back at the train a girl
1 had met the previous evening brought me an old
Newfoundland son!; book with the words and music
of the "Squid-Jiggin Ground" in it. Now 1 only need-
~I~e ~Oe~~I!i~~i~Fct~: :;t~I:~~;II~~;J~;;'~~~~l~vi;,dB11~~
more of this later.
The train pulled out of Bonavista at 2 o'clock and
at Catalina I happened to be reminiscing about the
wonderful lobster I had eaten at Bonne Bay. Said the
steward, "\Vlw didn't you say you liked lobster?
~~~'11:1~adi~sfl~~1 l~;ft Sl~C;;a~~h~~er;tt~~~l sTl~trJ~uw~:he!;:
lobster just for me. Such kindness? It was tastilv
served with lettuce and tomato (there aren't enougil
salads in Newfoundland), and somehow after that I
even managed part of a bowl of cod chowder too,
\Vhat an appetite. But what a difference when you
can eat fish so soon after it is caught. During the
night I slept well in a lower berth as the train rolled
~l~~GO~II;~o~~dl ~~f:)ii~:'t~~r~~~~;i~~h:~br:::efa~:c~~=
were amused to see our conductor, fishing rod in
hand, wander over to a nearby pond while we waited
~~e h;:tl~I;;nf~~at~heJ'~~s:nfr:rg~~i~~l(~Oth~O(.~~d~l~~~l;
used this period of waiting to try to catch a trout for
his breakfast. But the fish weren t interested.
At Whitboume I left the h'ain Hnd started cycling
(Continued on Page 23)
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calise so far 1 had scarcely seen a fish, But we could sec
the water "boiling", and before long the 6sh, hun-
dreds of them, came into view. ~lany of the smaller
ones were thrown back into the sea, and the men
using dip nets were soon standing up to their hips
in 6sh. The overflow went into the small hoats. A
few other species were caught too, including a had-
dock, a skate, and a black lump fish (!) Cod fish
seem to die as soon as they reach the air and offer no
fight. Fishennen refer to a "quintal" (112 Ihs,) of
fish. The word sounds like "cantle", Somewhere
once I thought I heard someone sav, "A fine kettle of
fish", to discover they had said "quintal of fish", This
must be how the expression st;ntcd .
.Back at tbe "stage"-a flimsy house of poles over
the edge of the sea-the work of preparing the fish
began at once. J watched, fascinated, as three men
did their special jobs of killing, cleaning, beheading,
and boning the cod. Their movements were so deft
and precise and I was amazed at how much liver
there is in a cod. This is carefullv kept, of course, for
its oil. A fourth man took the prepared fish away
and salted them down in another special house, Such
a lot of salt is used. After several weeks these fish
have to be dried on the "flakes," constantly being
turned over, until they are brittle, and then they are
sold for 2 cents O a pound! 'Vhat hard work for so
little reward! I helped the women and children turn
over the cod on these windy, balsam-covered Rakes,
and ~Irs. Abbott called lip to me, "You must be
fror.'·-an intert-sting old word for frozen, (J quite
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immedi'ltek following, is perhaps the most significant
in our Island's histon:, for there we see c1earh-' at
worl the pia,' of forces which .l(feet our life e\"('n
to the pres('llt dav.
The period falls naturallv into three phases.
In tilt' fi .....t, 15(X)..IBOO, we see the development of
the fishinc: industn.· to a point where it becomes of
international importance leading up to the decision of
the English go\'t.'rnnwnt to obtain control of it bv the
~tablishmentof colon it'S in the Island.
In the second phase, 1600-1650, ,,,'e see a colonial
policy ,ldopted and put into operation, with the op-
po:;illf,! inter<'Sts working unceasinl!lv to bring about
its reversal.
In the final period, 1650-1100, we sec this reverS('
policy fonnulated and pursued to sueh purpose that
its effects are still felt.
During these two hundred years, Fcrrvland under·
went the usual difficulties experienced by all earh
Americ.1n settlements. Ilere, as elsewhere on the
mainland, the stru~le for supremacy behveen the
great European powers added to these difficulties.
But the definite llntay;onism of the home government
to any fonn of settlement is the factor above all others
which retarded development in Ferrvland, as in all
Newfoundland.
The eastern shore of Newfoundland is the nearest
land, in all North America, to Europe. This shore,
south of 5t. John's and running around Cape Hacc to
the great hay of Trt'passev, comprises the district of
Ferryland.
The coast is a line of ruy;ged hills, risiny; steeplv
~:~;~r:~e1:;a~t;::71~~yr:ll~l~r:;~e(~r~~l 1~1~~ lilWf;aLt:YOa~d~
The <,arty fishermen from Europe would find here
landlocked harbours, clear fresh water, and dense
forests to the water's edge, affording an abundant
timber supply for :III their needs. These harbours are
on the doorstep of the Grand Banks, and ~'ear after
"e<\T, almost unfailingly, codfish swann along the
headlands. After centuries of exploitation, the Dshen.
carried on from tlwse harbours is still the most im-
portant in Newfoundland.
DCl;clopml'llt of till' Fisl'l'rI/. 1500 - 1600
On \I,1\" :2nd, 1--197, John Cahot set out from Bristol
Harbour, bound for the spice lands of the Orient, for
fabulous Catha,· and Cimpango, where -all the spicr-s
of the world and all the precious stones orig:inate".
John Cabot, ,lS WI' l..no,..., never saw the shores of
Cathav. The W,l" to these fabled lands was not to be
found until Ion!!: aftcn.v.\rds. But unwittingh,.·, he had
blundered on riches far greater than if the treasure
house of the Grc:at Khan himself had been opened to
him. For fohn Cabot had discovered for the West-
ern world tilt' fisheries of Newfoundland.
The earli('st Tl")lorts of the new bnd deal with tile
prodigious abulld.l1let.' of fish to he found in its
waters. One account of Cabol's vovage tells us:
'"Thev aUinn that the sca is cov('fed with fishes, which
itrc caught not onk with the net but with baskets, a
stOne being tied in them in order that the basket ma,
!<link in the W.ltN." <II
And again, on .mother OCCilSioil it is reported of
Cabot that "... in the seas therl'about he found so
great multitudes of certain big fish like unto tunnies
(which till' inhabitant!> called Ba<.'callaos) that the,
~ometimes lota,ed his lohips~. ,f,
Discounting the allowable exa~geration of travel-
lers' tales, thrsc- rc:ports spoke little less than the tmth.
Thus the l'arliest record of ~ewfoundland stresses the
cardinal fact about the Island-the superabundance
of Dsh ,\ hich tN'ms around ib shores.
The phnic.l1 factors which combine to make the
Grand Bant.s the most prolific fishing g:rounds in the
'\:orld arl' not well known. \\'ith these causes the
ear" fishNmen of \\'estern Europe were not con·
ct'rned. It was l'nough for them to know that here
were fish in inexhaustible quantitie, to meet a con-
"tant demand.
It was an epoch when food supply was alreadv :l
major problem. The husbandry of the day could
not m('('t thl' incre'1sing food demands of Europe's
growing population. ~Ioreover, Europe was Cath-
olic, and Lent and fast days made a lary;e and regular
supply of fish essential. Ilere was a new source of
suitable food, easily portable and able to stand storay;e
and hcat without deterioration. It is not surprisiny;,
then, that when this discovery was reported back to
Europe, the exploitation of this rich and accessible
harvest of the sea began immediately.
The history of Newfoundland for the century frOill
1500 to 1600 is the story of hardy sailors from the ports
of \Vestern Europe coming out to prosecute the
fisherv whell the season began, and sailing away at its
close. Frolll the very bey;inning, because of its mag-
nificcnt harbours and their accessibility to the 6shing
grounds, the\' came to the Southern Shore, as the
earliest maps show. And so the shores of the inlets
of the district became among the earliest parts of
:'\orth America in which white men set foot.
TIlt.. first of thesc Europeans were Portuguese. III
liard upon their heels came the Normans and
Bretons. t!l Tht, English and the Spaniards came
later. 'II
Accordinl!; to IlilTisse, immediately after Gaspar
Corte Hears vo'age in 1500, fishing companies were
formed in Viana and .heiro to establish bases in
'\"ewfoundland. lIe cites a grant to ~laDuel Corte
Heal, in which a notan.' is to be appointed for a pro-
posed colonv in Terra i'\o\'a, and in which instruc-
tions art' gin·n to set out from Terceira in two car-
avels.
-\1<;0 according to lI,urisse, a patent c;ranted to lao
\h-ardes Fagundes on ~l:\\' 15th, 15:21 mentions
earlier expeditions in the course of which sailors
from Viana S('('m to have cx:plored as far as the Gulf
of St. L:lwrenct' and Cape Breton Island.
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\Vc know definitely that from 1500 onwards, the
Portuguese began to prosecllte the Newfoundland fish·
crv with great vigour, and by 1506 the trade had be-
come important enough for the King of Portugal to
impose a tax on importation of codRsh from the
Island. (3)
The French came to the Newfoundland fishery only
~l~~:itOrs ~h~t ~;e{.'l~~~ ~~~~f~~~; J;lrll~~~ti~C~~~
with a pilot from Rouen called Camort. (61 The earliest
mention of the French on the Southern Shore is in a
document found in the National Library in Paris by
Harrisse:
"Let a note be made of the mark of my boats and
barks which I leave in Newfoundland in the haven of
Jean Denys' called Rougnoust". (~).
The archives of Rouen, accordin,l?; to I-Iarisse, con-
tain numerous authoritative documents showing the
extent of the preparations in the ports of Normandy
for the Newfoundland fishery in the first decade of the
sixteenth century, and there are also records of the
Bretons engaging in the fisherv as early as 1510.
There is mention, also, of "seven saval!es" from
~ewfoundland bein):?; brought to Rouen in 1509.
The Portuguese fished between Cape Race and
Cape Bonavista, and the French in these days also
used the same strip of coast intensively. There is an
eyewitness account that the fishermen of the two
nations could operate together amicably. Tohn nut,
in a letter of 1527 to Henry VlI!, states;
Ir~~~eUJ:3~~u~jS~fJ~h;,u:~dv~he~;t~~~f~:~d El;:~
Saite of Nonnans and one Brittaine (Breton) and two
Portugall Barks all a fishing". (~I
\Ve can say then, with certainty, that the first
white men on the Southern Shore were these earlv
sailors from Brittainv, Nonnandy and Portugal. Ac-
cording to Harrisse, so great was the interest of the
Portuguese at this time that attempts were made to
establish settlements in Newfoundland in the early
.'>ixteenth century. However, we know that none of
these settlements were permanent, and all traces of
them are now lost.
Prowse, on the authority of Sabine, states that in
1522 there werc forty or fifty houses in Newfound-
land. i6) If this was so, then almost certainly they
would have been occupied by winter crews of the
French and Portuguese fishing neets, and most prob-
ably many of them would have been situated in the
harbours along the Southern Shore, from which we
know these fleets were fishing regularly at that time.
It is definite that as early as 1536 Benews was a well-
known port and inhabited by settlers, for Tacques
Cartier writes that when returning to France in the
year 1536 he entered Renews, took on water and
wood for the voyage home, and left one of his boats
there in the charge of one of the inhabitants for the
winter.
~Entrasmes dedans ung hable nomme Rougnose, ou
prinsmes eaues et boys pour trauerser Ia mer et la
laissames rune de nos barques".
er~l~il~~lb;tll~P~~~~fn:~~~:t~~~u~~lt;~~~;~I;~~
has left an indelible mark upon the liomenclature of
the area. :\Iobile (.:\Iomable), La Manche and Bau-
lines are certainly of French ori,l?;in. Aquaforte (Agua
Forte), Fermeuse (Fonnosa, meaning "beautiful")
and Cape Broyle (Aprola, mcanin.g "rocl..-y") are of
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Portuguese origin, and according to Archbishop How-
ley, Capelin, as in 9illdiD Bay, is also from the
Portu~uese.
In this early fisher) to Newfoundland, the English
at first la~ed somewhat behind. AJthou~h in the
first balI of the century occasional voyages were
made bv English vessels, the fishery was not ret car-
ried on very intensiveh", and no concerted effort seems
to have been made to exploit it until around 1550.
From then on, the number of English barks annuallT
crossing the Atlantic rapidl)" increased, and soon
equalled the number of Portuguese.
The importance of this new industry to the English
{"COnom\' was quickh- realized, and within the next
few years it reached the point where it lx-came of tile
highest national importance. "If this should be lose,
said Sir Walter Raleigh, "It would be the greatest
blow that has ever been I!;iven to England~.
With this realisation, there came an Engli.<.h de-
tennination to drin' some of their rivals from the
trade. Spain was now ,Ill acti\e competitor. Spanish
fishemlcn had begun to make annual vo\·ages to
"I"ewfoundland at about the same time as the English,
:lIld now we see the dcvclopment of an English policy
to drivc out this fonnidahle rival by warfare and
piraC\". Bemard Drake, a cousin of Sir Francis, was
commissioned to proce<'d to Newfoundland and to
seize all Spanish ships. i7, Sir Walter Raleigh also at-
}j~;1ef~'l~ ~rth~I~~\~(t~n;a~nat~:t~U1b;~:t~f S~~~
ish maritime power, and English attacks upon the
Spanish fishing fleets continued until the end of the
century.
The Portuguese, being then under the Spanish
King, Philip, also suffered in these attacks from the
enemy of Spain. Furthcnnore, Portuguese manpower
and shipping was being drained off through Portugal's
wars in tile Indies.
The result of these depredations was that although
Spanish and Portuguese fleets still continued to fish
in Newfoundland wnters, their numbers began ser-
iously to dccHue.
The French, for their part, began gradually to
withdraw northwards and westwards. Acordingly,
by the end of the century we find that the English
had completely superseded the French and the Por-
tuguese all alon$! the Southem Shore.
As late as 1583, only sixteen of the thirty-sl.x ships
in St. John's were English, hut at that time Ferrvland
was exclusively an EngHsh port" In 1594, twenty-
two English ships were seen in Ferryland harbour,
and we have record of an English "fishing admiral·'
holding sway there in 1597. tl)
As yet, there was nothing resembling an ordered
colon\. However, with the English enJ!:aged almost
l'xclusi\·cJy as they were in the shore fishery, it was
inevitable that from a vcry early date, when the ships
departed in the autumn, winter crews would be left
o\'er. There was timber to be cut for buildings and
boats, and the equipment and boats left behind
would have to be looked after and repaired. Ac-
counts of the earnest colonists furnish evidence of
something in the nature of pcnnanent settlement along
these Jines. It, And so, at the end of the centur):,
along the harbours of the Shore and particularly at
Fern"land, which, as we have seen, was a weU-known
rendez-vous, there must have been a number of these
winter habitations occupied by the English fishennen.
From the outset, the fishing towns and villages of
the West Country lx-came the centre from which, in
the spring, the small fishin,:( vessels made their haz·
ardous voyage across the Atlantic. The original
EngHsh-speaking settlers along the Southern Shore,
thereforc, were these hardy "'est-countrymen from
ConlwaU, Devon and Dorset.
th;hSp:~~ho~n~ep~~~g:~tu~\~~dsfi~:Uythf~~~\~~
coast. and with the English in control of the fishing
industry in the southeastern part of the Island, and
particularly along thc Southern Shore.
Alreadv the industn, had fallen into a well defined
pattern. From the ~inning, the English had en-
gaged in the shore fishery. Salt cost them more than
it did their French and Portuguese rivals. Shore cure
was a method l~s extl'3vagant of salt than brin~g it
home "~~ and was probably the deciding fac-
tor. lit) Following the fishery fleet came the "sack
ships" with provisions and salt, which were exchang-
ed for the dried cod. The "mgk ships" then took 08'
for the \lediterranean markets to exchange the fish
for ""'inc, oil, wood and fruit before returning to Eng-
land. (III
A great and lucrati\"(' English tl'3de was thus well
established; but it was still carried on entirely by pri-
vate enterprise, and it was confined to one area, the
westem ports of England.
1600 -1650
At the beginning of the 17th century, the industr...
had Ix-come such a factor in the English econom,
that Co\"(~mment interest was awakened, and serious
consideration was being given as to whether or not the
establishment of a cololl\, in accordance with the
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accepted practice of the day, in Newfoundland would
extend and improve an already well·established and
thri\'ing industry.
At this time, and for some years afterwards, a pol.
icy in favour of colonisation of Newfoundland pre-
vailed, and continued for some years to come. In the
vears between 1610 and 1630 no fewer than fi
patents for the esta lis ment 0 co omes were Issued.
111~:dt:me~l~~l~:l(it~~ ~:~;I:t~\~:~:~~aV~f ~h~~~~I~~~t
The idea of had been mooted for some
time. As early as 1578, it had been raised by An-
thony Parkhurst, (1 2 1 a 'Vest Country merchant who
had spent several summers in Newfoundland. It was
in confomlity with Parkhurst's ideas that Sir IImn-
phrey Gilbert had made his ill-fated attempt in 1583.
Even though this had proved a fiasco, the establish-
ment of an English settlement in Newfoundland con-
tinued to find powerful advocates. Finally, in 1610 a
~~~~::in;~f ;d:~~;~r~~s ~n~el~:~l~~~I~fdth~OC~~i
London and Bristol, and in the same year Tohn GUY
led out the first colonists to Newfoundland. -- -
Up to now, the \£esLC!:mntry interests had had a
virtual monopoly of the English fishery in Newfound-
land, and on the arrival of the colonists their opposi-
tion to any fonn of settlement began at once. Thus
began the struggle between West-countryman and
planter which was to last for generations and which
has left a pennanent mark upon the development of
the country. Violence broke out resulting in much
loss of property, and complaints and mutual recrim-
inations led to an official investigation in 1615, only
five years after the founding of the colony. (13)
In spite of the difficulties he was facing from the
violent opposition of the West-countrymen, Guy had
time to write to England, and some of his letters from
his plantation at Cupar's Cove give us interesting
glimpses of the Southern Shore at that time.
In a letter of 1611, we get a first picture of the
plenitude of game for which the Shore has so lon~
been noted:
"There is great store of deer, whereof they saw
some divers times, and twice they came within shot
of them; and the greyhound, who is lustie, had a
course, but could not get upon them. But nearer
unto Cape Razo, Reneuse, and Trepasse there is a
great quantitie of open ground and stagges". (141
He also reports, as a piece of news, the arrival of
one of the Company's ships, along with another
bound for "Ferillon, or Ferland" for the summer fish-
ing.
In another letter of Cuy's we catch sight of that
"erring captain" and arch-pirate Peter East®, who
had arrived in Newfoundland in 1611 \vrn1 a com-
mand of tcn well-fitted ships of war. In July of that
year, Guy reports him in Barbom Grace "trimming
and repairing his shipping and taking munitions, etc."
Later on, he says: "As I sailed from hence towards
Renoose, I fell into their hauds". However, the pir-
ates decided not to trouble Guy further. He goes on
to say that Easton had plundered all along the coast
and was then at "Ferriland", waiting to hear news of
his pardon, failing which he intended to dcpnrt and
seek protection of thc Duke of Florence. (16)
It might not be out of place to mention the further
career of this redoubtable figure. According to Whit-
bourne, 116) a pardon was sent him, but he had al-
ready left Ferryland before it arrived and eventually
arrived at Ville Franehe in Savoy. Captain lohn
Smith, of Pocohontas fame, mentions in his book, pub-
lished in 1629, that Easton had become so wealthy
from his ill-gotten gains that he was given the title
of Duke of Savoy.
The charter granted the Newfoundland Company
had important effects on the history of the Southern
Shore. As early as 1616, we find the adventurers, with
an eye to their own profit, dividing the territory into
a number of shares, which the recipients afterwards
re-sold. Large tracts of land on the Shore were dis-
posed of to Sir William Y..!!1J.J!:han, and later to Lord
Falkland and Sir George Calvert, leading immediately
to the establishment of plantations there.
The first of such plantations was the one estab-
lished by that extraordinary, Sir William V.flughan,
n.c.L., who in 1617 settled a number of Welshmen
in Trepassey Harbour, which he called Colchos, af-
ter the famous strand on which Tason found the Gol-
den Fleece. The name of tllis colony was Cambriola,
or Little Wales.
Reinforcements to tlle colony at Trepassey were
brought out the following year by Sir Richard Whit-
bourne. (111 This redoubtable old sea-dog was the first
of Newfoundland's publicity men. In hh "A Dis-
course of Newfoundland" he waxed lyrical over the
natural beauties and advantages of the Island. "The
An old pl~tun
oIJCer,.yl ..nd
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spaciolls and excellent Bayes ... the fertilitie of the
soyle", the profusion of wild berries produced "out of
the fruitful wombe of the earth", the salubritv of the
air, cven the friendliness of the wolves, (18) all come
in for his encomiums; but we must not for~et that the
shares of the colon ising company by which he was
employed were then upon the market.
Whitboume, however, gives a sorry description of
Vaughan's colonists at Trepassey:
"For certainly [ have alrcadv seen and known by
experience that the desired plantation can never be
made beneficial by such idle fellows as I found there
in 1618, where I was there with power by virtue of a
graunte from the Patentees, which people had re-
k~~~~~e~l~e~f ~l;~o~~l(fe~~~et:e;~;li~dcath~n~i~~: ~~
:'l.Ily commendable thing, but not so much as to make
'-hemseh'es a house to lodge in, but lay in such cold
and simplc rooms all the winter as the fishennen had
formerly built there for their necessary occasions the
"eere before those men arrived there".
Vaughan, a \Velsh hard, wa.~ too milch of a
dreamer to be a successful leader, and his time in
Trepassey seems to have been spent in singing thc
praises of Newfoundland and composing his fantastic
books, "The Newland's Cure" and "Thc Goldcn
~". The latter is an extraordinary farrago deal-
ing with religion, medicine and colonisation, and is
now mainly of interest to bibliophiles as a rare col-
lector's item.
The wretched state of the colony appears to have
mined Vaughan, and we find him disposing of a par-
~i~iSo~,,~~s 1);i~:Yo/la~~I~~~ ;~r:s~s;~ ~~~~~dft~
from Renews to a point between Fenneuse and Aquu-
forte, and extending westward in two parallel lincs to
Placentia Bay. This was caUed South Falkland.
Lord Falkland endeavoured to-establ1s11 a planta-
tion on his newlv-acquired propertv, (19) and shares in
the enterprise were put on the market in 1623. A pros·
pectus was issued "intended only as a satisfaction
unto such as may be willing to joyne with your Lord-
l>hip in so noble a designe as is the plantation of thc
Newfoundland".
To "all sllch as shall be willing to be advcnturers in
the said Plantation", the conditions were "'that anyone
paying .£.100 is to have half a Harbour on the north
l>ide of Trinitv Bav (the site of Lord Falkland's other
r.;oR:r~~l~~o~,;n;:l1~~~I~~dl~~dlc~~~;/~;~d.R~:;;
.£200 a whole harbour in Trinity Bay, 4000 acres
north of Trinity Harbour, and stage room for 2 rooms
at Renews and Fermeusc".
In spite of the magnillcence of this olTer, it ap-
pears that there were not too many takers, and the
whole scheme fell through. A number of emigrants
were despatched to South Falkland, with Renews as
their principal headquarters, but they seem to have
been of the same calibre as the wretched \Velsh that
Vaughan had brought to Trcpassey, and the enter-
prise was doomed to failure from the start. The
colonly dwindled away, and not a vestige of it re-
maim.
A far morc ambitiolls project was that undertaken
at Ferryland by Sir George Calvert, afterwards Lord
Baltimore, a name indelibly connected with Fern'-
land, as well as with t]1e great state of :\Iaryland.
Calvert was a Yorkshireman, hom in Hipling in 1582.
lie was educated at Oxford and after travelling on the
Continent entered public service as secretarv to
Robert Cecil, the Lord High Treasurer, after whom
his eldest son Cecil was named. In 1617 he was
knighted, and in 1619 he was made one of the prin-
cipal Secretaries of State. He held office for five
vears, and at the end of that term resigned, alleging
as a reason that he had adopted the Catholic faith.
He did not lose the royal favour, however, and he
l>till continued at Court in the capacity of a Privy
Counsellor. In 1625 he was made Baron Baltimore in
the Countv of Longford, Irebnd.
As secretary to Cecil, Calvert would be in a fav-
ourable position to bc infonned about new planta-
tions, and when the Newfoundland Company began
to sell parcels of its original grant, he became one of
the purchasers.
Cah'ert was onc of thc most conscientious of the
grantees of the Newfoundland Companv. He was
serioush- concerned about establishing a colony, and
he was prepared to spend large sums of mOllcy in the
(Continued on Pa~e 46)
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follies and misfortunes of mankind:' We shall regis-
ter here instances of crime and follies that followed
the trail of Captain Bulger of the Newfoundland Hegi-
ment in the \Vest.
In the June issue we read of Colonel M'Douall
on ~fackinaw advising Commandant Bulger at Prairie
du Chien that Captain Skinner of the regiment would
bring him reinforcements.
Captain Bulger was then in a feud with the Indian
agent, Robert Dickson. But Captain Bulger knew
the value of friendship with Dickson and his Indians,
even though the colonel on ~Iackinaw had then a
low estimate of the Indian agent. The authorities
backed Bulger in all feuds, p;oing so far as to issue
specific orders under seal, extending his power and
authority.
Lieut. Colonel E. A. Cruikshank in his "DOCllllleTl-
~~!(01~~~st~~I!D111~~'le :I~~\:'i~!g 1~1~;; rl~:~~ilO~:~e:roo:
~1ackinaw were determined to lay down the law and
authority, thlls:~
"By \'irtue of the authority in me vested and
having full confidence in your zeal, courage and
discretion, I do hereby appoint VOll, Captain A.
H. Bulger. to the command of the Garrison of
Fort .\lcKay and of all disposition of troops
and persons, employed by, and in the service
of His .\Iajesty, on all parts of the Mississippi.
and all troops and persons comin):!; under the
denomination aforesaid, are hereby required and
commanded, to pay strict and implicit obedience
to your orders accordingly, and enjoined to a
cordial and zealous co-operation in whatever may
promote the common cause. as they shall answer
for the same at their peril."
"1 do likewise invest yon with the command
and direction of the Indian Department at Fort
.\lcKay and on the .\lississippi; the whole of the
officers of which, are hereby commanded to abide
by~~~~ ~:~d~~ :~~d 1~~~~u~;:~n:e~f~:~~~l:~k;~aw
this 1st day of ,March, 1815, R. ~I'Douall, Lieut.
Col. Commanding ~Iackinaw and Dependencies
and Comanding the Indian Department thereof.
To: Captain A. fl. Bulger,
commanding the Forces
of His ;\ Iajesty on the
.\Iississippi.
th~~~il e~d~~:ti~rd;~serp~~~~~~l;eh~sdar~ffi~~:~y e~~~
Captain Bulger in command. Thus volume 13 of
\ViSCOIlSill Historical Collections has a series of notes
written for the Society by the Captain's son~A. E.
Bulger, and he there also says:-
"On the 28th of October, 1814, Lieut. Bulger
was appointed to command of all the operations
on the ~Iississippi, with headquarters at Fort
~[cKay, Prairie du Chien, the local rank of cap-
tain was conferred which was confirmed by Gen-
eral order on February 23rd, 1815."
The great feud was between him and Hobert Dick-
son, the Indian agent, a key figure. Dickson had
rendered great service to the territory from the Brit~
ish standpoint before Captain Bulger came into the
picture. Peter Lawrence Scanlan in "Prairie du
Chien," says:~"In 1812 Robert Dickson brought the
news of the War to Prairie du Chien. He organized
the people into a British Militia.
Louis Arthur Tohill writinp; his Doctor's Thesis some
years ago on "Robert DicksolJ," British Fur Trm[er 011
the Upper Mississippi, a story of Trmle. War and
Diplomacy, says:-
ta~~~P~:~I~~;~ae;;sp~~~~:i~eJ}l~~L~~e~,'~k~~~~I~~:~
ed that Governor Prevost's instructions to Dick-
son granted full and extensive powers, and he
was reluctant to act contrary to them without
further enlightenment."
And TohiH adds:~
"By a later order Bul.e;er was placed in charge
of Indian affairs on the .\lississippi but knowing
Dickson's influence over the Indians he retained
him in the position of agent."
~I'Douall renewed his accusation that had been
made by others, namely, says Tohill, "that Dickson
by his excessive demands for supplies and by his
partiality for the Sioux Indians had endangered the
safety of the galTison . and the aUiancc with
other Western Indians."
There is evidence on this, for early in ~Iarch
~~tB~I~c~hl~~da~O~~~~rG;~el~o~~;r~vfnc~~~I~~~~~
ritory) to secure provisions. The need at Prairie du
Chien was so great that no grain could be spared
,. TOE NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY
and Bulger forced the people of Creen Bay to sell
him a one-huodreth part of their grain to supply the
Indians who were to go to :\Iackinaw in the spring.
(Winconsin Historical Collections) Vol. II, cited b}
Tohill,
Jt appears fairl) certain that Tohilrs Doctor's
'fhcsis is biased against the British, If the Indians
~Ir';(ithca~~e~, ~I~~tC~~I~~tbZ ::;:l~iN:;:do~ h~~?'y Il~l~~
when one considers the protection they received,
The c\·idence points to bi3s by Tohill, even though he
was writing what was supposed to be an impartial
~S~:~S~;d ~~~0:1~~1Mgi~~~ \~i~~~~:~~~~t~~dI:~:~
th(" facts in the case; Bulger prompth- ordered him
arrested and taken to \lackinaw."
Duncan Crah.lm was in the Indian Dep.1rtment
under Dickson and Bulger, and Captain Bulger
could arrest him and send him anywhere if he thought
it was for further saClo'tv oC the galTison.
This Thesis also says that Captain Bulger refused
to aettpt the lettcr o( appreciation st'nt in Cram the
inhabitants of the surrounding territories and which
letter appeared in the lune issue of The Q"(lrterbj.
But the Bulger Papers reveal the captain's own reply
from Fort :\lcKav the samc dav, 15th JOlluury, 1815,
as the letter to him:-
Fort ~lcKay,
~Ccntlemen:-
I thank vou for the address \'ou haw this da\
resented to me. It giv("s me' great pleasure to
1;;:~~:C: a~oeptlr:~~~~r=~~~ti~n ~lf':~~~a~:
~;~~es~~b~:~lni~l:s ~~'e r::~t~vith~c o~pp~:
batioll of the inhabitants of Prairie dl! Chien,
whose personal security and welfare were the
immediate objects of those measures,"
sa~l ~:~~~~ti~~t ~~~s~iF.h~u~a~~~;C~e~l~i~~~:~~/~f
Loyalty and attachment towards our beloved
Sovereign arc porticularly ~ratifyin~ to me....
J am ~elltlemen;
Your most obedient servant,
A, Bulger,
C1pt. CommandinJ:!;.
[ am only citinJ:!; these instances to !>how how par-
tiality can bias e\"en a teamed dissertation. Tohill
adds:-
Jhe prospect for the Spring camp.1.ign was
~~~c~:~~the~\~i~~:bbo:l~~o~frf~~:~~Ol~~o~td
arrive to find no food and no ammunition. .'
It was well for the British of the Upper :\Hssis-
sippi that the \Var was over, for in the state of
affairs at the beginning of ~Iay 1915, that re~ion
would havc fallen an casy prey to the Amcri-
cans.. , ."
There is no evidence to support this. He did not
read enough of the military back~round to fully ap-
praise the situation, The enemy s forces all alonJ:!;
the border-( barring a few regulars) were enlisted
onl\" for a certain time and could and often did quit
their posts as soon as their time was up-danger or
no danger.
The Collowin.e; is clearly on that point, for we read
in the American .ucssen1!.er of July 23, 1814, dated
at St. Louis, July 2nd, at the very time that Captain
Bul~er and his band was on the way to capture and
did capture the fort, that:-
-On Sunday last, an armed boat anived here
from Prairie dll Chien, under the command of
Captain John Sullivan with his company of
militia, and thirty-two men from the ,gunboat
General Clark, their time of service (60 days)
having expired."
Bruce Maham in his "Old Fort Crawford and the
Frontier," a publication of the State Historical Society
of Iowa, says:-
"Bul1!;er had been planning to carry the war
to St. Louis and had actually assembled at
Prairie elu Chien,' a large force of Indians for the
decent upon the settlement."
"It was not until :\1.1)' 20th, that Captain BU],I!;cr
recei\'oo official word of the restitution of peace;
~~~cfr~~; d~}~s ~~;m~e ti~~:;d~:m,I!;~retl:~
treaty. In the presence of many chiefs he spread
out a belt of \Vampuffi such as had been used
in calling out the Indians in 1812,"
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Ihe chiefs accepted the news stoically, and
~~ ~~~~:nc~~ofi~~;h~f~h~l~~~~;o~~t~h:t:h:
fort concluded the ceremony."
Tohill says tbat;-"Dullcun Graham arrived at
Prairie du Chien April 16, with a note from Governor
Clark (Louisiana Territor'\', then) announcing peace
... no official notice came tram \I'DoualJ.
Captain Bulger was not taking orders from the
Governor of enemy territory and he held all defend·
in/l; the post until he received orders from his super·
iors to get out voluntarily, about five months after
the peace treaty was signed at Ghent.
to~~al~~~~e:fO;l~~'u~~ri,t~n£si,llsa~~~!-merican II is·
"Had the terms 07 peace been determined by
achievements in this area the entire Mississippi
Valley north of the Rock River would have gone
to the British for their militar)' success was pro·
nounced."
Peter L~wrence Scanlan in his -Pmirle du Chien"
has a fair appraisal of the situation, when he says:-
Ihe" learned from Saint Louis of the ending
of the ·war, but not until they received definite
orders from Colonel \I'DouaJl at ~Iackinaw to
~~~~:bl~· ~:~ t~~~l~I~';c~h~eio~nea~::i7tu;;Sui;e~
had orders to send the cannon to 51. Louis, but
he excused himself b" sa\·ing it could not be done
C;;::i~v~~~~er's definite and well-defined orders
from Colonel ~I'Douall, appear in Niles Weekly ReI?,'
isler of Jul" 22nd, 1815, under headline "Instructions
to Captain Bul~er, Roval Newfoundland Regiment,
comlllandin~ at Fort ~lcKay, dated ~Iay 5th, 1815,"
which say in part;-
"The orders of Lieut. General Sir Gordon
Drummond must be carried into effect, if so
understood and required by the Government of
the United States, prOVided that the thin~ is
h~~~~at~I:'saf;~h~fl~he~~:~r~~~ d:~ac~~J;~~,e~:
of your own ~~Irrison, etc., etc."
And Captain Bulger well knew the hazards, from
It Pays To Remember . . .
TEMPLETON'S
FOR
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~~:~~~el~~~:eI~;/f;fse;:~sJ,:~~~' ~ieg~!::JCr Ulkes,
And tiw fluf!. of Eng/and lL:aved 1/1 the air,
t\lld EIIJ!.lish soldiers ami Slli/ors fldr
Looked 0111 on Ihe smiling p/oi/1."
(To be continued)
Autllor's NOle- The author wishes again to thank
~:;i·c1~~· a~;I~~~rl~~l~~OI;h~OQ~;j~~~y~a(~Js~i~hee~~~;l~
~Iell.·s" for their manv kind rderences to my re-
searches.
LIT.Y-OF-THE-VALLEY
s(J~iva~, 0f8~~j f~~~~~~: ~~~~n~:~I~~f~~'i~eso~:~e~:d
Indian and another of his tribe having been sent
bv Governor Clark to Prairie du Crien, where it is
said:-
"On his arrival then' Dickson asked him where
he came from and what his business was at that
place ... rudch- pulling his bundle off his back
and c:\iunining it for letters. The Sioux told him
he was from St. Louis, and had promised the
white chiefs that he would go to Prairie du Chien
and that he had now perfonned his promise....
lie is now content, having perfonned the pledge
he Illade to Go\'ernor Clark."
The Indian .lgent Robert Dickson. had the Indian
taken to the fort for e:\amination. He was then
thrown into il dungeon and confined there a consid-
erable time, according to accounts in ,\liles Re/!,ister
of that time (July 22. 1815).
So even though peace reigned supreme and it can
be well said that, in that area at least, ~the lilies
trembled where the lion trod"; yet Captain Bul~er
had to be cautious and was not e"en going to tum the
cannon o\'er to the enem\', although peace terms can-
ed for his evacuation.
\\le have ,"et to co\'er manv conflicts in which the
Roval Newroundland Regiment took an honournble
part, such as the defence of H~luddy York," the strug-
gles around Fort GC'Orge, Mc. But on the area around
Prairie <lu Crien we say:-
lu~'ll:D(Ji~r:f,~t l~:/~Ys '~T~h~'~\!~'l ago,
Not II breeze from the ril;er, nor {/ cloud in tl,e skl/,
But Ihe fortress in calm rcpose did lie,
A hlwell of pC(lce (111(1 fest .
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CALIFORNIA'S FIRST NEWFOUNDLAND PICNIC
By GLADYS AllNOLD CASPERSEN
Breathe~' there the IIUtll with s01l1 so dead,
Who never to liimself hath said,
"This is ml} oum-lIltl fwtive lond" ...
-Sir Walter Scott.
AR~~~~n Lt~se A~~gb~~~s l~~:~Sn~:a~~~~n~;~:la t~t:~:
holds Annual Picnic;' etc. and last year I say a sign
which read "Canada holds Annual Picnic." But who-
ever saw a sign around hcre which read "Newfound-
land holds Annual Picnic"?
The American boys who were stationed at New-
foundland during the war did much to spread valll-
able information, and one of the first inquiries about
the picnic came from an American Airman who askcd
for the privilege of attending with his wife, to show
her what fine people Newfoundlanders are. We
w~,}~Jio}Oa\~~~f~~n~I~~d Picnic was born many
years ago, when I first came to California as a
stranger. I often wondered if there were not manv
like me who would like to get acquainted with SOme
kindred soul who had strayed far from home, in
quest of travel and adventure. In the interim of ten
h~~~~'lalnd~e;, ~~ntlC:~~~~ln~~h~l~v~~~k~d 1~~o~)lbo~~~~:rn~~
a swanky hotel, a llurse, and a carpenter. '\ly
acquaintance with all three, for various reasons, was
brief and until members of my familv arrived here,
I had no personal contacts with my hOmeland.
GLADYS ARNOLD CASPERSEN
In the summer of 19-16 mv husband and I took a
trip to Newfoundland, and that fall my younger
brother, Joe Arnold, with his family moved here.
The following year my brother Frank came here
from Long lsland with his family. Two years ago my
cousin, Cecil Amold moved here from Vancouver,
B.C., and a few months ago, we leamed that an old
friend and next door neighbour, Amy Burry Johnson,
~~/i~il:£i~~;tY~~;S~~Vl~~~e~~~~~~l ~~~r~~t~:fn't seen
Here, now, was the nucleus for a Newfoundland
Picnic! We figured there would be at least fifty peo-
ple interested in the idea. Our first step was to make
reservation at some central park for May 31, Memorial
Day (observed on Monday).
Picnic areas are in big demand on legal holidays
and 1 felt a sense of guilt asking for an area to accom-
modate one hundred and fiftv people, but with "ton-
gue ill cheek" we told ourselves we might contact that
many. Announcements were sent out to local and Sf.
tl;~'s or\~~::~t~~~~lt F~n~la~e~11gt:~ctrJ~:il S~~~~~it~~
Angcles.
At 6.30 that morning, the sun came out in all its
fl~~~~eadg~~t~h~ll~~:~~ aa~~~da~~~~dVIl.~us~:~(~~:~
soon joined by members of the committee. Our first
~t~r~h~~~sc~~'e~~dc~h~h~aGks ~~1thel~vl~:~a~:~~~li~~~i
decorated with l\largucrites and pink and white Cer-
aniums, so familiar to Newfoundlanders. Already the
dining area took on a festive appearance.
Our first guest to honor us was Martina Coleman.
Her father, Richard '\lacDonnell, was Magistrate at
Sf. George's for thirty-four years. By ten o'clock a
good crowd had arrived and small groups could be
seen chatting excitingly about mutual friends they
h,ld known. Before the day was over, llearly two hun-
dred people had signed the register, and there was
scarcely a person present who had not met someone
he knew or heard from old friends. I was glad to talk
to Daisy freeman, formerly of Springdale. 1 knew
her brother Alan and sister Irene who attended
:\Iethodist College with me, at St. John's.
The register was also a source of information, it
gave the Newfoundland address as well as the present
residence of each member. This register was made
especially for the occasion. It was fashioned of cop-
per, whieh covered a woodell binder and pictured a
caribou, standing on a hillside overlooking the forest,
with mind and body alert to any unwelcome sound of
the hunter. NEWFOUNDLAND was shown in bold
letters down the side of the cover.
Around noon, the chairman, by means of a Publie
Address System, introduced Mr. Frank Arnold, for-
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William Caldera. sewn months old. I-lis mother, be-
fore her maITia~e. was Florence Leonard of Salis-
burY. St. John's. She ratoo a medal for courage and
loyaltv. Her husband WilS working and she had to
tnne! all the wa\ from San »edro. a distance of
AN INt·ORM"!. mlOUP UNn~~tt TlH, Tttt:F,S
lwclllv-fiv(' milt,s, b\ bus and slrt'et car. Her Iwo
slll.tll- children ill tow. the go-cart and supplies for
the children added to her probl{'lm. But make it she
did, q'n tired but IMpl"-. I was ,glad to learn that
she met \Irs. \Iurrm- from Ray Bulls who took her
homc.
I went to \ee \Irs. Caldera a few dan ago and had
a cup of tea with her. David was rt'Cuperating" from
the measles and five H~'ar old Johnnie was proudh
displaying his ann in sling. Ill' was the \"ietim of a fall
in the back-yard which resulted in a slight fracture.
They are both well on the wa\" to reC'O\'cn',
\V(' are indebted to Olli' St. John's friends, ~Ir. and
\Irs. Carson Stroud and ~liss Eli7.nbeth Jeffers, for
contributing interesting Jiteratur<.' nhout Newfound-
land, :llso banners, picture folders and maps, The
liMpS were espedalh- interesting" :md these items made
our E>.hibit Booth a popular browsing area.
,\bout 4..'30 p.m.. baskets were packed. children
rounded up. and the happ\ group of merrv-malers
be~an thinking of the drive home (man\' dro\'e as
far as olle hundred miles), 11l(~ da.... {'nded with ne\\'
frit'nds made and old friendships renewed. and with
Nfld.St. John's
Makers of Rubber Stamps
Water St.
Gray &Goodland
limited
merl" of Clowrtown, B.B., who delivered a ~Iemorial
Dav Address. Shorth after, tea ;'lod coffee were
sen-ed from the outdoor kitchen, various foods were
e"l:chan~ed for more temptin~ dishes ulltil ('\'cr"ol1(,
was satisfied, then visitin.e; was resumed .
..\t 2: p.m. a meeting; was called to discuss future
~~;~i~S~, \~I::;1t~=:~1 (!~~;k~t~h;~'nf~~~l)~:~.ofA~t~;
the meeting, ~Ir. 1)at Williams of Bay Bulls, led the
Community Singing with "The Squid jiggin' Ground:'
One number familiar to most of us was Jhe Ode To
Xcwfoundland." "We Love Thee Newfoundland"
trulv expressed our feelinJ?:s. Since most of us arc
-\mencan Citizens, we finished our son~fest with
"Cod Bless America
\Ir. Joe Arnold handed oul copies. of 51. John's
newspapers, which wen' ea~erh- 3cct'pted, particularh
b\" the old-timers. who had nol seen one for maO'
vears.
Thc oldest member of the ,group \\as. probabh
\Irs. Frank Curlis of TwillinJ?:ate. I WliS lold she is.
~"~~~f~··:~~:~n ~1~~r~a~'~~II:~;t:~UI~e~ 11~~~b:~~I~I~dl~~;~;d
s('veral hours. The \olln,gest lllf;'mbt'r was David
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~~~~1Y;i~~e~;J~:~i;(~~~~)II~r~~'::~~;~):hn~
Eddie ~rostad, SI. John's; Florence (Leonard~ Cal.
~:~~; i~~n~~~,g:sf,a~~'ln~I'I~~~~k?G~~g(sBu~~:n~
Adams, Springdale; Hita (Leonard) Strelecki, Wind·
(~'a,~r ~~~)a~d;i~On~' S~t. Jot~~'s; ur:or~~
51. John's; :\Iary (Browne) Guarino, Win}sor; Henry
Thome, Torba~Loretta :\furray, Bay Bulls; John F.
~~r;r~u~~ :\;s~La(ciJ~ra~~Le~~n~inSlcr~~J;,
Gertrude {Janes) Pe~:ce, Little Bay Mines; Mr. and
~Irs. S. Levitz., St. John's; William :\10nkarsh, Bell
Jsland; William Clouston, St. John's; Mrs. Pat J.
Lynch, Bay Bulls; Pat Williams, Bay Bulls; Thomas
Fitz~crald, Holyrood; Gertrude Webber Matt, St.
John s; Gladys (Arnold) Caspersen, Clovertown.
A Friendly Gesture-Introduce The Newfoundland
Quarterl" to a friend. Hell appreciate it.
List of Newfoundlanders Who Attended
First Newfoundland Picnic At Los Anqeles. Calif.
The fol1owill~ Jist includes only persons bom in
~ewfoundland and does not compriS<' the complete
,lttendau(."(' ilt the picnic:
\Iartillil (.\1'1cOool\ell) Coleman, 51. Gcor~e's;
~;:h~~:k~r~~~m~~~'·~~~ILd, P~f~I~'~rt:~~~u~:~
(Stead) Bra~sC'lI, St lohn'5; .\Iildred (Bennett) Beil,
Flat Bay; \Ionica (Bcnnett) Ledingtoll, Flat Bay;
~·r~~~'e~'n~~i(l,O~I~~·e~~:~:~ f~:I':ee()N~~:'~I~'n )~~~~~~
51. John's; Amos Luff. Exploits; Violet Comish, 51.
John's; Bessie S. Kent. St. John's; Hobert Dunn, 51.
John's; Joe\rnold, Glovl'rtown; Lucv \Iolilton, Twil·
Iio~ate; Wallace :\Ioullon, Burin; Betty Erland. St.
John's; \lar~an~t Dawwn. St. Gcor~e's; joseph Ken·
ned", Avondale; Dorolhv Dawe, 51. John s; Amy
(Burry) Johnson, Glo\'('rtown; Louisa Curtis, Twil·
liIl,gate; Frank Curti, Twillin~ate; Josephine Fitz·
~('rald, St. PI1l11ip's; Adele Boulos, 51. lohn s; 1lar~arct
O'Flynll, Grand Falls; :\Irs. I. II. Sayre, St. (ohn's;
Diane Neary, Bell Island; lanie Arnold, Glo\'ertown;
6~~~~I':~~l~~1l~~~~:;~ ~~~~~inc~~ifua:i:t; ~~ll~'d~
(HoUett) Seaber, Burin; Bertram Stead, Salva~e;
Betty (:XuKent) Pare. KeUigrews; Ceci.lia Nu~ent,
Kelligrews; :\Iar~aret Boisseranc, Harbour Main;
Frances ~u~ent, Kelli~rews; Nick Stroo~ Clarenville;
Belle Pardy, Bonavista; Arnold Harris, New Chelsea;
Enith Harris, New Chelsea; Ethel Powell, Carbonear;
George Ed~ecombe, 51. John's; Edward Belben, New
~;~s~VilJ?a~~~aBi~fu~i(s; AV~oI~~' ~~~;:~~~; T~it
~~~~~et:'l~~\':d~, ~~~:p:oa~ ~~~l~i~~~:Id:
~~~~e~~~h~: :~:~~~~ ri~y ~~l~' S~.t.JJh:'~;\I~~t
}~~~~~:dS t~O ll:~e \;~~~ :1~di110~~I~all~V~1O~~: LC:~;~'l7
time, ''''iIl IX' infonl1t?d of NE\VFOU~DLAND'S
-\NNUAL I'ICNlC.
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Cycling Into The Heart of Newfoundland
(Continued from P'l~e 6)
'l~.lill, It 'Seemed as thou~h it would rain at am
mOlnt'lll. ,md part of that dav's short ride teas in tilt'
rain. AI Green's Harbour I was looking at m,' m.lp
when the proprietor of the grocery slore came out to
,>pl'ak 10 me. During our COIl\'ersoltion I .lsked if he
km'w whNe I could prepare some soup. lie went
.m av and refumed in a moment 10 sa,· that lunch w.lS
just n'a(h- ;md that he and \Irs. Creen (of the original
f.unilv who named the villag:e) would like me to
\hilCt, it with them! It was il re,ll ~ewfoundland boil·
t'd dillllt'r ,md was so tasty. In their spotless house
tht'\ hung up m" wet clothes to dry, and invited ml'
to 'Sta\ the night with a chanC(' -of which I took
fullpst ad\'i\ntage---of getting clean again and doing
..0111(' laundry, The sun Clime out and dried my hair
,mel after a pleasant evening walk I slept in a bed
\vith pink sheets!
Up t'arly because the Crt't:n's were going to St.
John's for the dav, it gave me- a ~ood feeling when
thl'\ \H'nl on their wav trusting me to put out the
cat, lock the house, and lean' the kev in a certain
plaet'. after a leisure!\- breilkfast which included 3
or 4 big pieces of wonderful homemade bread. (I
l'nim ed such bread manv hmt's in tbe ned few
clavs 1. It was interesting Iisten.ing to the news on the
radio. There was somethinl{ so personal and friendh
had a delightful ramble out to the Ughtbouse, along
a narrow road whose fences were draped with fishin~
nets, and cUmbed up and oyer the rocks takin~ lots
~f s~u:.;r t~~tufuh, ~~ :~~kr e\~:n~a: 1:0~e~ratty
and I had a most interestin~ \'isit to the Western Union
Cable Office. It is at Heart's Content that the trans-
Atlantic cables arrive from Ireland, We saw them,
and also were amazed at the ~reat variety of ways
in which messaJ?:e5 can be sent. \Ie. Hillyer explained
~~~~~n~ot~S th:dN~~:nY~rf~ffi~~~~~~ h~ ~td;~d~
his machine typed on by itself and we were receivin~
,l!;re<'tings from New York and hearing how the weather
was down there.
A short distance from IIcart's Content was New
Perlican, and before the day was over I was to cycle
to Old Pcrlican, alan,!?; the coast and over the barrens
Ihroll,l!;h Winterton (once called Silly Cove), past
New i\lclbourne with its happy swimmers in a fresh
water pool at the mouth of a river and the cold roll-
ing bre.lkers and the blue ~ea just beyond, through
country now practically treeless. At suppertime ]
sat by a stream with my fret in the water and made
one of mv old reliable cheese and raisin sandwiches,
and afterwards met a large woup of picnickers. Thev
offered me a place to spend the ni,ght. and also a cup
of tea as they were just about to khail the kettle," an
old Newfoundland custom. Such a black old kettle.
~
~-;;,:--:?~
and unhurried about it, and messa,l!;es such as this
were not uncommon: ""r, Blank of Happy Adven-
hue sends Weetin,gs to his nephew lohn at Pouch
Cove and is happy to say that Aunt \fury is feel.ing
better after her operation last Thursday," Even the
weather reports were different kfog patches, visibiJ-
in: 3-8 miles, 68','" Yes, it was fo~~ for a while, and
the little villa~es of Heart's Deli~ht and Heart's De-
sire were at a d.isad"anta~e in dull weather, Along
this coast of Trinity oa't' and elsewhere there were
C('rtain smells, often noticeable in pairs, such as fish
and balsam. and, at the appropriate time of day, of
smoke and lea, when it was time to "J!:et a mug up."
It was just at this time that the sun and I arrived
at Heart's Content. What a pretty place with its goats
and sheep, its fragrant, lat~bloominJ!: lilacs and
bridal wreath, and its warm welcome from .Mr. and
\Irs. Rowe, aunt and uncle of a Professor in our
French Department at the University. After tea r
but it made wonderful tea, (A week or so later, all
camp fires were banned till the end of July because
of the hazard of forest fires). They offered me a ride
in their truck for the last 5 miles, but I let them
carry my ba~gage (includinc: all my valuables, with-
n~~v~io~~~~~~~~;d~\~~~\t=v~~e:r;2r:~~ l~
time to give :\Irs. Coombes a hand with the butter·
making, and then she ,got her bread slarted and left
it by the stove to rise. An item from my little
notdJOOl.. reads: MHow can there be any kinder re·
ct'plioll every niJ!:htl And yet there is!"
At Daniel's Cove next day it was a pleasant surprise
to sce some trces a,g:ain. In spite of its frequent bare.
nC'ss the scenery is stil110vely, and the square houses
which so often seem in need of paint (the wind from
the sea is hard on paint) are cosy and clean inside,
with a shining stove and often an electric refrigerator.
People are better off since Confederation, though r
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dOll't believe 1 met a single Newfoundlander who con-
sidered himself a Canadian. Mter all, his history goes
back to 1497 and his capital of St. John's is the oldest
city in North America. Not far from Daniel's Cove was
Grate's Cove, where fishing stages and flakes looked
as though th~ would surely fall from their rocky
ke:lh~e~dtoCo:e ~a. f~::ldth~ndin;60t~arr:hedboth:
emblem of Newfoundland-the pitcher ':!ant. It has
a big dark red flower, and a leaf which can hold
water for some time.
Farther on above the fishing; village of Bay de
Verde (rhymes with "word") 1 stopped for a lonj:!;
Windy view o,er shining Conception Bay, and then
;h~k:a~~fuls;~reh;l~l ~~~o::.s~~ h~U~~~~
tween two high promontories, with a harbour on
each side. How lo,'el\- it was with its fleet of smaU
fishin~ boats bouncing among the white caps. Along
the shore were more flak('s covered with more drvinj:!;
cod than I had ever S<'en before, and I learned that
this village is reasonabh pro~perous at its fishing
and its people content to cam; on this work. f
~';~ h~:I;~~~d'~i~~, ~~d ~~~~~g[ ~t~l:7th~;~~id
help me find a place to stay, Joe said, i'es, mam,
deed 1 kin." lie mentioned a boarding house, but
then hearing I wanted to be in a private home if
possible, he said "You can stay with us." We found
~~~;r'J~~~~g~:l~:~~ll ~1:~ ~~~~~~o,~ ~~ ~: s::a~~
but was SO busv and therefore sUJU!:ested j:!;oin~ to
Uncle Joe's. His wife nearly said yes, but hadn't
been very well and su~gcsted we try Aunt Sarah.
So we continued along the steep and narrow lanes,
each house built on a hi~her level than the last, till
we came to Aunt Sarah's, and she said yesl Before
supper we wandered amon.!!: the fishing flakes and
out to the breakwater of enonnous boulders near
the entrance to the harbour where huge waves thun~
dered and splashed, and I really was "snap happy"
taking so many pictures, which brought home the
~:ra~l~~;:r~~ g~e~f~~:- 1r~~:;,rf:::tu~~~1":~lSb~J~~t
partlv dried, salted cod, possibly one I helped turn
over on the nake. In the evening there was alum·
inous green sunset and a new moon. The DOSeO
News spoke about me in their broadcast, saying
amongst other things, "She hopes to be in Bay de
~~~s~ ~r-~~~~~~O\~~.d~~ ~~c~ ~:f~r~i:~~~~d~e~~
aU around.
Sunday is a quiet day in Newfoundland, a real
dav of rest. The Emberleys, Absalom and Sarah, and
grown children Esther and Reuben, ' ...·ere just ending
morning devotions as their tardv guest came down far
breakfast. Every village, no matter how small it is,
has its large church or churches, always neat and
well painted. This particular Sunday was very hot,
and at Job's Cove m,' noon meal was simplv three
dishes of ice cream. Later on at Northern Bay I
waded in the breakers along a wide smooth beach.
How ce"l cold the water was. And yet, where a
fresh water stream ran into the sea, many people
were swirnmin.e; in the breakers. Looked like fun.
Supper that night was a pleasant surprise. I had stop.
ped to talk to some people sitting in a car with an
Ontario license plate, two of whom were Ne",found-
~'ld~iir~i~~~i~e~1. T1~dt:'li~tl~ :~e~~i~ee:tWe~e~
Bay, Mr. and \Irs. Butt made me welcome for the
night.
There followed another scorching day, throuJ:?:h
\"arious coves, on to Carbonear and the paved high-
way. all the way to Bay Roberts. The scenery was
quite different, with knobby hills, many trees, and a
winding ro.'ld and lip over the hills. At Bay Roberts I
found :\lr5. :\lercer, the aunt of a ~t back home, and
stayed with her and her cheerful family. The DOSCO
~ews a~aio had somethin,g to say about my trip.
First stop next day was at picturesque Bri~s, with
its placid, rocL::v harbour; then on over the wooded
~s~ec;r~~C~;; ~~:~:O:~l::a~:~u~=~=i~~
land again, throu,gh the heat, with a brief stop for
refreshinR lime juice and cold water in a home alan,!:!;
the wa\", (it was 10"2' in St. John's this day); until
at last) came to Holyrood, the place where I hoped
~~u~d ~~~~;~.d~d2w,~~~0~~:ad~r~ed~:'
and there were the little boats in the harbour, every-
olle bus, catchin.e; sqUid? And luck was also with
me for another restful place to stay with .\fr. and Mrs.
Wall, alld a refreshin.e; supper with a nurse, Mary
Veitch, whom I chanced to meet. In the early even-
in.e; .\1r. Wall took me out in a dory and I had the
most hilarious half hour of the whole trip jiAAing for
squid. These queer, semi-transparent, brownish-red
fish, about 9 inches or 10 inches lon.e;, with several
tentacle~ with small suckers at the head end, are
cau.e;ht for bait on a lead weight with a fringe of hooks
around the bottom. The jigger is merely jerked up
and down in the water until the squid is caught, then
drawn into the boat. But after all the stories I had
heard about how the" squirted "ink" at a perSOIl, etc.,
I was afrnid of the creatures, and caught 6 or 7
of them before I dared haul one in. When I did at
last (and .\Ir. Wall was nearly falling over back-
wards laughillj:!; at me!) I got properly initiated with
se\'eral spots of ink on mv face and blouse. The
first onl' in the boat landed in the water under the
floor boards and went shooting from one side to the
other, suclcin~ in water and expellinj:!; it. In quick
succession 6 were caught and laid on the boards
where they puffed themselves up with air, and turned
different colours. includin.e; shining turquoise blue with
spots. Ashore again, Mary and I sang "The Squid-
JiAAin' Ground" and my ambition to have this unique
experience was truly gratified. As a matter of fact, I
have probablY been lucky enough to see more of New-
foundJand and ('nioY more of its special acthities than
most Newfoundlanders.
It was ,·ery ~mu~" and hot next day, threaten-
ing rain, but the strong tail wind pwhed me right up
Tops.'1i1 Hill and on e,"entually to Portugal Cove,
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St. John's
Mail ()rolf'r~ "ill rerri,c ]lrulllp~ aut'ntiull
where after morc searching than usual J fouml a COln- free again. The mail boat was lowered and many
fortable place to stav with J\lr. ami ~Irs. Reader. Dur- passen~ers went ashore at Burin, while we returned
ing the night the rain poured down, and all lle\t to Argentia to see what damage had been done. All
morning, aud I arrived in St. lohn·s a very soggy ships know where these rocks are and none had ever
cvclist. I phoned my friends of the start of this trip, run aground before. But we were fortunate that we
the Georges and the Hodders, and thev said thev were moving slowly and that there was no big waves
had room for another in their well filled house. Such to grind the ship on the rocks. At home port a diver
a w.um welcome was in this home for the next three went down and announced to everyone's joy that we
days. All dirt was washed away again, a little (but could proceed as planned to call at the many isolated
not enough) exploring was done of St. John's and outports along the south coast of tlus friendly Island.
its beautiful harhour full of ships, and a reporter and There were nine passengers taking the whole trip, all
photographer came to the house for an interview. Americans except for myself, and we were verr. con-
The next day's article and picture in the "Evening genial company,. ~1any Newfoundlanders travel ed on
Telegram" were quite flattering and a real souvenir the "Baccalieu' too, but usually just short distances.
of a happy holiday. Station CjON made a brief re- So we set sail again across shining, blue Placentia
~~d~~;tf~~~ctoJ':~~~r::I'~~f~c~~p~~~~~:" :e~~ ~~ra'n~~~Ch~~e~~c~~\:~~ds~o;I~~~:~t~~~i~~f~~d~~t~
warmest thanks to all the kind people who had done ting up on the sunny, breezy boat deck. After supper
so much for me all along the way. (I had cycled 334 we sailed slowly into 51. Lawrence, bathed in a rosy
miles and come several hundred miles on the train). sunset, between knobby cliffs into a busy harbour
A visit to the Cabot Tower, where the first wireless where the shipping of fluorspar (for hardening of
message was received in 1901 by Marconi, on lofty· steel) is an important mining industry. Ashore, I sud-
Signal Hill overlooking the Narrows of St. John's har· denly realized that for the past week T had missed
hour gave an impressive view of the continent's oldest the friendly atmosphere of the outport, where you
~~~t it~~ld 1~;hth~~ls::'~~Jot~~~eo~ot~:rr:;:nd~;~i ~:~I;~GOI01el~v~~~~~ ~~I:;~~tO~~dak~e~e~~tS~~i~~
these three happy weeks, I was taken to Argentia, the this aspect of Newfoundland I would be specially
~mb~~:(l :h:'l~t~~dC~~:~~fr~~~ht~~ r~;c~S~~ ::~~ :~~ ~f Ifi:h~'th~l~I~:n~~se:t ~~~~~e~r~h:e'w~ned:r~~~
calieu" (2180 tons). This trip was something I had sheep, and I wished I could be cycling again, finding
anticipated for a long time, and it was not disappoint- a new home each night and enjoying that Newfound·
ing. In fact, it offered a rather exciting, unexpected land hospitality which is so generous and wann.
experience. Sometimes the people haven't any too much to offer,
On Monday evening we sailed from the wide har. but they would share their last crust of bread with
bour of Argentia, where large naval vessels from Nor- one who needed it.
way as well as the United States were tied up, and Early next morning I awoke to the clatter of winches
soon left the rocky shores behind. We ca1led at over my head to find we were at Fortune, having
1farystown during the night and after breakfast ne:-.:t passed the French islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon
morning were steaming slowly through thick fog to during the night, and a few hours later we docked
Burin. Suddenly the ship shuddered and stopped. at Grand Bank to unload freight and take on a few
The engines were reversed to full speed astern. But more passengers. The grey and white rocks at the
we were stuck fast on a shoal and remained there for port of Bay L'Argent gave a silvery effect, which we
~~,;e~drs~nFrr~fe~~b~l~:~vhee~~}~cs:.e~h:I~~~~f~~ ~~I(I:I~~il~l, ~~l ~:~:~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~:~sr:~i~d~r~n~fJ~~;
cleared it was something of a shock to see how close when the French and British were both trying to
we were to a rocky island and high cliff. Forty tons gain possession of the Island, are pronounced with.
of. fuel oil were pumped overboard to lighten the out the slightest trace of a French accent. It is
shIp, as well as the salt water ballast carried to steady rather startling sometimes). The arrival of the ship
her, and at last the tide rose two feet and we were always brought interested, colourfully dressed peo·
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pIe down to the wharf, l'speciall)' at Rcncontre East
where until recentl" ships had had to anchor out in
the harbour. \V)u.'rc there was no dock the freight
had to be loaded into motor dories or sailin,e; vessels
and it was easy to imal{ine the pleasure of some fam-
ilv when the new lumber, nails, (umihm', food, and
so on were delivered.
Ha~bo~l~6th~~;;;11~1~r;;;;~h~I~~~di~~~~~'s~fo~~iSI~
went up on the bow and walched the anchor come up
as we set sail a~ain, and the rocky harbour quickly
disappeared from view. What a blessing; radar is! We
found our W3\ into \lose Ambrose and Coombs Cove
and at Harbour Breton there was a hu,ge black
'\'ewfoundland dog --2 vears old and 115 Ibs. There
is a Cotta,e;c Hospital here and one of our new pas-
sen.e;ers was a YOUIl,e; mother returning home with her
5-<1a,--0Id bab\. The f~ had lifted but now a Ii~ht
rain was falling and thi~ peaceful little outport was
l'Spe<.'ialh- loveh. (And two photos brought home
this bcauh-). The high narrow harbour entrance was
frinJ?:ed with darl.. raj.!,gCf.! douds, tht' tall masts of
the ship could be secn at the wll<lrf. and u wander-
ing sheep ambled down the smooth dirt road that
had never seen a (.'ar. The next rainy port of call,
Pass Island, hadn't a single tree, and was the bleakest
place I have ever seen. The I)ussen,gers coming out in
the mail bo.'lt had mnll' diffieulh' rcuchin,g the steps
of the gan,gwa\' as the little cmft bouneed in the big
Wllves. Yet in spite of Ihe r.lin shlrd\', cheerful men
were loading the freight from the "BaccaJieu" into
their dories. In quick sUf..'Cession W(' caUed at Craie
and Ilermita,l!;e, and in Ihe gathering dusk squeezed in
throu,gh thl' nanowest harbour entmnce of them all,
at Caultois_ I was talkin,g 10 one of the officers, com-
mentin,g on how it must feci in the en,;neroom re·
~ponding to til(' siJ,.,'nals from the brid,ge, and first
thing I knew I was down below experiencing this
feelin,l!; myself. \Ir. Whittv. Enginerer, e.\:plained all
about the massive, shinin,g t'n,l!;ines, the refri,geratiol1
s,stem, Ihe COIls-tmction of the ship, etc.. etc., and
the impromptu ,'isit was c\tremeh- interestin,l!;. Dur-
ing the night freight Illowd the other wav for a ehall~e
and we took all 26,000 lbs. of frozen fish from the
fish plant.
It was still fogg\' at 5::30 a.m. and for IB miles
we followed doseh the rod,\, shores up the -fjord"
to )dilltown. At nearh\' St. Alb-HI's the sun came out.
:\t Pushthrough a few hours later pictures were still
possible, and then the fog dost'(l in a,gain lea\'ing us
in a small whitc world. nut this was onl\' temporary,
and it was .1 wondroush clear da\' as we approached
Rell{'OntTt' \\'t'st hidden within its steep narrow har-
bour entmnct'. TIlese towering rock\' shores, frin~ed
b\' hissin,l!; breakers, seeilled to get higher and hi):!;her
and the tim harbour at Francois was surrounded bl'
tremendous diffs. The" made a person wonder
how tht· first ships c\er found a refu,l!;e there and
how tht' little settlements had their be,l!;inninp;s. Cape
La Hun{' wilh its 25 families was the next port of
(·all. and hpn' J w{'nt ashore in the mail boat, incid·
t'nlalh- taking a picture of Ihe "Haccalieu~ at anchor
in the harbour with shct'T sunn\, sentinel rocks bevond
guardin,l!; thl' ('ntraTlCt'. Tht, forhidding majesty of
these pJaC{'S madt, a perSOll ft'el so insi,l!;nificant. Late
(Continu('d On Page 28)
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Ayre & Sons Open New Store On Water Street
Sell; Era In Seu'jormdlallC! RetailiFlf!. Bel!.ills
IT ~'::ea~n~o:l~saw~:~II~~~~:I!ct~~:ldat'f~;~;~9de~~~:
of the disastrous fire which swept the city of St. John's
in 1892 was cleared Ayre's start('d rcbuilding. (See
~~:::I~~:~~!,O~)~vejnin{~t;;e~?:~~'S;It~i~~ ~:~t:ti~~I~~~~;~~~i
now, ill 195-1, almost a century after it was founded,
followine; Avre's policv of keepin.e; up with modem
t1('lIds in merchandisin.e; and customer service, the~
1M\'{' brou.e;ht to the IX'Ople of ~ewfollndland all thl
shopping conveniences of the most modern stores in
Eastt.. rn Canada.
eve-appeal, easy stockiJl~ and ma.\imum customer
convenience accentuate the clean cut lines of the
newly designed and decorated interior. The whole
~~~~1r~01~lr~et~~ri~~;~;Sp~~~:F.~;f;ll~~i~~I'~~~e~f~g~
.e;oods for immediate selection.
The busy shopper will find on hoth floors all ber
~~:rb~i~i~~~: ~1~ct~~I~)f~f~e\~(~~l~laSnodlS;;~~i:
honest-to-~oodness "five and dime" store that com-
p.lres with 3nvthine, anywhere on the mainland.
Of course all sales will be for cash only, there will
AH~ &I s.,,,. P...,ml_ n"[" .... n"bullt Art"r Ihe Dlatal ....UI Flrl of 1892.
pe;~:~Yi~e\~e'~~~~~~:~~)f~~d ~~II~/~;1~~~:~::5/~~~;i
Qllarterly;
AYHE SOXS XEW BUILDING
TIle Splendidl\' Equipped Stmcture Opened
for Business Sept. 2Jrd. 1907
\n Up-to-Date Store.
FoliowinJ,!; this announcement was given a descrip-
tion in which it was stated: "We now ha,"'e in St.
John's a business establishment which is thoroughh
up-ta-date. Nothin~ has c\'idently becn spared in
making the store as perfect as possible:'
SO~~:~I;;Ob~g::ll~\i~~t~ra tllll:wf~I;~~~~dfl~~~tin~ i~~~\:.
foundland was marked on August 10th with the
opellin.e; of the new 5c. to 81.00 Varietv Store.
TIle store. located in thl? original Pills Buildin~ on
\Vater Street is a further step in Ane's plan to bring
modem shoppinc: to the people of St. John's. It is
desie;ned especiilllv for people who want speedy ser-
vice and merchandise at the lowest possible price.
The interior of the store is new in e\'ery respect.
The latest in mod("fIl displav fixtures. desi,e;ned for
be no char~inp;, and deliven' service will be on Jlur-
chases of $-1.98 and up_ One visit to this J,!;reat new
\tore will show the reason for this; every item for S<'lle
will be popuhlflv priced and the customer will ~et full
\-aille for e'"erv pennv spent.
.\S a part of the general face-lifting of Water Street,
the new store front of Avre's "Fh-e and Dime" sur·
pilSSCS al1\1hing vet seen. The ncw development of
windows, and thc completel\' modem Travertine with
Granite trim front is desi~lled to please the eye. The
atmosphere, as you enter the stor(' will immediatel\'
~ive Vall the fcding of bein,g in a smart shopping
centre of \lontreal, Toronto, or New York. The
wide metal safetv stu irs, the fast elevator service, the
hatterv of Cash Hegisters fOl' speedy service and the
(:ourleom, thoroughly trained staff will all add to the
pleasure of shopping where your dollar goes farther
than eyer !X"fore.
This new operation of Ayre's does not in alW way
interfere with the nonnaJ operation of the r~lar
Ilardware Dep.'lrhnent, the Stationery and Jewellery
Departments or the Furniture and Crockery Depart-
ments, as a matter of fact, access to these departments
will be far more coll\'enient than ever before and
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~~~~~Fe~11~r~1;~~eB'e;;~ee~~~rl!~titem can still be
The new Ayre's ~fi\e and dime~ store occupies the
space formerlv used by the Ilarclware and Grocery
Departments, and the complete basement underlying
this section. Every inch of spare has been re-designed
bv \IesSTS. H. C. Johnson Co., Ltd.• of MontreaI, and
the whole project was carried Ollt under the super-
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Cyclinq Into The Heart of Newfoundland
(Continued from Pa,e;e 26)
that ni~ht in briUiant moonlight we called briefly at
the island of Ramea, then crossed back to the main-
land to llur~eo to tie up for a few hours and take on
600 bnJ!;s (100 Ibs. each) of fish meal. Smelly stuff
until it was stOwed away below decks!
On the open sea between poTU (or the past couple
of days the waves were deli~htfllllv bouncy and 1
spent many pleasant hours standin~ up on the bow,
\'ision of \Ir. n. Cole. a native Newfoundlander from
Victoria. Carbonear, employin~ local workmen.
It can safely be said: That the only thin,£!; old that
will be taken into the new operation will be the old-
time honesty, integrity and square dealiug that has
characterized all Ayre's dealings with the people of
XewfOllndland since- the foundation of the finn in
1859
rollin,!:!; with the ship and e.'\:ercisill,!:!; m\- sea legs.
Sometimes 1 sat right up inside the peak of the 00\\
~~II~:~It1l(io:!~di:S~~efu~e~~~~~~sbu;n::e~~~~1;
had to steer a careful course among the shoals and
tumbling breakers encircling Crand Bruit. The last
trip for the little mail boat was at La PoUe and I
went alon,e; to steer it. We aimed for a certain
boulder at the foot of a little path where a few people
were wnitinJl;, and there we heaved ashore a mail
bag aud recl'ived another in return. Rose Blanche
was rocky, but more open, and from there it was only
a few hours steaming to Port-aux-Basclues, the original
port of entry into Newfoundland.
When \..·e sailed away in the ,e;athering darkness,
the nashing beams from the liC;hthouses were all that
remained of this lovely hospitable comer of Canada
Standin~ up on the swaying bow. 1 felt a little sad at
lea\'ing this beauty and hospitalit)" but J?;lad too
about new friends and happy ad\-'entures. and with
high hopes of comill~ back a,e;ain.
Editor'$ Xote:~~fiss \lel5On's reference to "2 cents
a pound" refers to the fish when sold in the "green"
rondition to the cold storap;e plants. The sun dried
cod sells for from $5 to $10 per quintal of 112 Ibs.
depcndinp; on the quality and size.
MCrcen" fish refers to fish sold with entrails and
li ...('r removed only, and sold immediately.
\\';i1du~C~j~cl~~e ~:;fto~t~Vk~~';l~~~~;a~t ~ri~~~~
~raci?us reminder of yOtl-$l.OO in Canada, $1.25
Forelg-n.
"
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"HIGH TIDE IN NEWFOUNDLAND"
(Ston and Pictures on followin~ pagf's courtesv N(ltional Film Board)
Pllblicisitlf!. Our P,iwclTIJ Indust,,,
29
.
THE National Film Board of Canada has made aIlew film about Newfoundland. The film is
called -High Tide in Newfoundland~ and it takes an
optimistic and COllstnICtl\'f' look at new developments
in Newfoundland fishing.
The film, which will be shown soon in Newfound-
land theatres, is 20 minutes lon~ and in colour. It
was produced by Nicholas Balla and the director is
Crant ~lcLean.
The 6Im tells the story of the establishment of the
Fisheries Development Committee by the Federal and
Provincial authorities in 1951 and of the work done to
date by the committee as well as its plans for the
future of the Newfoundland fishing industry.
It tells of the plan to modernize Tewfoundland
fishing, packing and marketing methods so that the
fishennen will get a greater return from the catch, and
shows the part science is playin~ in these develop-
ments; it outlines, for example, the development of
such devices as underseas television to help in the
~:rd~~~r\:i~~·. ~~ d1~:kesli~ea;:~:a~~(~;
fishermen, freed from the slow traditional way of dry-
ing fish, will be in a position to devote more tim,e to
fishing. With more up to date equipment, output and
eaminJ!:s can be increased.
Salt cod, the film points out, is no longer the only
~~~:{;lS=~~th~~r~~I~edF:~~I~~s~ :~~~~l~wd;~
mand and some fifteen plants have sprung up since
1949---.111 using assembly line methods of cleanin.e;,
filleting, packagin.e; and freezing. The film shows the
mechanical scaling and skinning of fish and also tells
of experiments with fish fiUetting machines.
The point is strongly emphasized that the fishing in-
dustry in Newfoundland must keep up to date if it
wishes to compete with the industries of the mainland
und those of other countries. Only thus will New-
foundland's favoured position in the fishing grounds
be made to yield greatest returns.
The film also deals in some detail with the joint
Federal-Provincial experiments in power fishing and
;Il{' liS{' of the -long liner" in this field. Also graphic·
all\" shown is the work of the Crand Bank dra~gers.
Ship to shore radio, loran. radar, depth sounders;
these are some of the new devices which are helping
to make easier the work of the fishennen as well as
to swell the catches of fish. But the film does not
stop here. It goes on to describe the efforts of New-
foundland fishennen to market their products, both
lhrou,e;h the fish merchants and the new fishermen's
coopernth·cs.
Lest the impression should be left that the life of
the Newfoundhnd fisherman is now a sinecure. tile
film doses with a stonn sequence that for power,
drama and colour, is probably unsurpassed on film.
The storm shots, inCidentally. provided some exciting
moments for director Grant ~lcLean and cameraman
Don Wilder.
In order to get shots of two fishing boats wallowing
in the troughs of giant waves, :\IcLean and Wilder
had to station themselves ou the deck of a third craft.
Wilder stood hard against the rail photoJ!:raphing th~~
scene, while :\lcLean held him firmly round the
middle to prevent him from washing overboard.
"It was a thrill," McLean says, "but one that we
are not anxious to repeat".
"HIGH TIDE IN NEWFOUNDLAND" will not be
Newfoundland's last chance to see itself in films as
far as the National Film Board is concerned. A Film
Board crew was shooting in St. John's in early July
~or a new 6Jm about the people of Canada in which
scenes will be laid in each province, beginning with
!.'Ji;;fo\~;~:~s~· fil~lCre~~~l~ shat;:a~~~~~g::~;~:d ~~:
arrival and departure of the Portuguese fishing fleet
in 51. lohn's and also the usc by the Fishcries Depart-
ment of helicopters in getting around the outports.
The Newfoundland stretch of the Trans-Canada
Highway was photographed last summer and will be
seen whcn the film is released, probably some time
next year.
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ISEULT MEDITATES
811 l..EXORE A. PRATT,
\\'illner oj Second Prize, Arts (lutl 1-,{'tt('r~ Contest
Wht'n through the courtyard I no longer hear
Your footfall, and when day has followed day.
Ikrdt and empty. year by countless vcar,
With beauty perished like the roS(' away;
\Vhcn broken and forlorn ffi\ hopes must lie
And I am racked by pa:ssiom., hHt('~, and fean..
\\'hen minstrels nod and the Sj>('lIt flambeaux die.
\l1d J steal forth to wttl> unh('('ded tears
llpon a bosom of unfcding stolle,
Perchance some echo of your voiCt' in M)ng
\lay solace me when 1 weep there alone,
0\11 unrepentant of this ~viol1s wronJ!:
WI.' do the King. 0 ruby red and deep
The draught we drank unwittingly, so red
It bunlS mv lips in waking and in sleep,
-\nd still shall stain Ill\" lips ,\;hell I am dead:
FOGGY MORNING
By Denys Ferry
Gnarled and CQntorted, tenuous, wraithlike-
fingers of fog reaching out of the ocean,
over the clitrtops and down the landward side
caress the greasy blackness
of the sheltered harbour waters.
Battered and dented, time-scarred and rusted,
tired of their struggles against gravitation-
all stand impassive, muffled
in their tattered fog-gre)o' wrappmgs
Miniscule ripples, on oil-slicked waten>
sluggi.l;hly lap at the wharf-pilings' ankles;
(Inly their motion proving the world alive-
their sound, the quiet breathing
of the hungry, waiting ocean.
Weather-worn fishing sloops, camouflaged softly
under the fog-veil that hangs from their rigging-
.....earied by sporting with the waves yesterday
hold listlessly the skipping-
ropes extended by the dockside.
Then the sun, climbing over the headland-
touches the fog-beads,
touches the mast-heads,
touches the gantry-cranes.
reddens the window-panes;
dissolving all the phantoms
in its roseate reality
SONG OF THE HOMELAND
By Paul O'Neil
1 have heard the seagulls calhng
in the misty northern morn;
I have heard the oceans rumble
as it ushered in the da~·n.
1 have felt the winds of Autumn
sweeping down from Annie's heights;
I have felt the twine of cod nets
as J hauled them in the bights.
I have tasted new bakeapples
picked where marshland flowers grow;
I have tasted roasted caplin
in the campfires dying glow.
I have smelled the salt)' sea breeze
as I sailed across the bay;
I have smelled the crackling pine boughs
after using horse and sleigh.
I have seen the pitcher growing
on the lonely barren wastes;
I have seen the hunted partridge
slart !rom out his hiding place.
This soft s)'mphon;y of senses
calls me back from foreign strands;
To the cliffs of home and kinship
-to the cliffs of Newfoundland.
LAST OF THE ALL-SAD. BANKING SCHOONERS
By Otto P. Kelland,
83 Forest Road. St. John's
Shorn of her white-winged pride,
Her rotting hull swings gently to and fro
At bidding of the harbour tide,
While sounds of green-scummed water echo from the
holds below.
Wharf urchins swing with lusty profane shout
Between her rusted buckled shrouds,
lA'here once brave seamen climbed to break the tops'la
out,
Their brawn)' shoulders draped in fleecy clouds.
Her pitted decks, once washed with clean, white ocean
foam,
Are now acrawl with insects of the land.
More fitting this proud schooner had not Dlade ber last
run home
But, instead, had left her bones upon some storm-rent
strand.
Her taU spars cracked and whitened with neglect,
Reach stark toward the sky their last salute;
Aged seamen pause to pass with mute respecl
No more she'll smarUy luff to come aboul
Her strong forefoot still graceful, curving, fine,
Her captain'S pride. This dying ocean queen
Now claimed by festooned seaweed's waving line-
No more her like will on the seas be seen.
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OUR EXPDUENCED MEN
LeDREW'S MOTOR EXPRESS
(Member of Canadian Wnr('hou~elllen'll
ASSOeilltioli lIud LoclII T.p.r.)
51. John'sWater St. East
Will 1111(,Jr.. load and dl'lin'c "OIlC belongings where
~'ou waat th('m, "ht'n .'·ou ..-ant them.
Lot-al or I.lla~ ))i~tall(,".
~~~C:h:f~~'ee~~~·i.:l:~sa~~dtl;:-;::f~~d~::ll~~~~
an indication that the (CrTY boat has recently landed
over (rom BeD Island. The little old-time settlement
of Portugal CO\'C is a ~reat deal more important than
appcamnces would lead YOU to suppose. It is the
chid Iinl between the Waoona Iron Ore :\line and
the Island Province of :'\'ewfoundland. Before veT)
long the usual rull dO\vn to sea level beJ!ins; free-
whreling quietI\· down this long hill feels like sailing
through the tree tops. lIal£wav down is a view so
100't'!v th;lt one stops, wonderill~ whether to take a
photograph, try a sketch, write a description or
!>imply commit it to memory. The ro..'ld tums and
twists, finallv coiling itself between huge boulders into
the cove, once famoLls for Fishing Admirals and
Pirates.
On two occasions the people of Portugal Cove
have staged farewell ceremonies for Royalty visiting
Canada. The old-timers of the settlement are pecul-
iarlv loyal to the Roval Family, treasuring most
dCilrlV their photographs of Kings, Queens and
PrinCf>Ssl:s, but it is not likely that Queen Elizabeth
and Prim..'e Philip wilJ ever know this, nor how much
loving thought was spent on preparations for their
visit in Xovembcr, 1951.
The e\'er.l!:rcen archwa' was up and decorated, the
buntin!?; was out, the road swept, boats washed, shoes
polished. Earlv in the moming air was bright with
sunshine .'lnd anticipation.. That sturdv little ferry-
boot \I.V. ~Ianeco-was ready at the wharf and
luck\' residents of the Cow were allowed to peep
through the window of the cabin prepared for Their
RO\-al Highnesses.. The)' saw beautiful flowers
hanging on the walls, close to the photographs and
plaque which commenorate the visit of King George
VI and Queen Elizabeth.
A giant cod6sh and bouquet were ready, a little
fleet of local 6shing boats were moored close at hand,
residents of Bell Island were brought over on the
~~t~~l~l~rO\~~'YheK:g~~;~n~~~~;e~efl~~hs~::l~~~~
ing their flags while older folk clustered together
along the narrow steep road leading down to the
wharf.
of "ouc moving problem i~ e~lllial
to ensure IIafe, qui"]r. ,leliH·r~.
Professional Handling
A DAY IN PORTUGAL COVE
B,' ~1. S. STH.-\.WRRI DeE.
\"ice-Principal, At/flIt Educatio" Centre, St. Jolin'!
CA~'~r~;~~h::;~\'o,l;~oi~I~~lri~:Ilr~b;;::I~~~:~all~
an awareness of this island province is making" it4
self felt and to man\' roving \Iainlanders even the
~h~\\~~~n~~::r~/~~~bUldl;iU~~leor::~ ,~~m~n:;gl~~~~_
ag"ain; mall\ who come would like to stav.
Isolation and lack of communication arc factors
which have complicated life in ~cwfoundland. Ac-
cording to the situation, till' traveller will use plan~,
boat, train, bus, tnlck, car, snowmobile, horse, dog-
te-am or fed. A few readers will notiC(' the omission
from this list of one usC'ftll lill!e \'ehicle the
humble' 'push-bike: In Newfoundland the bicycle is
not used as a method of travelling, though it is an
exceeding" popular plaything for OO,-S and girls, who
cvcle tirelessIv and with infinite skill round and
round their own homes, up and down the rough out4
port roads, or in and out of the town traffic. A few-
a ,'en' few-brave and mavlx- ccccntric adults are
cautiouslv experimenting with longer distances and
planned expeditions. Creat arc the pleasures derived
thNt'From.
-\ short but fascinating ride is from St. John's to
Portugal CO\·e. Lcavin!?; the cit... bv the Old or the
~cw Cove Road, you art.' very soon out on one of the
loveliest and most interestill!?; highways of the Avalon
Peninsula. Look-Out Fann reminds you to take a
last glance at the little city you ha,-e left behind. You
will realize now, if never before, that Newfoundland's
Capital is built on a ran~e of hills running right into
the Atlantic Ocean. The American Base of Pep-
perrell, th<.' Catholic Cathedral, the new housing area,
Cabot Tower. the Narrows and the sea are in full
view-but where is the harbour and the busv little
city of 51. lohn's? The}' arc out of sight on the far
side of one of those hills.
from now on there is never a dull moment. Like
an old, well-established finn, this Portugal Cove Road
s('('ms able to deal with, but is quite unperturbed bv
innovations and changes of modem times. As you
pass though the friendly pastoral .settlement of
~Iaior's Path, aeroplanes circle around their home·
base, for in a few minutes a 1!ood rond to the right
heads off to the Torbav Airport.
It is interesting to compare the houses which nre
under construction along each side of tbe road. ~Iost
of them are well set b..'lck, each is carefully planoed
according to the taste or income of the owner. Sel.
dom it is that dreams come true, but "~lon Re\'en
looks almost perfection itself. "Wee \lite" and
n'Twill 00", though not Yen' big. assuredly brin~
much pleasure to somebodv.
For a milc or two the road skirts the shores of
Windsor Lake, the Cit" Reservoir. This wonderful
stretch of water must be temptin~ to anglers, for they
are frequently wamed away by the following notice;
NO TROUTING ALLOWED
IN WINSOR LAKE RESERVE
By order-J. J, Mnhoney, City Clerk.
(It is not often that one sees official recognition of
the Newfoundland verb 'to trout!)
The road surface is excellent, the traffic not too
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An hour or so before time, Old Father Neptune
took olle look at the scene, gave a loud laugh and
said: ~l can do something even more dramatc than
this to entertain a Princess and her bra\'e sailor hus-
band:' lie surel), did! The wind rose, lashing up
the sea, the rain pelted down. The flags on the
beautiful archway tore b..lck and forth till they rocked
the whole stmcture and it crashed down into the
road. The Kepawa with its cargo of children hca,-ed
up aod down on the windy side of the wharf, and the
little escort of 6shiog bOOts bobbed and banged to-
gether.
E'-cn this tum of c'-ents did not daunt the citizens
of Portugal Cow. Strong men put their shoulders to
~:a ~~~~l ;~JI~~ab)' t~e;id:~ftb~~oo~t~~~
the flags again and fastened the crown to a large gre)
rock. Just in the nicl of time the rood was tidied
and little cold children, wa"in~ tiny Lnion Jacks,
found cosy places amongst the :.heltering spmC't:'
boughs.
Some of the older women wr.:lpped blankets around
th('msel\'es and huddled t~ether in the leeway of
houses. Fishennen of thl,.' CO\c lxxmled the Kt'p~
cwa to make sure that all went \\ ell with the children.
Traffic had been routed round b\- a different road
~~~:~~~;r~o,':r~IS:rb~s~t a~~r~~~~;o~~a~ri~:J
to discover that they ~ad to walk past a mile or so of
~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~tg;;~~~:~!dil~!~e A\~~i~~~ ~fo~~I~:~
did a fine job assembling the Band. the Sin~ers and
the' Reception Committee under ,.('1'.... difficult circum-
stances.
At last a tired and tath('r timorous-looking; Princr'ss,
with her handsome escort, was driven slowh' round
the lar~(' we)' bould("l's down the narrow, steep de-
scent.
"There's the )rincl'ss! She smiled at me!"
"She looked straiJ!:ht at 111(' and wan'dl"
..[ think she's sw('et, and she ~ave me a lowly
smile!" .
How much clfort those smiles cost the Princess
will ne\'('r be known, but vou onl\' have to visit some
of thc old people in Port~lJ!:al Cove to find out how
worthwhill' that effort was. Stmins of "The Squid
JiRgin' Ground" and "Auld L'ln~ Svne" vied with the
wind and waves; uncertain bursts of chft'rin~ came
from the crowd and the KiJ}cW;l. The giant codfish
;:~~ sl;:I~t u;~~iltl:~~~;~;~~~:~lo~l~~~.i~~-iti~~~Ji~~~
delay as possible, 'ewfound1and's \'Cry important
guests were abonrd the :\1nneco,
How proud till' SkipJ'E'r and Enginl"t'r must haH'
felt as they did their puzzlin~ manoeune5 for that
famous Roval Sailor! In calm weather it is easy to see
the hig blnck mel ;It the mouth of the harbour, hut
that da,- onh the old <;en d~s knew ;lOOut the in-
,-isible rock From under the fish flakes, friends of
lht' slipJ'E'r lept up a nmning commentary in 6sher4
men's language as thc)' watched the \laneco, skilfully
but ,\-ith ob,·ious difficulh' ffi.'lnrouning beh\'een
tbe rocl''''' shore the wharf: the invisible shonl the
Kep.'lwa •and the wind. Tinv fishing boats made
quick dashes b..'lcl and forth. !'ut knew that the\' must
not follow. -
With the help of their unprl'<1ictable friend and
fO('- the S<'a the,· had put on a magni6cent shm\
thou~h not the farewell the Committee bad planned,
Eyes and throats felt ti_~ht with anxiety pains and no
olle could settle down to lunch while the little Man-
f'CO tossed about on h('r way out to the stately "Em-
press of Scotland" which, almost invisible in the mist,
was moored far awa) on the sheltered side of Bell
Mand,
Some shty minutes lolter, news came round from
house to house that the)' were safely aboard the liner,
the Princess still smilin~ and wanting her lunch.
:\11 this is a di~r~ssion from the ori~ina1 subject of
L)'clin~ ill :\ewfoundland, but it does prove how in4
t~~:~~\i~~ fu~ :~l ~~t I~~~~I {:~~": ~cl~ ~~~~
foundJand. . .
BOGWooD
By Hon_ Grrgor)' J. Po.....er
The ~-t:ar \\ ~ pluughed the ri\'er field-we found
Deep In the silt. the warped and blackened bones
Of ancient tr~-lhe m~t of them were sound
Though e\'ery bit as heav)" as the stones.
Among them thert: ..... ere ribs. backbone&, and knees
Thin finger!; that had held green leaves, or fed
While blossoms to lhe wind, lost springs, when these
Made magic here. For days. we harvested
These bones of trees. from soft black furrows .....here
The land was wet, and when the field was done
We left them in loose tangle:;, here and there-
Along the edge. to season in the sun.
Around the coast, old custom sets a time
For certain work, and in our neighbourhood
When April come:;. we tidy up and lime-
December is the month for getting wood.
So. while the meadows slept benumbed and white-
And skies were little more than half awake-
We cut them into junks, and they were light
As feathers now, but hard enough to break
An axeman's heart. One bitter night we burned
This wood that time had tempered in the mire-
It charmed those hours of rest, when we concerned
Ourselves with dreams, and made a ghostly fire.
Beyor.d its blue transparent flame, we sa.....
The heat waves dancing in a parched July.
Its light transformed by some enchanted law
W:lS hoarded sunlight from an age gone by.
WIDOW'S LAMENT
By Grace Butt
God ha\'e merc)" on his soul
He was that kind to me.
All me married life
Never a harsh word.
And we'd put the 1"eed into the ground together
And spread the caplin
And bring in the wood.
And we'd ~it in the kitehE'n of a ..... inter·s night,
He in his socks,
And me makin' the drop a' tea,
And always that quiE't and good.
And the thing that makes me heart as cold as his is cold
d~o\\"ned in the ic}' c;ea
Is to think I can't do his bod~' the kindness of a shroud
Or as much a!l the comfort a' clay,
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HON. MYLES MURRAY
HO~ffa~:s~~~~ I~~~~~:t~ jo~;~i~~ei~, ~~:~:~:;
~~~~o~!~~~1i~~~da~~f~e~~~~i:l~~~~~~~~i~e~~I~~~:
~~. tJl~h~~c:~<~fl~~~; h~: ~~i~~~~~\,~~~~ k~~~nrc:
D'N. Conroy, K.C., and was admitted to the Bar of
Newfoundland in 1930. In 1950 he was appointed
K.C.
\If. \furray served five years in the armed forces
and retired with the rank of Flight Lieutenant in the
125th Newfoundland Squadron of which he was
Adjutant. He is a Past President of the Provincial
Command of the Canadian Le~ion of the R.E.S.L.,
and is presently Dominion Representative of that
Command.
On his return from Overseas, :\Ir. ~Illrray fomlcd
the legal finn of ~Illrrav & Noel. Ill' married Doreen
Whittaker of Somerset, England, and they have two
children, Neil, 11 years and Allister, aged 9.
;"fr. ;"Iurray was an ardent supporter of the COIl-
federate cause and after Union contested unsuccess-
fully the District of Harbour ~Iain in 1949. In 1951
he was Liberal candidate for the District of Ferryland,
and was elected after what was probablv the most
hotly contested campaign in the election, and was
thereupon appointed to the Cabinet as ;"1inister of
Provincial Affairs.
Owing to the closeness of the \'ote a recount was
called for, which revealed that a technical error,
made in ignorance by a deputy retuming officer, had
upset the result of the election. A new election was
called for by the Court and in this Mr. Murray was
again re-elected with a majority of 337.
Since his entrv into the House, Mr. Murra\' has
shown himself to be one of the readiest and most
nuent speakers in the House, being rated by compet-
<'nt authorities as second only to the Premier himself.
He is also cansideT('c! as one of the members who pays
most attention to the affairs of his district, and these
two attributes should insure him a long and success-
ful career in public life.
'\Ir. ;"Iurray is also Solicitor General for the Pro-
~}~~c~r~~~ iit~ ~~ \~:K~~%v:~:s~ctofdth~eQ~I~: ~~
Dr. Valdmanis.
Mr. ~Iurray has done considerable research in re-
gard to the early history of Ferryland as the article
printed in this issue indicates.
ALONG THE SOUTHERN SHORE
By Florence Miller
The lovely little villages along the Southern Shore-
My thoughts run on ahead of me to visit them once
more!
for all those little villages hang out a "Welcome!" sign
From folk whose hearts are warm and true-my father's
friends and mine!
And up along, and down along, and in along, and out-
But of that hearty welcome you are never left in doubt.
o leave the Long Bridge far behind, the Southside Road,
as well,
Then by The Goulds and sweet Bay Bulls, and on, by
hill and dell;
By Mobile, Witless Bay, and out to Gallows Cove we go;
By Tor's Cove and Cape Broyle the road is winding,
high and low.
And in along, and out along, and up along, and down-
But never, once, on my face, the semblance of a frown.
By Ferryland, Fermeuse, Renews---the welcome's still
the same!
By Chance Cove, Clam Cove, with those graves of
"Anglo.Saxon" fame;;
(My father camped between them, once, and slept
among the dead,
To show his men the folly of their superstitious dread!)
And out along, and in along. and down along, and up-
But always tea, and folk who say "Come in and have
a cup!"
The folk whose names are music: Power, Maloney,
Driscoll, Dinn,
Mulcahy, Ronayne, Shanahan, and Morey, Winsor,
Flynn;
The Cashins and the Lawlors--every memoried name
a shrine!
The Myricks at The Cape-and still my father's friends
and mine.
And down along, and up along, and out along, and in-
With all of these, and many more, to make you feel
akin.
Surroundings may be beautiful, with headland, pond,
and tree,
Yet, lacking warm and friendly hearts, how empty they
would be!
Then fare you high, or fare you low, or fare you East
or West,
Wherever you may chance to stay, it sill will be the best!
For all of Heaven's 'reflected in the welcome that's in
store
In lovely little villages along the Southern Shore.
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THE GREENSPOND SAGA-IN HISTORY, SONG AND STORY
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS, J.D.,
Graduate of Boston, New York, Columbia, Rutgers and Iowa Slate Universities. The colleges of Law of St. Paul
and Minneapolis. Diploma in Internatil,nal Affaifs, University of Minnesola.
Soaked lmdemeath stem sterile hilla that rise
Tier upon tier, receding far away,
Tile (IUllint old porl, wharf-flanked to seaward lies
A ~/ist'nilll! crescent round the curvill!! bay.
g~~~n:, ~~~t;~':se11!:.r~Kc'::a~~ l~;i'c~'dinl! ([011:11
:~~~~~~:~l!tL~~:;}!i:/'~'~70~~/,~~::,~;~~~1(:jA~,e lOW/I,
,\loored to tile old pier-cnd (I smuck or two.
T"~~tr;~~~ a~I~~~vo~~~~~ ~~t~;i~v\:r~~~.;n:~:~Ii:d
data beyond my own extensive researches; Mrs. L.
~~~I~'Il~tQel::~~~, L~~;.a{J: J.li~e~,~::: ~r:rS~s~~
Lan~, \Irs. Bert LeDrew, Re,·. L. A. Ludlo,~, :\f~s.
John SpenC<'r, \Irs. John VerRe, Be,·. \lr. Werr, \1Iss
\farion White, \IT. and \Irs. Ralph Wri~ht (some
of the infonnation Ralph Wright supplied is well be-
yond a word of thanks); other names will have to be
added later; for I wish anv Greeuspolld person who
can add to this ruston' to please write me.
Tn_h.- it is said bv James, \'iscount Bryce, in "\Iad-
em Democracies," the small communities may be
~~~~ ~~~ ~\/=:~~::~~s~~I~O~~=:~ !is~j
WilIiam\nderson, a ~ood current historical writer
well says, ·'What is important ... if it is not the life
of the people in their lon~, slow, half-blind struggles
upward?"
A well-founded tradition is that Crt..'Cnslx>nd-af-
fectionately known as "the old Hock" (md "Pond"-
,got its name from the first settlers, the Creens and
the Ponds. I should not cast doubts on that, for an
uncle of mine married a Pond and a distant cousin
a Cn.x·n. However, the seaport town of Poole, En~­
land, had, in the early days, a dif('Ct trade with
GrcenslX>nd, and there is a Green bland in its har-
Ix>ur. Around Bonavista the old geographers (the
noted Hcnnan :\1011 too) Ii!>ts Grecnspond on the
north and Green Island on the south of the Bay.
\lost of the oril!;inal inhabitants came from Eng-
land's West counties. Of course, they brought all the
old laws, customs and traditions with them. Their
words; "smack", "outporf', "skipper", Mtickle"', "'punf',
"gear~, etc., wefe in usc hundfeds of years before
the}' uprooted themselves from the old home. For
example; a Burgh law of 1580 sa,,·s, ..~o merchant
shall ... presume to make an\' ... skipl>er his factor
to his gear." A 1624 one reads; ~as well within the
!")Ort or London as in the Out Ports." In the Lords
]oumal for 1772; "an account of the Naval stores im·
Ix>rted ... into the ports of England commonlv c.llled
the Out Ports," Vemon C. Boyle, and other West
Country writers, speak of: "punt", "'tickle"', "cove",
'"gear", "smack", etc. In London years ago the fish-
ing smacks carried the mail to thc Low Countries.
lohn Oklmixon, Britisl/ Empire in America (1st ed.,
1708) says;
'I-ht'\' did u"t sit down bt:\ond Cape Bon.wista.
tilt .t1x>ul the btter end of till' hist century, when
they' llIade a settlement. not \'('rY t\rge, at Creens-
Ixmd Island, and thell tool lip the ~orth East
,lilt! E.lst part of the count"';"
11(' \\:a~ correct in llsing till' words "sit dowll" ill
Cr('{'lhpOlld. The Enp;lish had 110 f('al rights, for b,
the Treat\' of Utrc."'Cht (1713) as one Charles Islam
said n'ars ago, on fishery rights, popularly expressed,
"Ih(, French were allowed to dry and cure fish on
tlw (;Cl.Ist from Rona Vista arouml hv the north:'
Oldrni\ClII adds Oil the Frt'nch: These settlement-.
ht'J!<\11 of the Southern Shore and afterwards were
sClltkr('(1 alou!!; the COilst ... from one harbour to 1m-
otllt'l a.s f.u as Creenspond:'
In 1'j()3 there is !ist<..d at Grt.>C!l!>IX>ud, then fishing,
.J(, nu'" with 6 boats. which took 1800 quintals of
fish imd rendered ont 6 tons of oil. (Leo F. Stock.
Proceedin!!$ and Debates of Parliament, etc., 170'2-
Ii27.)
Both Oldmi.xou and Stock wcre noticing even~
when the French were supposed to have command
of the shore line from Bonavista 'orth; yet at this
time Crccnspond had three houses. (Oldmixon, edi·
tion 17-tO's.). Long before tIle Versailles Treaty
1783) when the French Shore was moved to start
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Islands, everyone with a ticklC' between them pro-
,ide<! a shelter like a pond when once inside. In tile
clays of fishing at Lahrad,)r, Wadham, French Shore
and inshore, vessels then often moorcd for the win-
ter in "Pond Head'" passing all the smaller islands cn
route to tht, Pond.
The eurly jurisdiction of Grel'nspond, in law, com-
merce, religion, and medical services extended to
~:~~d~~ret~i; ~~~~~~ul~I~:~T.I!SI~::~I~~~~c'i: o(n~~
Port Nelson) and Lockers Coves; Cooseberry, Fair,
Pools, Silver Hair and Pinchard's Islands; Safe, New
and Cat I(arbours; Indian, Bloody and Jlare Bays, ete.
\Iissionary ~Ioreton in Creenspond just a century
ago says:-
WHere are two L'l.r~e branch houses of London
and Poole merchants, to which the people of all
parts of the neighbouring shore resort for supplies
of even' kind ..."
IR. ~lontgomen' \laTtin in his British America ofthe 1830's san Creenspond had two large businesshouses, Slade Senior, and lohn Sleat &: Company.These two had five sealine; vessels which tool: a totalof 4100 seals then. He also lists the town as having186 in day school and 220 ill Sunday schools. Prowsein his "History of Newfoundland" lists 6 vessels of180 ton:; in 180-& and 13 vessels in 1847 for sealing.Commence was soon the life-blood of Greenspond.
Their push and drive shocked the missionaries sent
therC'. A Newfoundland Church history speaks of
Hev. Corlott visitin~ Greenspond on Sunday, July 2,
1826:-
"\VC' landed this Illoming: at Grecnspond. I
walked through the harbour to see what the
Water Street East
Limited
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Dial 6392
.It COliX' John, Greenspond stood about seventh in
I1sh-catchin~ next to Ba,· de Verde (Stock).
These English settlers, bent on a pennancnt home,
did not p3\' too much attention to ~reaties; and the~e
is little evidence that the French actm~lr asserted their
tn'aty rights around Greenspond. But their old books
sJX'ak of Greenspond:-"Bon Port, Perche active. Le
.:;01 de tttte ile est terrement sterile". (Good Port.
-\cti,'c fishery. The soil of tllis island is very sterile).
TIU'rt' is eyidence that the English became acti"e
at Gr(-'('nspond as soon as the shore was declared
th('irs, for in 1784 the French Bri~, "L'Actiffe" was
wrecked in Greenspond and some of the inhabitants
W('re arrested and brought to St. John's for carrying
off property from the wreck, (Dr. Gardner's, Mallu-
script /liston/," British :\Iuseum, M.S. 15493).
The trials and tribulations of the l'arliC'st settlers
that came from Bonavista and the \Vest Country are
shrouded in mystery. They c.'l.ml· from Bonavista, be-
c.'l.l1SC as l'arlv writers nolt'd "tIll' !larhom is exposed
and unsafe~ and Bonavista was r,lid(,"{! by the French
in til(' earlv 1700's, and m:ul\' n('(-'ing aeross the Bay.
The connections between the two were close for a
long time. In early trade and population fi~ both
pL'l.ct'S were counted as one. A hundred years a~o
th('re was a fortn.i~htly postal service from Bonavista
to Creenspond (Almanac of 1863). There were bus-
iness houses at Bonavista that had branches at
Gn'l'nspond.
The C'arh· English books on place names speak of
Gn-'('nspond as M on an island with fine fishing grounds
around it.~ An earh- historiiln on North America, R.
\Iontgomery \IaTtin. 5.'l.id in the 1830's: Ibe Ba,
contains several islands, the most valuable of which
arC' Creen Pond Islands." Baedel:er, on Travel. says,
wGn'l'nspond: situated on an island with fine fishing
grounds around it:' Sir Richard Bonncvcastle said,
toe Bay. . has .severnl 6shin~ stations. . the chief
hein.l! Ikmavista on the south ... and Creenspond on
its north-eastern extremity.
A current Coltunbia University Gazettcr is accurate.
It says: 'The little town is built facing the SOlltll."
It looks out on the wide expanSe of the bi~ bay. No
architect could have planned it better for fishing and
trodC'. For example, various smallC'r islands such as
Wings. Grois or Starks, Ships, NeweUs, and Puffin
I RequirementsCUPS & SAUCERS - TEA SETSDINNER SETSWATER SETS - BERRY SETS
S. O. STEELE & SONS
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people were doin.e: ... the merchants' stores were
all open ... In a word ... Sunday was what may
be emphatically called )'Iarket Dav in Greens·
pond."
\lav we say:
"'Greens-ponel IL'1l8 a market town
\\'hell mllcll of tlte nortl. was fuzzll down".
Hev, )'Ir. \Ioreton, in Greenslx)Ild a few years
later, says:
"Sunday was ohserved only as a day for put-
tin,g in order all the fishing gear. The merchants'
stores were open till mid-day lind the fishenncn
took their salt and made their purchases."
It appears certain that they were referring to th~
summer months when the sharemen were hired
("went in collar" as locally expressed) and the fleets
from aU around were takin,g on supplies for shore
and Labrador fisheries and coming there for "clear-
ance papers",
And if he was to preach in ~lr. Garland's store it
must not be presumed that there was no church at
CreenspomL A priest writin.e: mc from Greenspond
says:
"'The first record of any priest here was 1822.
111e nrst Sf. Stephen's Church here was conse-
crated lune 28, 1827, 1 ,gather that Greenspond
must have been an important Church centre, The
first Sf. Stephens must have been built quite some
time before its consecration ill 1827, because in
1830, 'a lar,ge mectin,g of the inhabitants of
Greenspolld was held for the purpose of making
It ~~a~ ~~~~ri~~eaC~~~a~~~,gm~eg~~~:~:d_
father was married there on October 30, 1816.
The )Ietbodist Church was erected some years
later. The Salvation Anny first had a meeting house
"up on the Island"', but built a fine citadel-a credit
then to their congre~ation--down by the main road.
lli£h on tI.e bleak and hillli down
Where salt wintU wander free,
Three £relf old churches o'erlookcd tile tOW'I,
Olel churclles b" tile sea,
Go back to perhaps the first merchants in Green:;-
b~~~~he!°~n o~~~ep1:~~~i.O~e~~d"Shb~' j:~~o:Z:~
~'1ys: Mlohn Slade of Poole, who carried on business
in TwilHn~ate, died in 1792 lcavin):C a fortune com-
puted at 70,000 pounds sterlin.e:, all made out of the
Xewfoundland trade." (Some facts stated by A. C,
Wardle of Liverpool).
."-nd ~Ir. Wardle, speakin,g of Slade's and Garland\
ildds:
~Other local names engaged were the Kem-
pes, Spurriers, Saunders, Neaves, etc, all of whom
drove a tbrivinj:!; business throu,ghout the Nap-
oleonic Wars."
It may have been just luck, but ~Iartin (cited
above) states that the number of seals taken al
Greenspond in 1833 was over three times that taken
at Kings Cove and Bonavista combined, and in 1834
it was five times as many, and compared with Twil-
Iin,gate it was three times as many in 1833 and four
times as many in 1834.
Fish and seal products were prepared and sellt
abroad direct from the port. Much activity escaped
notiCt.', as their old motto was "Idle words fill no
brt'ad bags." 111is I find:-
Ihe brig"Ano" of Poole ... left the harbour
or Greenspond ... 19th January, 1818 ... she got
among the ice. . the captain famld himself
complete,," beset ... the vessel ... shut up for
ninc and twenty days (Captain Burney, (luartcrltl
Retliew, London, ~Iay. 1818).
The best example of early direct tmcle is that of
Captain Fred \Vhile who came from London and
was first employed at Slade-Elson's. When he passed
away at Grecuspond the Dailll News \larch 27th,
1909, said:
"At one time he conducted an extensive sup·
plying business with aU paris of Booavista Bay.
At this time his finn exported and imported
direct ... he visited the \Icditerrancan markets,"
Coina~e circulation is some indication of its far-
f1Wlg trade. I ha\"e an old ~Icrchant's token of
~~:~e:;~rw;~hCrr~:u:ethl~;:~Y~S~&.10:
from Prince Edward's island, with motto, "Self-
GovemmenC and Free Trade, 1S55~. It appears that
accounts were kept in pounds, shillin.e:s and pence,
for l have some old sales slips, dated 1869, from the
..tore of David Smallwood.
Dado!. Smallwood.'. S\.Ore.
Those who were onlv visitors could not see its com-
mercial lnllx>rtance. J. F. Campbell, amateur na-
turalist, visited Greenspood, luly 28, 1864:-
"A more dreary human camp it is hard to
imagine , ' . but the shops make fortunes ...
Cot some tca at a neat little house, , , Witll real
cow milk, dried caplin, fried ham and ej!~s."
Captain Kennedy, H .•M.S. Dnlid. called at Greens-
pond, July 3, 1880, His Journal says:-
"The town, althou,gb presenting a most un·
worthy appearance, is a place of considerable
importance. It is a favourite resort for sealers
and the Labrador fishing fleet , .. It seems a
~~~~~:~:~~~~e~~~u.I~ be sacrificed to the
We may remind the naval capt.'\in that even Gib-
raltar is not too good to look at from a distance.
Codfish was their bread and butter. And J,.fr. Camp-
bell! Not every place in the world could then spread
out ham and eggs to a visitor as he found at Greens·
pond in 1864.
The Hev. \Ir. ~foreoLl, tllCrc just a century a,go,
notes: "few plaecs in that COl1ntry are so prosperous
as Grcenspond long has becn, chiefly by reason of its
position," Its position was a pivotal one, it is true,
hut, as I know, the bread was often thin and the
butter missing,
George A. England in "Vikin£$ 01 the Ice" (1923)
which book he dedicated to "the strongest, hardiest
and bravest men I have ever known", says: "In 1845
Captain Abram Kean's uncle dama.e:ed a sealin,g ves·
sel while launehinj! her. He put men on the pwnps
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and had to go to Gret.'nspond to re6t.- -In 1850 Sam
Winsor had his ship dismantlNI. The'- rigged jun
cam-as and put ;1 cable out and.. four-oared boats
towed I)('r to CrN."mpond. In four da\'s had ne\\
masts in her .. _ Idt ag;lin the fourth day and was
first in with a full Io.·ul of seah.~
The old iet' \'(·tcmm, proud of the men of other
dan, rem;lrked:
"'0 men lik(' them todav ... If a ship met that
misforhl1le tcx!;ty. h('r Sprin~ would be done:'
It was to Greenspond that 2,000 sealers made their
W,1\ from all along the shore to get tmllsportation,
~~2rt I~!.li~~k~si~"l~~Ct~~;:~Fo\ll~~la~~to\~:k=s~
Gcological Suney in 1839, and for northern Bolla-
vista Bav !w stL'1..,(('{1 into Creenspond for his Pilot,
;,nd savs: "hired a steady old feHow named Robert
Saunders, as skipp<.'r and pilot, a stout old weather-
beaten English fisll<-'nnan." His observations then
wen':
"There wen.' several good houses and large
stores, with a VNV deccnt <.'hll«·h, and planters'
or fish('rm('n's hous('s, neat, clean and larger than
usual ... several brigs, brigantines and schoon-
ers all busih loading with 6sh, and one large
hrig unlo;lding a cargo of salt:'
If. as the great commercial writer \Valter Bagehot
,aid in London years ago, "Adventure is the Life of
Commerce", then Greenspond h.lt! its ;uh'entures and
also its tragedies. A writer to me on the Blandford
famil\" says of one:
"Stealllc..'f Rt'llfrew ldt GrN'nspond with cre"
of 65 in 1869 and cau~ht in mfted ice off Labra-
dor, was cn-shed and sank. Crew drifted 14
{tws on ice ... picked up b\" Captain Richard,
also sealing capt'lin from Greenspond, whose ship
also crushed in ice .. both crews began their
homeward walk. . and eventuaD\" rt'ached
Grccnspond 20th \hn distance more than 300
miles."
The\" had a :'\ewfoundland d~ with them. and it
walked home to Grrenspond ahead of the crews,
c;l.usill~ an\:id\" as to their fate.
The \'ellemhle Hobert Cmoter states in a papt'r he
eompilt"d (of which more later that the \"ear 1866
"W(' were carried about two miles on the top of the
ice ... others disappeared under the ice."
When Captain Barrv died this vear in British Col-
umbia the paper !>aid (full account later):
"Lived an adventurous ... career on the coast
... was one of the few survivors of the dangerous
sealill~ tmde wrecked ... captured b,- Rus-
sian warship ... Ale\. .\lcLean made famous by
lack London in his no\"el "The Sea wolr was a
friend of C:lptain B;un·...
The last time, m,lIl\' ,'eiUs .lgO, when Captain
Barn' came bold. to his Creenspond home. being a
close relati\C of m, f'lmih, he took one of m,· sisters
out to British Columbi;1 to be further educated and
to lh'e with his famil\'.
\lr. England (abow citation) a year out in '"Terra
~O,-.l- (ltlotcs the Captain's orders once seals were
<;l'('n:-
la\.;(' ,'r gangs .Uld go awa\'. lohn Domine" '-Oil
!!o 611>1. Get ;lWa\ and God bless ye, me son."
John C. Domine, afterwards captained a steamer
to the ice. The Domine} brothers once had large
business inh'resb in Grcenspond.
I. G. \(illail., ;ill English big game hunter, wrote
"'ewfoundland ilnd its t:ntrodden Ways" (London
1907). He hold ;lS his guide and friend Robert
Saunders. The author notes: MLittie Bob was ne\'cr
tired of hllking about Creenspond:' ~lilIais says that
he wrified from JIon. Samuel Blandford, witb wbom
Bob Sl'rnxl as a cabin bo\" of J5, facts related to him.
It was told \liII;lis how "his father had a brig for
-.ealing out of Crccnspond. Once they were 22 dav.>
smashin' to and fro in the ice ... by and by did get
her nose to the wind ... made Harbour Cmce half
~~.Il of water ... all boats gone ... bulwarks stove
If G({'cn~pond had its great adventure!>, it had its
tragl'dies too. In the 1890's the Schooner "Puritan"
was lost ncar thc port and all the Carter crew from
Creenspond lost c.\:ccptin,g one man who saved him-
self by jumping from the boom. About the same
time my oldest brother, then very younR, weLlt "up
Ihe bay" in a boat with his uncle and a collsin. They
ne\er have been heard of or seen since. On De·
(;ember 6, 1921, Captain Lewis Bragg and crew, all
from Cfl'cnspond, were lost with their vessel during
a SIlOW stann ncar Bay de Verde. In 1928 the
Blackw()(Kls were lost at the same plaee--one of
three sons saved.
The Greellsllond people, in haz.ards frequent, in
deaths often were deepl} reli~ious. From the
.\Iethodists the devout families sent out: \\'. Oakle\',
John Pittman, \V. P. \VorneD, Garland G. Burton,
George Bum', C. A. Whitemarsh (once held pastor.
ate of Cochrane StrN't Church, St. John's), Isaac
Da\'is. l'te. \liss K;lthlCt'n Lang, now in Oritish Col
umhia, was a Church of England ~lissionan' in
lapan for man\ 'cars. \liss L"lng was not born in
Creenspond, but her gmndmother and m\' father
were sister and brother. A coloured window in the
historic St. Stephen's Church ~was presented b,' the
officers and crew of the 5.S. "Southern Cross~ and
"'cel.md", two sealers out of Grf't'nspond about
St"-C'llt\'-fi\'e 'C;lrs ;lgO.
In public life Creenspond was just about ah\'an
rl'pf('~nted b,' olle of its residents. Rut trade being
their all, the usual question on coming from St.
fohn's was: ~llow do things go\Crn in St. John's?"
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Charles Downer, Edward Samson, Darius Smith,
Thom;1S Saunders, and more followed.
In World War I Harold Hutchins, then a student in
St. John's went o\'cr as drummer and bugler 00\
with the first contingent. lie was soon followoo b,
Edwin Edgar. Both, from the most highly respected
old merchant families, fell on July I, 1916. Twelve
others failed to retum. of which more later. (Pichire
of monument later).
Pcrh'lpS a good cross-S<'Ction of the sumames in the
town loda\' can be found in the 58 (or more) who
\erved in World \Var II, (name and number):
Burry 9, Carter 5, Wheeler 5, S;1Undcrs 4, Bragg and
\Vhitc 3 each; Butler, Easton, I (askins, Parsons,
Weay and Woodland :2 each; and one each of Bland·
ford, Brown, Crocker, Elliott, Howse, lanes, Lush,
\I('ncllls, \Iullett, Osmond, Pcckford, \Vakelev, Wicks
and Wri.e:ht (of whom more later).
The Library was built hyo or three years ago, and
a teacher writes me: '" fed that this undertakin,c; was
olle of thc best moves educationally and morally that
th(' settlement could make, and by your e:enerous con-
The ans\... er was giwn in the price of cod and oil and
prices at which goods could be purchased in exchange.
To the House of Assembly the to\Hl sent: John T.
Oaldev, 1865, J. L. Xoonau (business interests and
cousulJ.r agent for Spain) 1869 ilnd 1885. Dr. Skel-
ton, 1S78 and 188:2. Capt. Fred White, 1885. lion.
Samuel Blandford 1889. And S\'dne\- D. Blandford
until the ild\'ent of W F. Co.'\ker
The- lown became a Whothousc of IXJlitics." It was
at Cn.'Cnspolld thai David Smallwood, then in bus-
iness thert;', grandfather of the- present Premier, hoist-
ed the Confederate nag in the 1860's, only to have it
tom down bv the stalwarts of the island.
Thl' high tide for \Y. F. Coaker's union cause was
perhaps rcached when leaders in that movement, all
of the highest moral character, stopped a stearneI'
from unloading on Sunday. Six <.'onstablcs from the
capilal took Ihem there for lrial. Coming back there
was a hi!.!: parade carrying a banner: "No Surren-
der." I related that 10 one, who writes: "That was
nothing compared to the time Coaker was driven
from Gr('{>nslXJml and never n'turned."
Thl' town is still in the forefrollt. The Jelcgram"
(june 2;, 1953) on the Premier's visit there: "Small·
wood said the David and Coliilth stmge:le for Con-
federation began here when three residents. Charlie
Downer, Peter Carter and William ~Iorrow sent him
a letter to rome and hold a Illeeting."
Charll's Downer, (latch- passed on) was one of
Ihe first 10 join the Royal ~aval Reserve, (about
1901.) (knew him from boyhood days and saw him
last in Brooklvn. ~.Y., in the 1920's. Captain Carter
has long been a highly respected man, leader in
bencvolent lodges, etc.
Creenspond mav stand up for its rights; but it
stands for law and order. In 1813 a large Commis-
!ion of the Peace was issued and "~Ir. Edgar was ap-
pointed lustice in Greenspond ... the most northern
port for J.P. on the east coast." In 1863 Dr. George
Skelton's legal title was in thirty words. but it meant
that he could take affidavits, give bail, etc., retum-
able to Supreme and Circuit Court.
Thev earlv built a fairly large Court House in the
centre of the town. It had too little business and
\Vas for manv years used as an Oran!!:e Lodge. A
~maller structure "down the harbour" dates from 1899.
Selling strong drink on the island was abolished by
proclamation \Iarch 26, 1S83 (45 Victoria 9).
Typical Crecnspond today is report in the Evening
Telegram, April 16, 1954, on Crccnspond Town Coun-
<:i1: -rhcrc has not been a single instance of refusal
by illlY citizen to pay taxes or a prosecution for non-
pa\ment."
One visiting the place last year writes: "There is
1>Oll1e talk of need for greater school facilities and usinl!,
the Court House as a school annex." '!he advauCl'
guard of law and order a proving ground for good
citizenship."
And an advance guard in other ways. For the
Boer \Var (1899-1901) the followinj:!; Creenspond
men, some non-commissioned officers, enlisted in
~~~~{~I~O~~tl~~n~~li;~~, RE(f:~~d\;~::g:n~al~h~~
((unt. After the Boer war the Hoyal Naval Reserve
had some of its first from the town: Benjamin Carter,
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tributions. . you have shown your sincere interest."
Out of a total of about one thousand books the cir-
culation last year was over 5,500 . It reached 700 in
onl' month. I know it has the best samples in History
and literature, including Admiral lellico's "Grand
Fleet 1914-16". Personally I feel flattered when I
read: HI believe it was you who made the suggestion
to h.wc a \lemorial Lihrary erected in honour of the
boys who fell in World War II." "Here at home your
name is a household word."
Qut in the world it is difficult to recount Greens-
pond's contribution, and I would ask additions from
readers on this. There was Dr. Ned White, son of the
Greenspond merchant, who became r-.layor of ~Ionc·
ton, N.B. Of William ~l. Dawe, son of Philip, and
whose uncle Samuel once was the town's blacksmith,
we read in the New York Daily News, January 3,
1943, "Bill Dawe, President of the Middle Atlantic
Skating Association ... quiet and unassuming
Bill is the fellow who has guided many youngsters,
dc."
For some years I was .llways sent a ticket lor one of
the very best seats for the Ice Show in .\1adison Square
Garden, and therc saw a Greenspond man, amon~
leaders in sports and politics, presenting prizes to
winners.
About the first one to be asked to contest a New-
foundland district for Canada's strong third party.
was a Greenspond man. The first lady lawyer in
Newfoundland was bom at Greenspond. The Hunt
~Iemorial Acadamy in Gander, one of the most pro-
gressive of schools, is called after a son of Greens-
pond's Skipper \VilJiam Hunt who was drowned
while teaching there. (J thank staff and scholars of
the school for the year book "The Flight"). A New-
foundland ,girl in the Royal Canadian Air Force was
~Iadeline Hunt, whose mother was my sister. Captain
\larlin Saunders, of Greenspond, has twice been en-
trusted with putting royalty on board their waiting
l>hip from his S.S. "~Ianeco" on Conception Bay. A
,good illustration of how far afield Greenspond people
went and died, is the l:ase of Captain Hobert \rright,
of the ship ".\Iary Stewart" who died at Capetown,
South Africa, in 1886.
~Iay I then be pardoned for saying of a town whose
\xJpulation never reached 2,<XlO souls:
"Hail theil, m'l "ative isle, tholl blessel/ spot,
whose equal all the lands llffordetll /lot!"
(To be continued)
LAIVYER ELECTED
At a recent meeting at \Vinnipeg, J. A. Barron, Q.C.,
was elected vice-president for Newfoundland of the
Canadian Bar Association.
THE GREATEST VALUE IN
MEN'S SHOES
JOHN WHITE
John White's English Shoes tor men combine
line craftsmanship and best grade leathers
to make them the best value obtainable on the
market. Every pair carries a guarantee.
6.95 - 8.50
PARKER &MONROE, LTD.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
ST. rOHN'S VOCATIONAL INSTITUTE
The Vocational Training Institute, in 51. John's, will re-open on Tuesday,
September 14th, 1954.
Applications are Invited from prospective students who might wish 10 be
considered for admittance 10 these courses. The following classes are open:
Bricklaying
Electrical Wark
Machinist
Welding
Carpentry
Woodworking
Plumbing
Drafting
There are a few vacancies only In the following classe3:
Diesel Mechanics
Aulo Mechanics
Wireless
Information relative to these courses may be had by willing 10 the
"Manager", Vocational Training Inslilute, St. John's.
SPECIAL CLASSES
(l) Watchmakinq
(2) Radio Mechanics
(3) Navigation
(4) Marine Engineering
Classes (l) and (2) are meant primarily for the rehabilitation of the Handi-
capped, particularly Ex r.B. patients. It is not known definitely if these classes
will be in operation in 1954-55. Further information may be had by writing to
the Rehabilitation Officer of the Newfoundland Tuberculosis Association.
The course in Navigation is designed. to prepare for Mates and Masters
Certificates of Competency, Home Trade or Foreign Going. Entrance may be
had at any time convenient during the year. Persons entering this class must
have the necessary sea lime to qualify for these certificates or be in process
of securing the necessary sea time.
The course in Marine Engineering is designed. to prepare for certificates of
Marine Engineers, both Canadian and British Board of Trade. Instruction can
be given in all categories, 4th, 3rd, 2nd, and 1st Class. Entrance may be at any
lime during the year. Applicants must have or be in process of securing, the
necessary engine room and sea-lime experience, etc., to qualify for these cer-
tmcates.
Deputy Minister 01 Education.
July 2nd, 1954.
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HON. ~. R. CIlALKt:R.
lIi...~ u! Ed_tlool.
J\\lES HOXALD CIIALKEH wa~ born on October9th. 1912, at St. John's, the son of James Rich and
\IM\' Ch;llker. Ilis father was a member of the Cit),
Council of St. John's for fifteen years and Deputy
\lavor for ten years.
~fr. Chalker was educated at Bishop Feild College
and SI. Andrew's College, Ottawa. Ill' entered his
f.ltlwr's business, Chalker & Co., Ltd., in 1932 and
t>vt'nt\lally became ~Ianaging Director of that busi-
lIt'ss. lie was also a Director of Newfoundland Lime
\Ianufocturing Co.. Ltd., bolh of which componies
h.1v(' beell long associoted with the business life of
the province.
\Ir. Chalker married \lorgoret Butt, daughter of
\Irs. George and the late CL"Orgc S. Butt of Bay Rob-
(rts, in 19;37 and the\" have three children: Richard,
1.'), attending Bishop Feild College; Jill, 13, attending
r.dg(·hill School. Windsor. XS., and Timothy, 7, at-
It'nding \liss Furlong's School.
He was first electetl a member of the House of
\'wmhh- as a Liberal for the District of Harbour
Cora£:(' i.; 1949 and was oppointed to the Cabinet as
\Iinister of Health. which portfolio he held until 1951.
He was re-elected for Harbour Crace with an increas-
('d majority in the 1951 elections, and later that same
~(ar his portfolio was changed to that of Minister of
Fdll£:ation.
During his term as ~Iinister of Health he was in-
'trUllwnlal in the establishment of three new Cottage
Hospitals, one at Fogo, olle at Springdale and the
other at Port aux Basques, as well as adding Nursing
Stations and the completion of the ~Iental Hospital
at St. John's, the Western ~lemorial and the Sana-
torium at Comer Brook.
Since taking over the portfolio of Education he was
responsible for the introductiou of establishing Reg-
ional JI igh Schools; he also has extended the Arts and
Letters Competition of the Department and set up a
more aggressive policy in regard to Vocational Educa-
tion, and has enlarged the scope and usefulness of
Audio and Visual Education. Ill' was also responsible
for negotiating the present improved salary scale for
lC'achers.
Mr. Chalker is an Anglican and is a Past Master of
')t. John'_~ Lodge, A.F. & A.~I., and is a member of the
Elks, Kinsmcll, Laurier Club and Bally Haly Golf
Club. His recreations are Fishing and Shooting and
he h::1\ a summer home at ~Iiddle Ann, Conception
Bay.
Dr. Cluny ~Iacpherson of St. John's, is the first
\l('(lieal mall of Newfoundland to become President
of the ~ledical Council of Canada. He succeeds Dr.
E. A. \leCusker of HCRina.
The Prize-winning Short Story in the Arts and Letters
Competition will appear in the December issue ot The
Quarterly.
A subscription to The Newfoundland Quarterly
)!;i\en to that High School or Uni\'ersit)' shldent would
be appreciated.. • • •
The cod fisherv is still our ~reatest natural resources
and though methods of catching and marketing are
c1mnging and "shore" fishing has almost disappeared,
there was a greater abundance of fish this vear than
al all\" time in living memory.
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FORGOTTEN FERRYLAND
(Continued from Pa~e 14)
enterprise, According1\', he endeavoured to perfect
his title b\" receh'ing ro\ al confinnation of his hold-
in~. He receinod a grant of royal letters patent in
]62.2, and a re-gT<lI1t in 1623.
Caln:rt's grant Wil' of {tn area of land from a point
betwe'cil the two h.uhours of Fermeuse and Aqua-
forte. the bound,lr..- of Falkllnd's colom', and thenC('
along the !ohore to Petty Harbour. He was also grant-
ed the hinterland westwards betwt'\'n these two
points as far as PlaCt'ntia B.w,
With the e",pr('Ss purpose Ythat the region may be
Eminent abo..-e all other p,uts of Xewfoundland, and
graced with larger titll~", ,:to. it was gh'cn the status
of a Province, with Ych-i1 rights as full as the Bishop
of Durham~. Durham at that time was the bst of
the medie\'al palantinat(·s. and the fact that the new
colony's constitution was to be moo-eUed upon it
"how('(l that it was intended to give Cah'ert the
greatest possible jurisdiction, :\5 Lord Palatine, he
would h.\\,(' power to coin mone\', grant titles, amI
appoint c1crg\'luen, as weU as ci\'i! and military of-
ficers, In fact, he W,lS invested with absolute chil
and ecclesiastical iluthoritv. In C'11\'crt's f:TUnt there-
fore, we see the pro-colonisation policy at its height.
The new pro\'inre was caIJed A..-alon, the an-
cient name of Clastonblllv, where, according to leg-
end, Christi.mity had been first preached in Britain
b\' Joseph of Arim'lthca.
C.lh'crt's headquartcrs wcrc at FerryJand, and as
~r'ilie (:~~f~~n~r1~~p~~~I~h~rte;~s\~~e:sJOth~~u~U~;~
tics nught not be out of place at this point, By some
it was said to be a corruption of Verulam, the an-
cient namc of St. Alban's, after the title home by
Bacon, the grcat Lord Chancellor. Even such an
eminent writer as Lord Birkenhead subscribes to this
view, In the Cambridge Jlistory of the British Em-
pire, Dr. Newton, Professor of Imperial History at the
University of London, says the name is a cofl'uption
of Farelhao (meaning rocky), a name given to it b)
the Portuguese. So grcat an authority as Archbishop
Howle\', howc\'er, states catc$!:orically that the name
is French, and is a corruption of "forillon", a generic
!enn for an\' rock or island ~t'lIlding close to the
ffi.linh1l1d and with a little channel between which is
bored out 1)\, the action of the waves. Archbisholl
Howkr's view is supported by the fact that John Cu\'_
writing in 1511, (('(en; to the place as Farillon, or
Ferbnd.
In 1621 the fir..t of the colonisb, a part\' of lweln'
~·n. W('Te 'it'n! out to make the initial prep-
arations for Sdting up the new colollv. under Go,--
f;;I~~\,~~'~'I~'~~r ~~OCah_~~~Ctll;,~i~~~'~~nha~~;O~:~
with energ\" and comtruction on i\ new house for the
Go\'Cnlor was carril-'d on with such \"igour that b}
:\'o\embcr hi it was habitable, .UI
TIlis wa.. a (,liTh- l.'Ollsiderable :.tructure for ~cw·
loundhmd ilt that time, and indeed with the possible
('xCt:ptio/l of Cuy's house it was the largest and most
'-ub'itantial habit'ltion in the Island. It was said to
h.we 1)('(:11 still standing in 1671, and Archbishop
Ilowl(:\" tells us that its foundations were still dis·
(X'mable as late as 1560,
TIle house was \\'ell situated at the foot of th~
Downs. and "a quoit's throw from the shore", Cap-
tain Danil'i PQwclJ, who came out with twenty-two
men the followinJ?; \ear. wrote of it: Itt,
-It is strong and well contrived, standeth \"ery
warmc ilt the foote of an eusie aSCt'nding hill. The
seas on both sides ilre so Ileere that one ma\' shoot
.. bird bolt into either sea. ~o cold can offend it,
and the seas do make the land behind it almost an
Island safl' to keep nll\·thin~ from mvenous beasts."
The house must have been an impressive sight
when approached from the sea, towards which it
taced, with its I.. foot frontage and with a palisade
around it, with posts and rails 7 foot high, sharpened
at the top.
Wynne's letter of 1622 added: "For the comfort of
the neighbourhood, another row of buildings may be
so pitched that the whole may be made a prettie
!>trccte."
If Wynne's rcpofts are to be relied on, he must
indeed, as he says, "have addressed himself only to
his businesse, with dilgent labpur and extraordinary
paincs-takill1:.(.
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The new colonv was reinforced in the following
~~a~I'd~~~~;lJa,I~~n~O\W~~n~~~i:~~i~e~'~:~i~~ t~ltal~~~~
in .-\ugust with a j:!;lowing description of the crops.
"\Ve have \Vheate Barle\' Oatl's and Beans both
eared and coddcd and ... we have also a plentifull
Kitchen-Carden and so rank I h.lVe not seen the
like in England"'. The cololl\ diet of salt meat, hard
tack ,llld game must have been pleaS<'l.ntly supple-
mented that summer, for he includes "Lettuce, Rad-
dish, Carrets, Colcworts, Tumeps and man... other
thine;s" in his Jist of garden crops.
It would seem perhap~ that Governor \Vvnne's re-
ports were a little mor(' j:!;lowing than need be, pos-
sibh- with the idea of ('nsurill!!: the continuance of
support from his p'ltroll in England. Captain Powell
seems to h;l\-e had ,Ul idea of eetting in also on the
benefactions. lie giws a glowing account of the
fertilitv of the soil at Aquaforte, and asks to be settled
there the following \"car with thirteen men.
Even at this earl\" datc, the wanton destruction of
the forest rCSOllTCf'S around tlle co.'I.~t wer(' apparent.
\\'"nne reports to Cthert that the forests arc in dan-
ger of beine; destroved, Mfor there hath been rinded
this vear not so few as 6ftv thouS<'l.nd trccs";7iiKf
Powell sa\"s. also. '1he Woods along the Coasts arc so
spovled b\' the Fishermen that it is a great piN to
behold them, and without redresse, undoubtedly will
be the nlinc of this .l!:ood land; for they wastefuU\'
bark, feU, and lea\'(' more wood bchinde them to rot,
than thev usc about their sta~es, although they im-
plov a world of wood upon tllemj and by these their
abuses do so cumber the Woodes everywhere near
the shore, that it is not possible for any man to go a
mile in a long halITe".
There is an all-too-familiar note in a letter of 18th
Aueust, 1622, from a .l!:cntleman living at Ferryland,
in which he describes a j:!;reat forest fire "tell miles in
extent, between F'crmeuse and Aquaforte, which had
burnt for a week until quenched by a great raine; I
know not who or what he was tlmt gave 6re to jt but
1 think he was a servant hired by the deuill who will
pay him for his work". (23)
Life in this early colony must have been rough and
rude, but it was not without its compensations. Fish
was plentiful and the price was good. Vaughan tells
of three men in 30 days catchin.l!: fish worth, with oil,
.£.160. G..'lml' there was in abundance. "One man
near Henoos, killed~s." Deer were to be
found a few miles in from the shore. Hichard Whit-
bourne tells us in 1618: ihen have you there faire
Strawberries red and white, and as faire Raspasse
berrie, and Gooseberries as there be in England; as
also multitudes of Bilberries, which arc called by
some \Vhortcs, and many other delicate Berries
(which 1 cannot name) in j:!;reat abundance".
In spite of these glowing reports, Calvert began to
have misgi\'ings that all was not we1fWith his infant
colony. Considemble sums had been expended all
it; it is said £20,000. lie resoh'oo to eo himself and
visit the colonv to see what was j:!;oing on. lUI
He intended to come out in 1625, but was prevent-
ed. In 1627, he writes saying he is ,goin.g on a long
joumev. "It is Newfoundland I mean, which imports
me more than curiosity only to see, for I must g:o and
settle it in better order, or else gi\'e it over".
In the month of April, 1627, he sent out two ships,
the "Ark of A"alon~ and the "Georgc". Earl\' in the
~~I1~~~~~I~:-tlalt;:I~I~hr;'l~~:lsiIL~I~.~I~~~fl,~I~db~~~~h:
with him two seminary priests, Fathers Anthon~
Smith and Longville, (2.) and to the horror of thc Rev.
Erasmus Siorton, a \Iinisler who had rome out from
Guv's colOilV,'\Tass was celebratcd in Ferrvland. The
Rev. Storton rushed home with ~is complaints, but it
appellTS that \"Cry little offici.ll notiCt' was taken of
them.
Earh in the Ill"t vear, 1628, Baltimore retumed
ag.lin with thc intcntion of taking up pemlanent resi-
denet.' in Fcrrvland. Ill' was accompanied bv his
\.. ife and children, a son-in-law, Sir H. Taloot, and a
\Ir. William Pensle\, who later married another of
his dau~htcni. Baltimore's sta\ in FeTT)'land was not
without incident. England and France were now at
war, and there were a (Teat manv privateerinl!; raids
on ooth sides. In 1628 three French privateers at-
tacled English 6shing barks near Cape BroyJe and
made S("\eral captures. Baltimore came to the res-
cuc from Fern·land. Heporting the incident to the
Kinj:!;, he wrote on August 25th: i'our \Iajestie's
Subjects fishing this \ear in the haroours of this land
h.\\·e been much disquieted by a Frenchman of
\Varre, who wilh three ships and tOO men \"'ell anned
and apl>oinied came 6rst into a haroor belonging to
me called Capebroile, where he surprised divers of
the 6shemlen, took two of their shipps in the haroor
and kl'pt pDSS("ssion of them till I sent two ships of
mine with some hundred men, being all the fore<'
we could make ul>on the suddavne in this place
where I am planted".
Having re-taken the prizes, he launched a counter-
raid against thc Frenchmen 6shing further south off
Trepassey. Seven French ve,;:scls were taken, and
ronsiderable destruction was done.
Baltimore however, soon became dissatis6ed with
his domain in Newfoundland and it is not unlikelv
that family pressure was one of the causes. Life in
the big house at the foot of the Downs, splendid as it
must have appeared to the nlde planters, must have
seemed to Ladv Baltimore very different from the
elegant life of the COllrt. At any ratc, we know that
after onc winter in Ferryland, she took off for En.c:-
land in the following spring.
Tht're were other difficulties. The fishery had been
bad, sickness had broken out amongst the eolonjsts,
and the cold of the Newfoundland winter was not to
Lord Baltimore's taste. There was also the possibility
of further privatcerinj:!; raids from the French. In a
letter to the Duke of Buckingham he complains: "I
came to build, to sett, to sowe, but 1 am faLl to fight-
inj:!; with Frenchmen." And so we find him writing
to the king for a ,grant of land in Virginia. -I have
met with mm1\' grave djfficulties and encumbrances
ht're~, he wrote, asking to "shift to some other warmer
climate of the New \\'orld, where the winters be
shorter and less rigorous". tUI
The King wrote back, kind Iv enough, but implying
that the climate was not too cold, but that Baltimore
wa~ too soft, and he told Baltimore to return home.
Ilowe\'er, in the meantime Baltimore had transferred
himself and his followers to the milder climes of the
South, lie there eshlblished \lan'land and gave his
name to its capital, Baltimore.
lie left Ferryland in the month of September, 1629.
possibh- leavinj:!; the remnants of the colonv under the
Govemorship of William l!ill.
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After Baltimore's departure, we hear little of the
colon\' for a period of ten vcars, when it was taken
oYer in 16.'39 bv Sir David Kirkc, perhaps the most
colorful figure in all OUT eady history. Kirke was born
31 Dieppe in 1597. His father, Gervase Kirkc, ;\
dealer in French wines, because of the religiolls
troubles of the time left France and set up in Lon-
don, where he became associated with the ~Ierchant
Adventurers, a powerful group of privateers. The
elder Kirke was associated with Sir William Alexan-
dt'f in his plan for capturing New France and col-
onising Nova Scotia. In 1627 they obtained letters of
mark, and David Kirke was sent out as Commodore of
three privateers, his brothers Louis and Thomas being
each in command of a ship under him. In the same
war, the\' captured 20 French ships of Quebec, and
in 1629 they captured the Cit\' of Quebec from
Champlain. Kirke was knighted for his services 011
his return to England, but to his constern<'ltion found
that peace had been proclaimed between France and
England onl\' one month after he had set out on his
expedition from Gravesend, and that the King had
pledged to return to France all ports captured after
that date, as well as all furs and other merchandise
brought by the Kirkes from Canada. In spite of all
Kirke could do, he had to forfeit all the property that
he had brought with him, and although an award of
£.20,000 was adjudged to be paid him by the French
gm'enllnent in recompense, the French repudiated the
claim, and the money was never paid.
From this we can see that Kirke was left with cer·
lain unfulfilled claims upon the Crown. According-
1\', when in 1639 I~&) he appHed for a grant of land
in the new COlOin', althou,gh bitterly opposed by the
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\Vest Country interests and by the second Lord Balti-
more, who asserted that such a claim would be an
infringement on his father's patent, the Crown ac-
ceded to the appHcation and Kirke, with certain in-
fluential associates, was ,granted proprietary rights
('ver all Newfoundland.
Serious limitations, however, had been put upon
his grant, the most serious of which was the prohibi-
tion of settlement within six miles of the coast. Kirke,
however disregarded them all.
In 1638, Kirke came out to Newfoundland bringing
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100 settlers and his wife and thn.'C children, George,
David and Philip, with him, and set himself up in
Ferryland. 11(' immediatel)" took over Baltimore's
mansion and what was left of the foroler colonv, and
at once bej!;an to govem and take part in business en-
terprises with ,e;reat cner~)' and '·il~our.
To Kirk(,'s headquarters in Fem-Iand, his backers
in London would send out large ships loaded with
supplies and pro\"isions for the Sshemlen and settlers.
These were exchanged for fish. which the ships
would take back directly to the \Iooiterranean mar-
kets, and so at once .1 highly lucrati\"e business came
into existence.
The miscellaneous cargoes brougbt out in these
ships could also be traded at great proSt for the prod-
ucts of the American colonies and the West Indies.
-\ brisk trade began, and Fern.·land became a regular
entrepot for the- English colonies on the American
coast.
In addition to this, Sir David. was b,' no means
unmindful of his position a~ proprietor. He com·
pelled the seasonal fishenncn from England to take
out warl\" leases, and to l)a\' rent for their fish rooms,
and if the\" were- recalcitrant he exacted it with a
hea....y hand. This was a momentous departure, and
the fisheml(~n were not long in making violent com-
plaints at home.
Kirke de...·elopt.'<I still .lIIother great source of re\--
enue. His charter gan' him autilOrity to exact dues
from foreign fishennen and Kirke proceeded to col-
lect tills imposition with great energy. He went
around the Island c:o..acting £h-e fish in every 120 from
every Frenchman or other foreigner, and when they
tried to evade the imposition be used force to make
them pay. So successful were his elTorts that in 1639
a report was laid a,l!ainst him by the French am-
bassador, but the Pri\')' Council replied that Kirke
was within the rights conferred by his patent.
It appears that Kirke was not too concerned about
rendering to his associntes in London their share of
the spoils, and accordingly, in 1640, we find Hamil-
ton, Pembroke and Holland, his co·grantees in the
charter, taking measure to supplant him. In 1640
they sent out lohn Downing with instructions "'to
stay and remain in tile house at Ferryland wherein
Sir David Kirkc now dwcllcth", and Kirke was or-
dered to report back to England.
On his .urival, Downing found "under command
of Sir David Kirke, flfty-six gUllS, mounted in several
forts, as Fern-land, St. lohn's. Bay Bulls, elc., the
forts fitted with small anns, etc., and manned bv the
inhabitants",
It is not surprising that Kirke, in this strong posi.
tion, paid little attention to the peremptory demands
from his associ.ltes o\-erse.'\S. He did however, in a
letter written frOlll Fcrrvland on September 12th,
U>40, reph vigoroush- to the Privv Council to the
charges that WCTe being made against him bv the
West Countn. intcrt'SU:. He stated that he had com-
plied WiUl all his orders, maintained that he was in-
nocent of the ch;u,ges brought against him, and laid
countcr-charges against some of the shiJrmasters.
who, he said, had destroyed stages and cook-rooms.
And. he s,'l.id, "he hopes, by good proofs, to clear
himself from dlC causeless clamours against him".
Downing, however, staved on in :\'ewfoundland,
~fr~i~~l~h~lhl~~aJ~~~~~~n~~a~~~~~e~iththe
Kirkt' now brought in another innovation, which
was to be a continuous source of trouble in the future.
This w~ the introduction of the system of hiring
fishermen-b\'eboabncn th~\' were called-for cash
\...-ages for the shore fishery. Previous to this, the
West CountrY fishery h.ld all been carried on by the
.<:.hips' crC\>,:s which came out ,Oil a share basis, but
this new system meant that hundreds marc could
now come over paying 40 to 50 shiUings for their
passage, to find employment in the shore fishery.
In 1642, the outbreak of the Civil War j!;3ve many
an additional incentive to nee from Enj!;land, and
numbers of such 6shennen came to Kirke's colony,
where he ruled them efficiently and with an iron
hand.
Strongly royalist in sentiment, with naval traininj!;
and experience, \from his entrenched position in
Ferryland Kirke now became a potential menace to
the Parliamentarian cause. In 1854, a book entitled
"The Conquest of Canada.:', written by Henry Kirke,
M.A., mainly in eulogy orhis great ancestor, was pub-
lished. The work is not available in Newfoundland,
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I,ut Archbishop Ilowley quotes it in extenso, This is
the authoritv for the statement that during the Civil
W.lr Kirke "kept thc Hoval Standard continuousl\"
hoisted in front of his house and fort at Ferrylaod",
In the same account, it is stated that Kirke even
of£('f("(l the King an as\lum at Ferrvland when Eng-
land became uns'1fe for him, At am mte, there is
r('(.'Ord of a letter written b~ Chi.ules to Kirke not
long before his e,ecution in which the King commends
Kirh"s sister, L..uh- Hawkins, to his safe keeping Min
these troublous timcs," \Ve know. certainh-, that
Kirke was making his stro!l!.!.hold at Ferrvlalld a
{'("!ltre for Ro\'alist acti\'ities. He recruited sc"cral
hundred able seamen in the West Counln b\' offer-
inl! them higher wages. ostensibh- for work in thc
fishl'rv, and h, 16-lS the exodus of these trained sea·
men i.Uld fishennen began to cause serious alann to
the Long P;trliament. TIle Puritan i.tuthorities sus-
pt'Cted that Kirke \\;\5 recnliting them with a "iew
10 building up a strong foret' in Fem land.
-\ceordingh;, we see .11} order issued to the Con-
troll£>rs of Ph'mouth. Dartmouth and Barnstaple:
M th.1t -100 'il'amen taken lip under pretence of
oeing transported to ~ewfoundh1nd bv Sir Da\;d
KirkI.' .ll great wages and other a<kantages offered
.Ire not to be allowed to go--onh- sufficient seamen
necessan for the seryice of each ship be pennitted to
Il'a\-('"
To countemct these suspected mo\-es on the part
of KirkI.' and Prince Rur>ert, the CommOIl\...·ealth sent
out thrl'e men of war to ~ewfoul1dland, with the re-
sult that HUI><:rfs fleet, instead of going to l\'ew-
found land, carried on its depredations against the
English trade in the \Iediterranean and the \Vest
Indies.
On the defeat of the Royalist forces and the execu-
lion of the King, the victors could now turn their
attl'lltiOI1 to dispo~iJ1g of the vanquished, Opposition
to Kirke (rom the \Vcst countrymen, on whose an·
cient monopoly he had been making such violent in-
fringements, had been long and implacable, From
Kirh.'s first coming to Newfoundland right up to thc
l'nd of the Civil War, they had ceaselessly petitioned
the authorities to deal with this "notorious malig
nant". In 16.'39 and again in 1646. thev had petition-
('(I the Government charging that Kirke and his
settlers had destroyed property belonging to the
fishennen, and that Kirke had appropriated. thc best
fishing places within til(' harbours which they visited,
which he disposed of to anyone who could olTer the
best price.
Kirke was also criticised for licensing tavenlS for
the sale of wines, spirits, beer and tobacco, which, it
was Solid, rendered the fishennen unGt for work.
Depositions were talen from \Vest-countrymen
who had fishl'<1 in Newfoundland in which Kirl..e was
depicted as a highhanded tvmnt who disposed of his
time l'<IU;llh' between exactin,l! harsh tributcs from
defl'nceless fishennen, and debauching them with
~~~;.;s ~~~~~ ~eCili~':ll~l~s\~~t ~~~e~':ntl~\~:~~
Min YC harbour of Ba\ BuUs". Cmse deposes: IU,
th.lt until the arri\'al of Sir David Kirke DO ooe had
impos('(l t.IXes 011 the inhabitants. but that Kirle had
slIInmoned all the inhAbitants of several harbours to
Fern·land and had compelled them to take leases
ror the erection of fishing places b\' the water-side,
and to p;.l' r('llt for the S<'lme; in case of refusal, to
t':\pel them out of the land. It was also his pmctice
to engrossc salt and other necessary provisions. which
he sold again at excessive rates. Kirke had also en·
tiCl'li them, he said, to take licences from him for the
sale of winl' and other liquors, and that he himself
h:ld taken such a licence, paying ,£ 15 for it. And
furthennore, M ve said Sir Da\'id Kirke himselfe did
kcepe a Common Tawme in his own House which
did dmwe and l..cepe !>hip masters, fishermen and
others from theire fi!>hing emplo~meots to the ~eat
prejudice and hinder.l.Ilce of their \'OVadgcs",
A further petition, made in 1650, laid e\'en more
~erious charges, and in additioo to the former a('M
l.'uSi.1tions he W.1S charged with t'lking part in polit-
ic-al .lcti\'ities hostile to the go...'cmment, and bein.e:
f,"'oumble to the French and unfriendly to the Com+
monwealth
The interrl'1?;num government was now in a posi-
tion to t'lke action, .1Ild in 1651 Commissioners were
.Ippointed to go to \:cwfoumUaod to take possession
of all aOllS, ammunition and fishing equipment be-
longin~ to Kirl..e, ;Jnd a certain Captain Thomas
Thoroughgood was commissioned to arrest Kirke and
bring him to England. Kirke was brought home in
the .1lItumn of 1651 in cl@och'.
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meuse, and he appears to have been regardt-d as
one of the most substantial men among the inhabi-
tants of the Island,
Sir D'lVid Kirke's position in the history of New-
foundland is an outstanding one. He was tile fir~t
to set. lip a sllcct'ssful government in Newfoundland.
His nile from hi!> mansion at FcrrYl<md made of that
settlement tll(~ first capital of the colony. He set out
to den'lop a colon... on sound and permanent lines.
He was the first to break the monopoh' of the \\'est-
country interests, and to prove that Newfoundland
was 6t for other purposes than "a great English ship
moored near the Banks durin}! the fishing season for
the cOlwenience of 6shennen". lIe Wfu> the first to
appreciate the strat~ic importance of the Island,
pointing out that MXewfoundland is the key to the
Gulf of S1. L'lwrencc".
Kirke's short fC1!;imc demonstrated that under cap-
able and vigorous leadership colonisation in New4
foundland could be successful, Had he been per-
mitted to continue it, it is possible that the rnstol"
and dc\"Clopment of ~ewfoundland might ha,'e fol-
lowed a completel... different pattern.
16.5Q ·1700
]n the next 6ftr years we see the anti-settlement
part\' completel" in the ascendancy, and pushing
their cl.'lims to their utmost conclusion. After Kirke,
a make shift fonn of govenllnent bv commission ex-
isted for a short while, but it was of no lastin!?; im-
portance. The remains of proprieterv control con-
~:~~i:~~ :nJ~~e'~~I;I~'~'n~lt~ta~~":~. nTh~I~~~u~;~
for supremacy of the great European powers, raging
O\'er the world, came to Newfoundland, and caused
great havoc and destruction. But the fact of endur-
ing illll>ortance in the period is the struggle of tile
vested interests in England for complete control of
the Newfoundland fisheries, and their 6nal victory
in l~~e:)~~rlcge~.oio~~fb~~~~l tr~~;fi:~ial1d, al-
though his work there fell to pieces, the question of
some sort of government for the Island still remained,
and a commission headed by John Treworgie was
sent out to administer Newfoundland in the interests
of the Commonwealth. Treworgie remained in New-
foundland until 1659 or 1660, when ho returned to
England to look for some recompense for his services,
as his salary was then severnl years in arrear. By that
time the Restoration had taken place, and Treworgie
f.liJed to receive am' further recognition as a govern-
ment agent.
The next stage in FeIT\,land's historv is the attempt
made in 1660 by the second Lord Baltimore to have
the pro,'ince of Avalon restored to ~lim on th~
strength of tile patent which had been granted to his
father by lames I. Baltimore maintained that h:irke\
grant had been obtained surreptitiously, but in view
of the fact that he himseU had opposed it at th~
time, this appears to be an allc,gation which could
hardly be substantiated. Baltimore also denied thai
his father had deserted the colony in 1629, and claim-
ed tbat on his departure his father had left a Capt.
William Hill in charge, and that Hill was still H"ing
there when Kirk's ~rant had been obtained. He 301-
I~ed that Kirke had taken forcible possession of the
plantation at Ferl"land, and that owing to the Civil
War he himself had been unable to recover it.
The decision of the COllrt was that Baltjmorc's pat-
ent was still in force, and a proclamation was issued
in 1661 ordering the Kirkes to \'uc.'lte Ferryland and
hand over possession to Baltimore.
Baltimore immcdintch- set about assuming com-
mand of his domain, and in 1661 sent out Captains
Pcarce and RaYller as Governor and Deput\· Gover-
nor. FrOIll a letter written Iw one Hill l !8. apparent-
h .1 retainer of the Kirles, to Sir John Kirke in Lon-
don, we can gel an idea of the consternation their
arrival caused at Ferryl.lnd. In this letter, Hill states
Lhat the new arrh-'l)S arc behaving in such a \Va\' that
he bclie\'f'S there will soon be few tenants left in
Lord Baltimore's part of A\'a10n. On their arri\'al
they had summoned all the inhabitants and had read
out a letter of appointment from Lord Baltimore, as
well as the Roval Proclamation ordering the Kirkes
to vacate. TIu~ Kirkes. apparenth' makin.e; a virtue
of necessity, s,'lid they would readily surrender all
that was Baltimore's, but Lad\' Kirke maintained that
~hc was entitled to retain the houses that had been
built bv Sir D.wid Kirke at his o\m cost. It seems
that because of dis,"1greemcnt between the h",'o Go\"-
emoTS, no action was taken, and L'ldy Kirke remained
in possession. Ranler had apparently sel'·ed with
Sir David Kirke in the ~aV\', and was well·disposed
towards the familv.
The new regime was not popular, and Hill desig-
nates Hayner as M a desperado", The Gon'mors claim-
ed to have a commission from the King to manage
all affairs in l"cwfoundland, but apparently its val-
iditv was suspected by the inhabitants. Tbe real
cause of Hayner's unpopularitv was probably his at-
tempt to collect arrears of rent for Lord Baltimore.
Ilow l>owcrless was the jurisdiction of Pearce and
Harnor as compared with the 6ml sway of Sir David
Kirke is illustrated by a rel>ort given by one Tohn
Matthews, who was apparently a bailiH or sheriff's
officcr in their employ. :\latthews tells of serving a
summons on a :\Ir, Bussell in S1. Mary's to appear be-
fore the Governor at Ferryland. The defendant,
however, refused pointblank to comply, at the in4
~tigation of a French captain who claimed that this
territorv belonged to the King of France.
Shortlv after 1662, Havner and Pearce departed
from Ferrylnad, leaving no representative of the
proprietor behind them. This marked the end of
proprietory control in the Island. Nothing remained
of the hopes and plans with which Lord Baltimore
had founded the colony except the ~Iansion House.
~Ieanwhile the contest for supremacy in the New-
foundland trade had been going on steadily. As we
11.1\"C seen. the \Vest Countf" ant."1gonism to settle-
ment broke out on the arrival of the first colonists in
1610, and it continued unabated through the years.
\s far b..~cl.. as 1634, under the Western Charter the
seUleTS' position had been seriously interfered wit.h.
Cnder the re,gulations of the Charter of 1634, -no
planter or inhabitant could cut down any wood or
uhmt within six miles of the sea-shore"; and "no in-
habitant or planter should take up the best stages
before the arrh'.ll of the fishermen".
Restrictive as these measures were, they were not
enough to satisfy the opponents of settlement in New-
foundland. They now argued, successfullv, that Co"4
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('nlln('nt interests coincided with t1wir own. The in-
dll~tn' n('(.'<\(,<1 bolstering <lnd its collapse would be
,I <'NioU\ eronomic hlow to En~land besides cutting
off th(' continual supply of tmined seamen on ,~hich
!wr maritime supremac" depended. AgaiLlst such
\\ (·ight·.. considerations the clnims of il few stnlggliLlg
"t·ttl(·.... \\ould C".lm Iilll(' wt'ighl.
III 1656. a demilild WilS m.ule b" the \\'e:.t Countn
pnrl\ that -prosecution of the plant.ltion should be
di<,<.'ontinuro" in ~ewfollndland, and was given lol"r-
i(lll~ ('onsideration b" the COllllllonweillth authorities.
In 1661, eh;lrIeS J[ renewed the \\'('stem Charter of
16>4. adding new ml('s a~ainst bringing out pas-
<'engN<,' -a blow aimed at the hveboatmen, In 1663,
a Statute which prohibited tht' lenin\! of taxes upon
fhh caught b\' Englishm('ll in Newfoundland was tllf'
1ll0~t effective bar that could ha\'e been devi),ed to
the ('~tablishment of local govcrnnwllt. In 167J, tIl('
pri\'il('ges conferred in the \"esh'rn Char\('r w('rt'
again cOJlfimwd,
Fill,t1h, in 1676, tIl(' hi~h-watl'r lIlark of \\'e.. t
Country innu('nce was reached. and thf' fight th,lt the
\\'t'~t eountn' adventurer<, had waged sinC(' lohn
Gm'" tlllding in 1610 rC;lch("(1 its dimil'. with the
prolllul~ation of a ne\\ Charter. A proclamation \\il),
i~ ..u("(1 ~t1ting that all Ix>pulation was to be removed
fwm th(· Island. The inhnbitolllts wert' gh-en a choice
Ilf t.lkiJl~ to the woods sh mile~ intulli. or of le,wing
III hJ.md <l.ItO'.!ether,
It C.lIl lx· imagined with what consternation this
nnkr was r('C("iyed in ~ewfollndlnnd. There wen'
1I0W 0\ er 1600 inhabitnnts, mam had been settl("(1
tlwrt' for ~'eaTS, and mam had built up ;1 considerable
amollilt of prol){'rtv. The planters at first were
stulllwd. Howe"er, resistnn('(' was quick" orgnnised
lI11dt'r four of the most prominent mell in the colom
(hford and Downin.e; led the movement in St. lohn\.
til(' Pvnn's, long settled in Ilarbour Crace, org;\llised
l(·sbt.Ulce there, and Ceorg.., Kirk was in cOlllmand on
til(' Southern Shore.
TIl(' unfortunate settlers ('onlinued to be harried.
not alone by n'pressi,'e laws, from tllt'ir own .gO\"Crt!
IIWllt but by the attacks of foreigll t'ncmies as well
Durillg til(' second Dutch WH, two actual att;leks
,\'('rp m'lde b\ thcm on the Southern Shorp, In 1665,
de Hm ter mided Bay Bulls, as well .'IS 51. lohn s ;md
~rbollr. and a more dcYastating attack W;iS
III follow in 1673, in the hist war of the wnr, In 1673.
d(· Hot·~ made a ShOrt-IiH,'<1 recapturt' of Sew York.
,,"d on the return joume,' Evertscn. one of his Cil)}-
t<tim with four ships r.l.id(·d and bumt FeITyland, ltl".
Tilt· st'ttlement was left .'I mnss of smouldering ruins.
and Luh' Kirke and her famih-, who were still li,-ing
t1wr(' w('re the greatest suff('rers
But \\orM' was yet to rom('. The Dutch W('r(' far
•IW,\\" and now at pence with En~land. but a peril
lol'an'r ;lnd more deadh- lx'l!llll to loom up on the
hori~on. ~. 10llg USl'rs of fishing right..
"long the South CO;I~t from Trt'pllSse\' to Cnpe Ha,', ill
1662 fortified placentia and ~d up a Governnwnt
tht'H'. Farseeing mell mad(' repr('sentations to tl1('
Engli~h gon'rnmt'nt, Ihat they should do likewise on
tlwir portion of Ihe coast, bllt their "Dices were not
11(',ml. In 1688, the long-e\llt'cted hlow fell. Eng-
1,1111..1 and FranC(' wer(' al war, ami from then on life
(In the i),land was shadowed b, raids and nllllOurs
of r'lids.
Tht· forces on e;tch sidt" W('TC ne' er more tlmn a
f(>\\ hundred. hut tremendous issues were at stake.
The English at first wen' worsted. nnd ~reat hn"oc
W,h \Hou~ht on the struggling little settlements along
th(' coast. but in the end their f,lte was decided not
b, the eJl<:ounters on the isl;md but b,' the results
of the war all the battlefield of Europe,
111 1689. the English iltnlcl.. the first blow, Captnin
\\illiam),on, a priv;l!l'er. ~;Iilpd against Placentia,
seized it 1)\ me;UlS of .'I landing p;lrt.-, imprisoned its
~o\'ernor and inhabitmts and plulldt'red the seulp-
111('111. and thel1 sailed away.
TI1I:' lIt'\t "ear the Frellch retaliated, At Trepasse\,
tIl(' only settlement in which tll(' English and French
liv('d side by side, the English ,,",'re driven OLlt, and
French prh'ateers paid rt'turn "isits to Bay Bulls lind
F;'rnl.llld. bllt in neitllt'r caw was Ill),ting dllllli\gC
dum', In 1694 thl' Fn'nch renewed the attack. In
IluI \ eM ea l ,. ',101 I ;llmon. an English pri-
\ ait','". was h'ing ill F('rn"l;md I a1'" ur. together with
i:,::ht or nine English fhhin~ shill~, when news wns
h~ought 10 them b\ WIlK' prisoners who had escaped
from Pl.lcentia thilt the French were prep;lring to
ccm(' with fi\"c ships of war. ;1 fin'-ship and .'I Ix>mb-
k(·I<:h. to destrO\' the Engli~h fishen all along the
('oa'1. Iioinun immedi;lteh started to put the place
in a state of defence. H(, remo\"ed the gUlls from his
own ;tIld other ships in the harbour. to the number of
30 in all. ami set them up in t.'nrthworks which he
hild thrown up on the shore, B" threat nnd encourage-
mt'nt (some of it in liquid fonn) he pre\'aiJed upon
til(' inh;lbitants to stand b\', So well hold his prcp-
,nations been made that the Fn'nch were bcnten off,
..ftN a fke-hour engagement in which thev lost 80
or 90 men, Captain Holman received it "meddall and
dl.t\-ll(''' from thc Admiraltv for his sen>lces.
But oilly a reprieve was gained. The danger was
onlv averted for a short whil<" for in 1696 the re-
douhtaille D'Iberville arrived in Ncwfouml1and with
.. eOlllmissiou from the French King to bum and de-
~tro\ tilt' English settlements in Newfoundland. .'\
plan for a joint nttat:I. was made, deBrouillon, the
Gowrnor of Placenti;l, to attnck from the sea and
l)'lhenille, an e\perienC<'d courier de bois to come
on'rhmd with 60 Indian~ .'Inti 80 Canadians, together
with 100 regulnr soldier<, to I~ prO"ided from the
Plaet'nti;l g;lrrison.
E.trh in September, 1696. de Brouillon, without
\~aiting for D'iben-ille• .s<liled for St. lohn's, but fail-
("(I to ('nter the harbour" lie atta(:ked 8.'1" Bulls with
SII('(:('SS. and then '\'t'nt un to Ferr\'land, In spite of
the rl.'ilistnnce of Cnptain CI(';lsb" who was compelled
to bllrn his ship, he su(."('('(·d("(1 in ),eizing the scttle-
n1('lIt, which he plundered and bumt to the ground.
ISO of the wretched inhahitnnts of FeIT',land were
,hiPlx"(! off to England. wh('re they arrived a fc\~
w('('ks later at BarnSlapll'. sid:, destituk, homeless
alld he:lrtbrokell. 1 )03
But de BronilJon's e.\ploits WeT(.' only a prelude to
the rl'al devastation whkh was to befall the lin for-
hlllat(' scttlers. On November ht, 1696, the conecrted
plan ort'viouslv a~r('{'d on W(l), put into e\t'cutioll. 0('
Brouillon sailed again from PJ,lC('ntia, takill~ all the
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available soldiers from the garrison with him, and put
into Henews, while D'Iberville with :l mixed force of
124 Canadians and Indians struck across country to
Ferryland. Arrived there, they found twelve horses,
which they slaughtered and used for food, and were
joined there by de Brouillon a dav or two later. The
joint force then marched on to St. John's, taking Petty
Harbour on the wav. On November 30th, St. John's
was captured and burned. In mid January D'lher~
ville and his Canadians now set out on snow-shoes
around Conception and Trinitv Bays, burning and
pillaging as they went, and laying waste to every
settlement with fire and sword. Carbonear Island only
held out. Thus in a campaign of a few months
D'Iberville practically destroyed all the English
settlements in Newfoundlnnd built up so painfully
and over so manv obstacles.
Tn the year 1696, with the inhahitant~ homeless
and with their houses in ruins, with hundreds dying
from exposure and starvation, settlement in New-
foundland would have seemed to be at its lowest ebb.
But in 1698 an Act was passed which deliberately
attempted to sound its deathknell. The Statute 10
and 11 William III was designed expressly to finish
it fOff'ver, and it remained a fundamental law of New-
foundland llntil 18:24. The Act prevented the settlers
from obtaining title to land or fish rooms and stages,
and if any further hindrance to settlement were re-
quired, it enacted that no fishermen or inhabitant of
the Island could occupy a ship's room until the over-
seas fishenncn had established their claims.
The century ended, then, on a note of disaster. The
\Vest Country interests had apparently triumphed,
and the English Government had decided that the
Island's only function was to provide a nursery, and
not a home, for seamell.
From this repressive legislation we are still feeling
the effects. On the tomb of a gifted and saintly
Pope who reigned for only two years is thc onc
word, "Utinam"-If Only. The history of these two
hundred years can be summed up in the same word.
If only Newfoundland had been pennitted to follow
the nonnal course of colonisation, as in New England:
if only a central government had h':::en established
alld townships created: if only religiolls institutions
had been set up, and education fostered. Utinam!
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FOOTNOTE TO RANTS HARBOUR STORY
By \IHS. AHCH ADA~IS
IN ::~= ~~:;hl~~~ ~f f~I:~I~I:~; ~~y~~'sc~~~b~~;)
to Handom Arm-their names were: John Pelley and
l~\~ ~:l~h~yl:~~r~r~~~~(~~~~~~Si;~~t~~~od~~l~~:::;i~i
Hon. John Tilley, spoken of in the article on Hant's
Harbour which appeared in September issuc of Tile
NctL'fowul!cmd Quarterly 1953. They settled in a place
called Hobinson Bight, built a saw mill and while
there a serious accident happened. John Pelley saw-
ed his ann nearly off. There was nobody living in
that side of Handom except the two families and a
few familics of Smith's at Elliott's Cove. on Random
Island. One can imagine their distress-no doctor
nearer than Heart's Content. No men nearer than
Deer CO\'c at the mouth of Random. Some women
rowed him in a punt to Deer Cove, there they got
somc men and a trap skiff. They laid him on a bed.
lie already had his arm in a bag of flour to check the
bleeding and set sail for Hant's Harbour. They
arrived there in the early morning then the party sent
to lIeart's Content for the doctor. The doctor asked
them if the man's arm was paining. They answered
yes. He is suffering terrible. The doctor said, "Oh,
that's alright, I will shave and eat my breakfast."
When he got to Hant's Harbour some men held Mr.
Pelley by main force while the doctor sawed the bone
i~~~s~:~~ 1~~rl\~~nfie~~ ~~~~Ih(~;~I~~:~ki'n!~,~~ l~::~~:
remaining stump and dressed it. But by that time
the palient had become mercifully unconscious. No
anaesthetics, no antiseptics, no way to send word to
his poor distressed wife, who had to stay behind alone
with her children.
When asked later how she slept the night while
J:l~~l ,~~;e k~;~~:.i,~lg ~I;~t 1~II; ~:~~ ~~ssw~::&Ili ~\~e~;
the beach looking down the Arm to see if she could
see or hear somebody when her nephew, \Villiam
Smith of Elliott's Cove, came along in a schooner.
He saw her and drew near enough to the land to call
out and tell that her husband had arrived safely at
Hallt's "arbour and had his arm dressed and was fine,
\Vhen his arm had satisfactorily improved hc came
horne minus a hand and wrist. Nothing daunted, he
decided to leave Handom with his family. lie moved
10 George's Brook, a place situated at the extreme
(Continued on Page 59)
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Timely Tips by Little Lulu
Help keep colds from
"preading! Use a son.
~trong Kleenex· tissue.
I hen destroy-(g:enns
imd all!). You°U love
Ihis tissue's extra
~on ness, just.right
strength. What's
more. see how linl-rree
Kleenex iso Soolhes
~nim('-no"es!
Trade supplied by
OU"'lili""Ii"""I'""'I'IIII"""Ii""I"""Q""",
GERALD S. DOYLE
:r;;;;;;;;;,' j i..
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF
GERALD S. DOYLE LIMITED
TilE finn of Gerald S. Dovle. Limited, is celebrat-
ing: its 25th annh-ersan'this \'(',tr and on !\ll~llst
:](). at an Annh-ersan' Dinner. m,lll\ speakers hig:h in
Ill(- husiness and political life of the Provinct> paid
trihutt, to \Ir. Gerald S. Davie. O.llE., the founder,
lint onh' for his business abilit)- and acumen, but also
for his personal acti\ities ill the business and economic
lih' of the province.
Officials of many of the firms rt'prt'sentt'd by the
eOTllpililV wert' present from tilt' mainland and joined
wilh hi, fellow Newfoundlanders in felicitating both
\lr. Do\'le and the I1ml of Ct'rald S. Do\'le, Ltd ..
whoS{' n;tme is a household word ;til over i'\ewfound-
land, on this 25th AnniverS<lJ"\'
'part from his business activities, ~Ir. Dovle has
~~~~:'(~:I{;I~~:J ~IIT~~a~~~'l;~l~o~b:t:ndll~~be~;
.md his latest collection is now 011 the press. \lr.
Doyle knows :'\ewfoundland as few others do, and his
'nilll.tl Surve\ of economic conditions in the Pro\-inc<'
i, looked forward to ea,gerh' bv business men and
the ~eneral public, .mel there are few harbours or
COH'S in the Island into which his sleek yacht has not
nosed its way in his annual tour of the Province.
Perhaps the ?;reatest tribute paid ~Ir. Doyle dur-
ill~ the celebration, which was reiterated by most of
tht' speakers, was when he was called "A true New-
foundlander." The Qllllrlerl'J extends to ~Ir. Doyle
and his Compan\' hearh' fi'licitations on this 25tJl
AnniH'rsary.
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THOMAS J. FOLEY
TII;,~~ ;:::~r::~~h::::~e~~
Thomas Francis Foil'\', a :\'ew·
foundlander, who died in Brook·
h-n rl'ccntly.
Xews items mention that he was
the nrst man informed of the dis-
covery of the North Pole. Ill' was
informed of this by Capt. Bob Bart·
lett. a childhood chum with the
weal Arctic explorer. But there
wefe other interesting highlights in
the remarkable career of Tom
Folc)', who was born in Brie;lIs 79
vears ago.
lie wa~ the first outsider to reach
Iinlifa>; and organize communica-
tions when that cit)' was de\'astat.
cd bv the explosion of a muni-
tions ship ill 191i. ~Ir. Foley was
;It Truro, 50 miles away. when the
blast occurred. Communications
with Halifax were destroyed b\'
the e.'tplosion. Howe\'er he man·
aged to contact the city b, sub·
marine cable via Ireland and Xew·
foundland and ad'-ise ~overnment
authorities of the disaster. This
resulted in immediate rush to the
stricken city of doctors, nurses and
supplies.
There was another time when
~Ir. Folcv was called upon to ren-
der his expert service. This was
during the Russo·Japanese war.
Tom Foley entered the service
of the Anglo-American Telegraph
Company as a messenger ,at an
~~~~k ~~h ~~l \~e~e~~e ~~l~~~ ~~
~ew York. Following his brief
service with the Associated Press
he returned to the Western Union
and at the time of his retirement,
in 1947, was Di'ision Traffic Supt.
o( Cables (or the company.
(We are indebted to ~lr. _"'-rch
\Junn (or the folowine; extracts
from a leter written by ~Ir. Foley
to \lr. W. A. :\Iunn in 1938
Editor).
"r know little of \Ir. Cisborne
except that he was one of the
moving spirits who worked with
Cyrus Field. I believe that it was
Cisborne who first suggested the
possibility of an Atlantic cable to
Cyrus Field."
"As you know, the first and sec·
and attempts to lav the cable fail-
ed because the cable broke and
the ship was not able to retrieve
it.~
"Cisbome had bren active in
sellin~ stocks in the enterprise and
when the cable failed to material-
ize, I belie\'e \lr. Cisbonle was
arrested for selling fraudulent
stock. He, of couNe, was I"xoner-
.tted and his Ilame became famous
,lnd went down in histon; as a
prime mm-er in the wonderful
,...'ork.'·
"YOli probably know just prior
to the completion of the Atlantic
cable another concern decided to
connect America with Europe by
telegraph; the route was by land
lines from the Pacific I.:oast through
British Columbia, through Alaska,
and thence by a short submarine
cable across Behrin~ Strait to Sib-
eria; then land lines through Sib-
t>ria, Russia, etc., connecting with
v a rio u s landline s,'stems in
Europe."
~Se\-eroll thousand miles of this
line had actuall" been constmcted
when word was flashed to the
world that the Atlantic cable had
been sue-cessfull .... completed. The
m-erland route was immediately
ab.1.ndoned, but sOllie of the poles
and wire are still actually standing
and the route is still known as
Telegraph Trail.'''
"On page 25 of tlle 'Quarterly'
it mentions the loss of the 'Blue
Jacket.' The Mrs. Foley mentioned
was my grandmother. The story
as I recall it was as follows: the
ferry boat Oil Conception Bay from
Portugal Cove caught fire. After
the crew and passengers had escap-
ed in a boat, \Irs. Foley, a pas-
senger, was not amon.e; them, and
it was discovered that she was
still on board. The boats could not
get near to rescue her. She was
instructed to jump into the ocean
from the bowsprit, and she was
picked up b, the boat."
"A young lad," by name Coss,
Spaniard's Bay, wrote the story:
'tht> Loss of the Blue Jacket' for a
London paper-in a competition
about 45 years ago, and I believe
she received as 01 prize a piano."
"William T. Stentaford, first
postmaster of Brigus, was grand-
father of tht> present \1r. \Y. T.
Stentaford, Superintendent, Ilearl's
Content cable station."
"I ~ee C~pt. Bob {'vcry once in
a whIle...
Sincerely yours,
TO\I FOLEY."
Perfect For Building
Homasote Wallboard
Secure In All Weather
Outstanding Strength
- Trade Supplied By -
Harvey&Co. Ltd.
(Established 1767)
ST. JOHN'S
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UEWELLYN SAUNDERS, F.A.LE.E.
TH:ir:~~~a~';:peb::~f ~:t~:c~t~~~ from the Nor{olk,
"Llewelyn Saunder!i widell' known electrical
engineer. died ~..esterda}" A fellow of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, he was
past chairman of the \'ifl;~mia section of the
!o.merican Institute ofElec~
in Norfolk. . a member and former Junior Warden
of the Vestr}' of the Church of the Good Shepherd.
Funeral services will be conducted at the church.
, .. The Right Rev. George Gunn, D.O., Bishop of
The Episcopal Diocese of Southern Virginia, will
officiate."
LLEWEI.YN SAl'NDERS
The contributing editor of this magazine, his last sur-
viving brother, supplies this on the above:-
Born in Greenspond. one of ten children. He went
tn work at an early age. He soon began studying the
new Marconi Wireless Inventions, on this he did con-
iderable research work and buill amateur appar-
atuses, both while working at Reid's Shops in St. John's,
Imd as a telegraph operator in Bonavista Bay.
When the Southern Cross was missing, Spring of 1914,
t with over 170 men, he was asked to go out along the
c last acting as Wireless Operator or Marconi Man (as
then known) in the Go\'ernment sponsored search ship
-the S.S. Kyle.
That same }'ear he entered the Westinghouse Com-
pany's Electrical School in Pittsburgh for a two--:rear
training course.
Settling in Norfolk he had hi!' own contracting busi-
ness and of late years lectured at times on Engineering
10 the nearby colleges. But he shunned publicity as
one does a plague.
That he left a religious impress on those he met was
made clear to me when on a trip to St. John's years
ago. I had been an acquaintance of a son of Bishop
White, who took me to again m(!et the Bishop. One of
the first questions he asked was: Where is your brother
Llewellyn now? He had been in St. John's only {or
two years and I scarcely could think the Bishop would
know him at all.
He married Gertrude MacDonald, daughter of Dr.
MacDonald, who came {rom Scotland as a young Doctor
and settled first in Greenspond. She is a sister of Ken-
neth MacDonald, one of the delegates from Grand Falls
to the Newfoundland National Convention. Their only
daughter, Marion, is wife of Lieut.·Commander W. N.
Montgomery, U.S. Navy,
He leaves surviving three si,,;ters, Louise Maud, of Sl
John's, Rebecca of British Columbia and Amy of
Alberta.
The following are brief extracts from a letter to
me from one who perhaps knew him better than hi!
own brother:-
"Only memories of long ago remain of a gentle-
man in the truest sense ... friendly attitude ..
and. upright ways in his dealings with his fel-
low-mun a deep thinker and clever in his field
of work ... a man whose company one left with
a real reluctance .. a life well lived with enmity
towards none. ..
SAVE THE LIGHTHOUSE
Historical Society and Interested Citizens
Should Act Immediately
OFFICIALS of the Dept. of Transport have started:i~rti~:ted~~el~t~:e~s:~~~al:e~r:ligh~O~~
and is expected to be completed by October IS, and will
be in operation shortly thereafter.
What of, the old lighthouse, which the Trans(>Ort offi-
cials had Intended to tear down, but stayed Its hand
"until further notice?"
The old lighthouse, according to Frank Cantwell, light-
~~er:~o~~I~r~~~hn~~~~~~~fts'"~~~:j3oe~t?~ ~~
to sea. will soon be extinguished.
Will this historic old landmark be destroyed? It can
be restored as a historic monument for $3,000.00, accord-
mg to the lightkeeper. The central tOWCl', stripped. of
Its appendages can be preserved, and in Mr. Cantwell's
opinion, will last another hundred years.
.Surely, the Historical Society and interested citizens
Will not allow this historic monument to be destroyed!
We are confident that if an appeal were launched to
"Save the Lighthouse" the response would be more than
enough to preserve and restore this historic monument.
The Q~arterly will be glad to hear from anyone in-
tE'rested m such an appeal, but quick action is necessary.
-A C M E-
FROM COAST TO COAST
"ACME" Brand Products are making new
friends daily. you can he sure that you are
getting the besl your money can buy U the
"Acme" label is your quide. Specify "Acme"
and be sure. "Acme" products are manu,
lactured in Newfoundland by
T. McMURDO &CO., LTD.
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Provisions Etc. Expended Yearly
Bread-610 bags; Flour-220 bar'ls;' Pork-75
bar'Is; Butter-110 firkins; Molasses--4.0 Punch-
e~lOns; Teas-IS chests; Spirituos Liqurs-IOO gallons;
S\I~ar-lO bar'ls; CofJee---3 bags; Tobacc0--4 Cegs;
Pjpes-2 boxes; Shop Goods-£600.
l10nble James Crowdy,
5:ir,
~e~~e~~~d~~~~1~~'o~f~;iM~OI ~~:;et~~ }I~~ol~:t~~
Born in St.
John's 69 years
ago, Mr. O'Neill
:s~s o~h~l Y~~ilt
ren bar n to
James O'Neill of
Waterford, Ire-
land, and Annie
(Noonan)
O'Neill of St.
John's.
Ed u cat e d
at 51. Patrick's
Hall, Holy Cross
and St. Bona-
v e n t u r e ' s
CoIl e g e, Mr,
O'Neill was a
reporter success-
ively for the
D ail y News,
Evening Chron-
w. J. O'NEILL ~l~, fE/ledn ia~a
Evening Telegram, From 1913 to 1921 he published
"The Plaindea1er," "The Newfoundland Illustrated
Weekly, and the "Newfoundland Christmas Tribune."
He was Newfoundland Correspondent to the London
"Daily Mail" for many years.
In the 1920's he was Secretary to the Minister of
Posts and Telegraphs and later joined the staff of Har-
vey & Company.
The oldest member of the St. John's Regatta Com-
mittee, Mr. O'Neill was also a Life Member of the
S.LS. Society.
He is survived by his wife and two daughters.
W.l. O·NElLL
NEj~~~~I~~;~o~~~:~~~~s~\~t~ ~~~tt~~~t:~t~~~
WIHll.lm J. O'Neill, Semor Editor of Harvey's News,
following a heart
;~~kmd~~in!a~~
tion,
transmit to you, for the infonnation of His Excellency
the Governor, the above particulars, which I hope
will be found satisfactory. And also meet His Ex-
cellency's approbation.
Sir,
(a~ldull t~~~~~ Wl:a~~~~ ~lrJe~f~~n~l~a~:\Si::;r-
Iy) be~in to see the necessity of agriculture more than
5 ~I:et~f::cg:~~~ dlj~~~Ll~:l~~;I;~~y~tj~~~J~~ ~ratl?'e r:~
60 ,,11(1 the natives were negugent in the work. But now
I am happy to say that both have a different feeling,
they both see that the cultivation of land is absolutely
necessary and must be their chief support. Sir, by
way of observation I would say the soil in tbis
neighbourhood is anything but ,t!;ood, it is of a poor
hard and gravelly nature, and to this ma~ be attribut-
~~~ ;~~~~~! ~~:;t11r:~~~t~Vdhi~~:1~Y~O~~ ~I~~h6~:
bar'ls Potatoes to each barl seed.
\Vith those few and imperfect observations,
I beg to remain, Sir,
i~o~l~spc(j~i~~R.
(The fore~oing" is a copy from the ori~inal of a
~I~it~;s~~'t~~ea ~~s~~~m~f a~~t~i~l~~v~lI~)~;~e~l ~~~ ti;;
Curator, :\lr. Leo English, D.B.E.
30
None
with
Marble.
Memory
Slone
Lettered by
The Sacred
Carved and
GRATES COVE CENSUS--1874
THE MASTER CRAFTSMEN
Write for Photo~. Rtate" requirement~.
P.O, BoI 422, St, John's, Nfld.
Skinner's Monumental Works
"MARK EVERY PLOT"
()Jro".Pk
C OUIflieS'S'
£.nera/folfS'(I
IllfOlmation for His Excellency
SlH JDI-IN LE:\IAHCHANT,
Knif!.lIt, alld Governor, alld Commander in and over
tI,e lslalld of .Vewfotmdlalld alld its
Dependencies. Etc., Etc.
Particulars
520 Cod Saines
1 Herring Nels
70 Acres of Ground in
90 Possession 35
1 Acres of Ground under
Cultivation 30
Bar'ls of Potatoes 1000
~~I;:c~tr~~Jof this 50
Island 13
Cattle breed of this
Island
1 Goats
70 Pigs breed of this
Island 15
100 Sheep None
Poultry Large Numbers
't'rodllce collected 011 all average eacl! year for tlie
last ten years past
Qtls. 2500 Capling Bbls. 100
Tons 20 Cads Tongues and
200 Sounds Bbls. 50
Tons 1 V2 Berries Gals 300
Dbb 2100
Fish
Oyl
Seals
Blubber
lierrioj:!;s
Population
Quack Doctors
Planters
Dwelling Houses
Episcopal Minister
Wesleyan ~Iethodist
.\linister 1
Catholic Priest 1
Episcopalyans 173
~~~~t~~ Methodists 2~
Protestant Board
School
S\)holars
Boats Carrying from
4 to 15 qtls. Fish
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SHOPPING DIRECTORY
for Thrifty Buyers
\ full lint" of OroJt"l'ri.·~.
~I""I~ IIn,1 Fich alwrL~'~ in ~IQ('k
E. J. NEARY
Family Grocer
Dial 6610 22 Campbell Av".
ROBERT CAINES
Provisions and Groceries
102·104 Duckworth St. St. J0hn'6
PEllEY'S VARIETY
STORE
"rHIi,·~· nurl ('h;l<\rf'n'~ "-tllr.
Kilth.'nwftrt, ('r~kl'rywllrl'
!larrlwl\rr' rLlltl Xow'I'if'~
184 Pleaaa.nt Street
Dial 8-0197 65 Dllekwort.h St. 'Pbone 2761 284 LeMareha.nt Road
LEMARCHANT DRUG
STORE
J. F, JANES,
Chemist and Druggist
Pre!lt'riptiou eartfully eODl!'uu'ult'd
Dial. 5511 8 Campbell Ave.
(Opp. Gnll'f' HO~J!illll
SAMUELSON PRINTING
OmCE
Printing and Ruling
Service
Phone 4668 123-5 N_ Gower St.
R. J. Wll.LlAMS
PROVISIONS and GROCERIES
5136 and. 5131 200 Pleaaant St,
TILDEN RENT-A-CAR
SERVICE
New Cars with Radios
\ (lon8tl\nt Rl'minder of ....our
,liM'riminRlill,ll" ,11"00.1 In<'f' n ~uh
"'ril"ionlothe
NEWFOUNDLAND
QUARTERLY
H~lll Yf'llr pol" pai.)
P.O. Box E-.6419 St. Jobn'6
SMITH'S AUTO BODY
SHOP
&d~' Work .D~ I~RioliDI our
l"JlHaahy
Cor. Bonav8I1ture I: EJ:JIpire Ave.
'Phone 6928
J. P. Wll.LlAMS
I'NO\I:-:IO:":-.
t '(ll'lr"t:'I"',,~r~
Fruit
83-8li PleaPlit St.
St. John'a
HAYWARD GREEN
Wholesale and R.tail
W. J. MURPHY, LTD
Import.er. or Hlgh·cll.llll Grocerle.
and Provi5101lll
}'in,· jo'ruit Confeetionery-Ete,
Rawlins Oroa 556 Water 8t..
'Phone 5163 'Phone 4181
DOLLY'S
COFFEE SHOPPE
L:,II"lrt Lun,"b.·, Hot :u.o~~
'·;.I:"relll'~ t.·b<>~fll'l.It-
l".,1t nrinkc
108 Water Street
WANTED
Agents in the Outports
to sell "Tb. Quarterly"
and
Take SubscriptioDll
Write:
NEWFOUNDLAND
QUARTERLY
P.O, Box E-5419
SL John's
PATRONIZE YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD STORE
AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE
FOOTNOTE TO RANTS HARBOUR STORY
l'nd in Smith's Sound, there in prime\"al forest, he, with
the ht'ip of his son, built a dam on the river, then built
;I '>ilW mill. lie met with ;l disappointment the first
H'ar just as be was ready to go sawill~> the dam ~a\e
way, They built a flat-bottomed boat ,md in it car-
ried their mill lo~s to what was then called Lower
Shoal Ilarbour. Now it is called ClarellviJIe South.
Tht're his brother-in-law had a saw mill and \\ith
hb permission sawed their lumber at ni~ht while the
owner slept. They built a home, a church. Although
\Ir. ])t'I1('\ had onlv one hand, h(" with his ,SOilS built
it camillete with pews, windows, doors, pulpit and
('Ommunion. It was white-washed with dark red pul-
pit and mouldin~. They also built a little school room
and one of its first teachers was \ Iiss E. Cushue, an
aunt to the President of :\lemorial University at St.
John':>. She was a dnotoo Christian and tau~ht her
scholars more than the "three R's," She taught them
'Duty and love to man and Cod, It would be wen for
us WhO live in this ease-Iovin~, pleasure-seeking a,l!;e to
praise and consider the intc,gritv of the frugal ahstem-
iOIl:> lives of the pioneers of OUl' land. Their character-
istics ther maintained until "one b)' one ther fell
;ls\el'p to work and suffer no more."
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To the Contributing Editor:
Yi~~l ~f~I~: ~kluQ~u:~t:rn/r~~~~~:~:~I~eDdOt::~~7n~h:h;~;
are many years ahead of its publishers. May I also
thank you for remembering an old exile."
-Baltimore, ~raryland.
To the Editor:
'The special Regatta Number is a very interesting
~~~it~~:lt.ori~a~d~~rtyo~: l~e\:,o~~;'~~~l~~id~i:t~:ry~~~
efforts."
PINSENT and ADAMS
Barristers and Solicitors
Royal Bank Chambers 51. John's
LEE & MARTIN
Chartered Accountants
-(Dr.) L. J. J., ~Iontreal. 203 Water St. P. O. Box 173 St. John's
To the Editor:
Q:;~~~rl;;~tl~~ X~~{~t :h:~~)1y ~::GY~1l:::e~~~lg0~e~~~
fOllndland magazine published. Please note chane;e of
address."
SQUIRES, SAUNDERS & CAREW
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries
-Paul O'N., Comer Brook. 198 Water Street St. lohn's
To the Editor;
"Having read the Special Edition of the Quarterly.
I am writing to find out the price. If you would for-
ward a copy I will send a remittance."
-W. H. P., Nova Scotia.
HUNT, EMERSON, STIRLING & HIGGINS
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries
W. H. MacPHERSON, D.C,
Chiropractor
MERCER & MIFFLIN
Barristers and Solicitors
Telephone 4CQI
465 Duckworth St. St. John's, NOd.
To the Editor;
"I think The New/olilldiand Quarterly is a won-
;e:I~~i~~1fe~~' \ e~~;:dit~~:~fl~~:~: ~~~~ ~~1~~~1~~
arc!' I am 73 years old and cripple with arthritis."
-~Irs. A. A., Milton.
To the Editor:
~l am enclosing one dollar for a subscription to
The New/owllllmlli Quarterly. Would you please
send me the Ilme issue, I have others on file. The
Newfoundland Club will re-open in the Fall and the
chances are that J can pass it along.»
-D. \Y. S., British Columbia.
283 Duckworth SI.
15 ATLANTIC AVE.
St. John's
'PHONE 6980
To the Editor:
i~ "~u~~;~\~Ouch~~~a~~:th01Suof)J~:~~~\f~:e ftl';~~:~~~~
documents that are bound to be of interest as the\"
are little known to manv people.»
-G. S. D., St. John's.
Editor's Note:-With reference to the verses re-
printed on page 42 of our June issue, the Editor wishes
to explain that they were not selected by the owner of
the 1785 magazine from which thev were copied, and
were, in fact, unb....nown to Mr. Crewe.
I
Phoo. '''4,9 P,O, 90_ <"" I'
8 Kln'f_ Road St. John'.
P. F. COLLINS
Customs Sroke.
All types of CUlloms Work
"This is our land ... here at the gateway of Canada
,Illd mighty lands which have never known totalitarian
tyranny ... the spirit of freedom has a safe and abid-
ing home."-Sir Winston Churchill.
ROSE AGENCIES, LIMITED
YOUR
MERCURY, LINCOLN, METEOR DEALER
MERCURY TRUCKS
ALSO ENGLISH
ZEPHYR-CONSOL-ANGLIA-PREFECTCARS
and
ZEPHYR TRUCKS
+ + +
ROSE AGENCIES, LIMITED
P. O. BOX 68
WABANA
BELL ISLAND
NEWFOUNDLAND
CANADA
Introducing Canada's On!y
Four Year Battery
ALLSTATE "48
48 MONTHS GUARANTEED
GUARANTEED 3 YEARS-..U.L"ITATE "36"
Light, .strong hard ubber cal>e with p!~ty of acid space for
~:r;:. Ii~~~~d~..~~.~~~~: •..~~~~~ to fit all popular 16.95
Canada's long~t-Iite car battery solves your battery
prob!ems for 4 full years! Gives yOU more power lor
quick starts. AU"STATE batteries are buj:~ ;n Cannon's
n"''I.'cst, most modern factory. where they BI'C wo~ldr~
overtime t{) keep up with the demand. Available in all
popuhr sizes. At these low prices you can buy the best
now!
with trade-in
• •••• m 18.95
Size 1
51 PLATES •••M ...... M .....
Have the ALLSTATE PREMIUMS
GUARANTEED 24 MONTHS!
• 35% more tread
• Also with White Walls
24.95
.........23.95
6.70 " 15
6.00" 16
WATER STREET
DIAL 5011SIMPSON-SEARSSATISFACTION OR MONEY REFUNDED
TR....OIE: PRINTII:I'IB • .-uaWI5MItR" 1..
